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Scope of this thesis 
Oxygen transport in the blood is mediated by highly specialized red cells. The 

majority of the proteins of a red cell comprises the oxygen carrier protein 
hemoglobin, which is a hetero-tctrameric protein that consists of two a and two p 
globin chains. In humans different u- and p-like globin chains are expressed during 
development resulting in several different hemoglobin tetramers. The expression of 
different globin chains serves to facilitate the oxygen uptake by the emblYo, since 
embryonic hemoglobin has a higher affinity for oxygen. The genes that code for the 
u- and p-like globin chains reside in loci located on separate chromosomes. Many 
blood disorders, like u- and p-thalassemias and sickle cell anemia are the 
consequence of deletions or mutations of sequences in these loci and they initiated 
extensive research into the molecular basis of these diseases. Especially the p globin 
locus has served as a model system to study the regulation of multi gene loci. The 
five functional globin genes, 5'-s_Gy_Ay-o-P-3', are differentially expressed during 
development. Proper expression of these genes requires the presence of a region 
located 5' upstream of the s globin gene. This locus control region (LCR) contains 5 
small regions that bind several trans-acting factors in an erythroid environment. The 
aim of this thesis is to study the role of the LCR in the regulation of the ~ globin 
genes ill vivo. 

Chapter 1 reviews the CUlTent knowledge in the regnlation of eukaryotic 
transcription and chromatin. Chapter 2 gives a broad introduction covering two 
decades of shldies conceming the regulation of the human and murine p globin genes 
and serves as an outline for the results that wiII be discussed in the chapters 3 to 6. 
Chapter 3 describes the role of EKLF in the y to p globin switching process. 
Chapter 4 and 5 describe experiments that show that the human and the murine LCR 
can only activate one globin gene at a given moment. Chapter 6 describes the 
characterization of intergenic transcription in the human p globin locus. Finally in 
chapter 7 the implications of the results presented in this thesis will be discussed. 
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Chapter 1 

The regulation of eukaryotic transcription 
and chromatin structure. 

An introduction 
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Eukaryotic Transcription 
Transcription is a complex process used by organisms to copy DNA 

sequences into RNA that is usually translated in proteins. The transcription process 
in prokalyotic organisms is tightly couplcd with translation and both processes can 
take place simultaneously. Prokaryotes utilise only one RNA polymerase for the 
transcription of all active genes. In eukmyotes transcription and translation are 
uncoupled, transcription is restricted to the nucleus whereas translation takes place in 
the cytoplasm. In contrast to prokaryotes, transcription in eukaryotes is mediated by 
three different RNA polymerases. RNA polymerase I is specifically used for the 
transcription of the ribosomal genes ,vhich are organised in tandem alTays on several 
chromosomes. Polymerase II is essentially uscd for transcription of all the genes 
encoding mRNA, small nuclear RNA and non coding RNA's as will be discussed in 
chapter 6. RNA polymcrase III is utilised for the transcription oftRNA genes as well 
as the ribosomal gene of the 5S rRNA. In the context of this thesis I will focus on 
RNA polymerase II specific transcliption and the factors, elements and processes 
involved in initiation, elongation and tCllnination of transcription. 

Promoters 
Transcription Butwtion is a process in which many different trans-acting 

factors act on different DNA elements ill cis. The TATA box and the initiator, 
separatcd by 25-30 base pairs, (Smale and Baltimore 1989) are the two core 
promoter elements, found upstrcam of most eukaryotic genes. Although not all genes 
have a TAT A box element, for most genes, including the globin genes, this element 
is essential for gene activation. The TAT A binding protein (TBP) specifically binds 
the TAT A clement and forms the basis of the TFlID complex that contains several 
TBP associated factors (TAF's). Like TFlID several other general transcription 
f.1ctors (GTF's) are part of the basic transcription machinery (TFIIA, TFlIB, TFIIE, 
TFIIF, TFIIH, reviewed in McKnight 1996). In cell free systems the TATA box plus 
the initiator element can drive transcription upon addition of extracts containing 
these general components. However, ill vivo, in a chromatin environment, these 
elements are not sufficient to initiate transcription (Imbalzano 1994), indicating that 
additional clements are required for the proper activation of genes ill vivo. Parts of 
these elemcnts are promoter proximal elements, situated 50 to 200 base pairs 
upstream of the start site. Promoter proximal elements consist of typical recognition 
sites like CCAAT and CACC boxes that bind ubiquitous as well as specific trans
acting factors. Recent data show that many trans-acting factors, that bind these 
clements, can recl1lit chromatin-remodelling complexes and open up the chromatin 
of the promoter. This process of chromatin remodelling has been shown to be 
indepcndent of the binding of the basic transcription machincry (Anustrong 1998). 

Enhancers 
Enhancers are DNA elements with a size between 50 base pairs to 1.5 kilo 

bases, situated up to several kilo bases upstream, downstream or within a gene, and 
are defined as elements providing increased tran:?cription of a gene independent of 
the position or orientation relative to the transcription start site (Banelji 1981, 
Moreau 1981). Like promoter proximal elements, enhancer sequences provide 
additional specificity to the gene they activatc by binding dcvelopmental, ccll type or 
cell cycle specific factors. Three different models have been postulated to explain the 
mechanism by which an enhancer activates a gene. In the tracking model factors lise 
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the enhancer as an ently site and track along the DNA in search of a gene 
(Hcrendeen 1992). In the accessibility model the enhancer provides a specific 
environment, like an open chromatin st111cture, neceSSalY for optimal activation of a 
linked gene (Mmtin 1996). The looping model explains activation via direct 
interactions between gene proximal elements and the enhancer by looping out 
intervening DNA (Ptashne 1988, Mueller-Stonn 1989, this thesis). The same models 
have also been put forward to explain the activation mechanism of the human p 
globin locus control region (LCR), which will bc discussed in the next chapter. A lot 
of evidence in favour of a looping model has been published in recent years using the 
human p globin locus as a llIodel system. Additional observations like transvection 
between chromosomes found in Drosophila (Henikoff 1997) and experiments 
showing looping ill vitro, visualised with electron microscopy (Su 1991) seem to 
SUppOlt these findings. 

Transcription initiation 
The largest subunit of the RNA polymerase II core enzyme contains a large 

carboxy-telminal domain (CTD) with 17-52 tandem repeats of a consensus 
heptapeptide. The CTD is essential for ill vivo function of polymerase II. It is rich in 
potential phosphOlylation sites that are hyperphosphOlylatcd during transcription 
elongation (pollIO isoform) and hypophosphorylated prior to promoter clearancc 
(pollIA isoform). Several factors have been purified that associate with the CTD, like 
SRB and mediator proteins and the general transcription factors TFIIB, TFIIF and 
TFIIH (Koleske and Young 1994). TFIIH, TFIIE and SRB proteins are CTD kinases 
and SRB and TFIIH show cyclin dependent kinase (CDK) activity, and link 
transcription initiation to cell cycle progression (for review see McKnight 1996). The 
discovcry of the RNA polymerase II holo-complex in yeast silggests that RNA 
polymerase II binds the DNA as a holo-complex rather than being assembled on the 

B 

CTO 

CTO 

Figure 1. A model for transcriptioll il1itiation in ellkaryofi~ orgol1isms.Dijfere11f t!'ansacting faclors, 
TFIID and the polymerase II holocomplex bind enhance/; promoter proximal elements, 
])11)1 box and initiator respectively (A Gild B). Partial p/wsphOly/atioJl of tile crD and 
release of different CTD associated jaclors triggers promoter clearance followed by 
rapid reinitiatioll a/new polymerase II holocomplex or dissociation of the d{ffere11f factors 
oflhe template (C). Polymerase II elllers the late elongation phase after prEF~b mediated 
hYPClphospliOlylatioll oflhe erD (D). 
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template. RNA polymerase II holo-complexes have also been isolated in mannnals, 
indicating that the transcription initiation mechanism is highly conserved in 
enkaryotes (OssipowI995). Promoter clearance is accompanied with the dissociation 
of the CTO associated factors TFIIB, TFIIH and the SRB proteins (Zawel 1995). 
However it is not clear if the dissociation of these factors is the key step that drives 
promoter clearance or ifphosphOlylation of the CTO precedes the dissociation of the 
different factors. Since hyperphophorylation of the CTD resulting in the polIIO 
isoform of polymerase II takes place after clearance of the promoter (Marshall 1996), 
partial phosphOlylation could be the trigger to fire the polymerase. 

Recent data of Struh} and colleagues show that autonomous transcription 
factor activation domains exert their function when connected to enhancer-bound 
proteins but fail to do so when linked to basic components of the polymerase II 
transcriptional machinery (Keaveney 1998). This shows the impOltance of enhancer 
recl1litment of the polymerase II holo-complex and argncs strongly in favour of a 
model with three basic complexes, the enhancer bound trans-acting factors, TFIID 
and the polymerase II holo-enzyme (Stmhl 1996). The different complexes act 
synergistically via protein-protein interactions and recmitment of one complex 
increases the change ofrecl1litment of another complex. The simultaneous binding of 
all three complexes results in promoter clearance. Subsequently the different 
complexes can dissociate from the promoter or rapid reinitiation can take place by 
attracting a new polymerase II holo-enzyme to the promoter (figure 1). It has been 
shown in yeast and Drosophila that highly active promoters arc capable of initiating 
transcripts every 6 seconds, resulting in a polymerase II density of 1 polymerase per 
100 base pairs (Stl1lhI1996). 

Transcription elongation 
After promoter clearance the RNA polymerase enters the elongation phase 

which can be separated into an early elongation phase, with a hypophosphmylated C 
terminal domain (CTD) of RNA polymerase II (poIIIA), and a late elongation phase 
with a hyperphosphOlylated CTD (pollIO), HypophosphOlylated polymerase II is 
blocked about 500 base pairs downstream of the transcription start site if 
phosphorylation fails to take place (Chodosh 1989). This was first shown by the use 
of DRB that specifically blocks the CTD kinase pTEF-b, a factor found in 
Drosophila and humans, and recently shown to be the eyclin dependent kinase 
CDK9 (Peng 1998). A sustained block of phosphorylation, which can be induced by 
ORB, results in the dissociation of stalled polymerases from the template giving rise 
to short prematurely terminated transcripts. Upon phosphorylation of the CTD the 
polymerase enters the late elongation phase and transcribes the genic sequences with 
a speed of around 1600 base pairs per second. Several factors found in yeast and in 
mammals (DmSIl, TFII-F, ELL and Elongin, for review see Shilatifard 1997) are 
required for proper elongation. Although not shown to be required for elongation 
several other factors like SWI/SNF and pCAF are associated with polymerase II 
during elongatio'n (Wilson 1996, Cho 1998). Interestingly the elongation mode seems 
to be dependent on the promoter that is used for initiation. The e-mye gene has two 
different promoters, one of which can give rise to blocked elongation whereas the 
other can not (Bentley 1986). Also cell cycle progression controls proper elongation 
since transcription elongation is aborted during mitosis (Shermoen and Q'FalTell 
1991). These and other data that show that the CTD is required for splicing (Corden 
1997), mRNA capping (Cho 1997) and poly-adenyl at ion (Dantonel 1997, 
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McCrackcn 1997), indicate that the process of transcription is tightly regulated and 
highly interactive. 

Transcription termination 
The rRNA specific RNA polymerase I tenl1inates transcription in a specific 

region downstream of the rRNA gene (for review see Reeder 1997). For RNA 
polymerase II transcription such defined termination sequences do not seem to exist. 
Studies on the p globin genes show that the polymerase density decreases gradually 
behind the poly-adenylation signal, but remains detectable up to 500 base pairs 
downstream of the poly-adenylation sequence (Ashe 1997). Disl1lption of 
transcription termination after the deletion of different factors involved in poly
adenylation shows a clear correlation between poly-adenylation and transcription 
tennination (Bit'Se 1998) suggesting that the poly-adenylation signal is also an 
indirect transcription tennination signal. 

Chromatin 
Cytological stallllng of eukmyotie cells reveals two different types of 

chromatin. Dark and light staining areas called heterochromatin and euclu'omatin 
respectively. The staining differences are attributed to differences in packaging of 
DNA. Most of the active genes reside in euchromatin that is generally situatcd in the 
interior of the nucleus and replicates early in S phase of the cell cycle. Hetero
chromatin is mostly situated at the nuclear pcriphcIY and replicates late in S phase. 
To date the initial cytological black and white picture has changed in a more 
extensive view with different chromatin states being essential tools for regulating 
transcription activation. 

Chromatin structure and organisation 
Chromatin is basically organised in three different levels, the 10 nanometer 

fibre, the 30 nanometer solenoid fibre and chromatin loops. The 10 nanometer fibre 
is an alTay of nucleosomes with 145-147 base pairs of DNA wrapped around each 
llucieosome, resulting in a 'beads on a string' like stmcture. A nucleosome is a multi
protein complex that consists of 8 histones, containing two copies of each histone 
protein, H2A, H2B, H3 and H4. Binding of linker histones HI and HS results in a 
morc compact 30 nanometer diameter fibre or solenoid (Allan 1986). The amino 
tenninal tails of histones can be modified by phosphOlylation and acetylation leading 
to changes in the binding affinity of the nucieosomc for DNA resulting in different 
local chromatin states. In vitro packaging of naked DNA in l1ucleosomes can easily 
suppress transcription initiation (lmbalzano 1994, Lorch 1987), whereas elongating 
polymerase II is only pm1ially suppressed (Izban 1992). Both effects can be 
overcome ill vitro (Tsukiyama 1995) and ill vivo (Almer 1986) by specific proteins, 
like elongation factors, or chromatin remodelling complexes capable of opening up 
chromatin templates. It has been found that nucleosomes are disrupted at the 
promoter ill vivo and interestingly several general transcription factors have domains 
highly homologous with histone DNA binding domains. This suggests that the 
transcription initiation complex may at least in pat1, replace nuc1eosomes in order to 
locally open up the chromatin. Contradictory reports have been published conceming 
the mechanism of polymerase elongation in chromatin. Several papers show the 
complete displacement of nucleosomes upon passage of a polymerase, whereas other 
groups did not find any changes in struchlre of the chromatin template. The truth will 
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probably be found somewhere in between with a partial displacement of the 
l1ucleosome and a concomitant uncoiling and recoiling of the DNA during passage of 
the polymerase. 

The highest level of organisation is the arrangement of chromatin in big loops 
up to several mega bases in size, as 'vas shown by electron microscopy and distance 
measurements using fluorescent ill situ hybridisation (FISH, Yokata 1995). Different 
loops are anchored to the nuclear scaffold via scaffold attachment regions (SAR) or 
matrix attachment regions (MAR) depending on the method of isolation. Both MAR 
and SAR regions appear to overlap, but so far no consensus sequence has been found 
except for irregular spaced tracks of A's and T's. These tracks are recognised by 
several proteins like histone HI and topoisomerasc II, the latter being a major protein 
of the nuclear scaffold. Recently SAR's have been implicated in chromatin 
remodelling by linking a SAR clement to an immunoglobulin [I gene enhancer. 
Addition of a SAR element proximal of the enhancer increased the chromatin 
accessibility and demethylation of a T7 promoter located 1 kb downstream of the 
immunoglobulin [I gene enhancer (Jenuwein 1997). These data suggest that SAR's 
are not only involved in higher order chromatin organisation but also have a function 
in chromatin remodelling. 

The nucleus appears to be organised in specific domains like heterochromatin, 
euchromatin and sub chromosomal domains. Latc replicating heterochromatin 
including centromeres and telomeres is preferentially found in the nuclear periphery, 
whereas euchromatin is mainly found in the nuclear centre and is replicated early in 
S phase. This type of organisation and the presence of SARfMAR elements suggest a 
rather static organisation of chromatin. However work of Csink and Henikoff (1996) 
shO\vs that insertion of heterochromatin close or inside euchromatin leads to 
heterochromatinization of surrounding euchromatin with a concomitant change in the 
localisation of the element within the nucleus. Other studies using the centromere 
binding protein Cenp-B attached to OFP conlinn this picture and clearly show 
centromeric movements (reviewed by Lamond 1998), implying a more dynamic 
regulation of chromatin fonnation. 

Histone (de)acetylation 
One of the major mechanisms used for local remodelling of chromatin is the 

modi lication of different lysine residues of histones by adding or removing acetyl 
groups of the N-tenninal tails of histones. Acetylation neutralises the positive 
charged lysine residues thereby decreasing the affinity of the nucleosome for DNA. 
General hyperacetylation has been cOlTelated with transcriptional active areas 
(Hebbes 1994) and is associated with transcription (Lee 1993, Vetese-Dadey 1996), 
whereas hypoacetylated areas correspond with transcriptionally silent areas, 
including the in-active X chromosome in female mammals (Tumer 1992, Jeppesen 
and Tumer 1993). Specific acetylation pattems have been described for euchromatin 
and heterochromatin (Tumer 92). Heterochromatin in yeast and Drosophila is only 
acetylated at lysine residue 12 (KI2) of histone H4 although this has not been found 
in human chromatin. Different combinations of acetylated H3 and H4 lysine residues 
are used in euchromatin in Drosophila, yeast and humans (Turner 1992, Clarke 1993, 
O'Neill 1995). 

Acetylation is mediated by histone acetyl transferases (HAT's), subdivided in 
A and B type HAT's. Type A is a nuclear HAT involved in the activation of 
transcription whereas type B is a cytoplasmic HAT involved in nucleosome assembly 
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associated acetylation. The first nuclear HAT to be identified was Tetrahymena 
GCNS (Brownell 1996), named after the yeast homologue that was earlier repOlied to 
be a transcriptional co-activator (Georgakopoulos and Thireos 1992). Yeast mutants 
show that GCNS is required for gene activation. GCNS preferentially acetylates KI4 
ofH3 and K8 and KI6 ofH4 (Kuo 1996). GCNS seems to act locally by targeting to 
the promoter and is found in at least two protein complexes, GCNSp/ADA and 
SAGA (Grant 1997). These complexes appear to act as a bridge between transacting 
factors and the general transcription machinery. GeNS overexpression studies 
showed a general increased acetylation, although it has not been proven that this is a 
direct effect. Even though several HAT's have been characterised it is not yet clear 
how complete domains are aeetylated as has been found in the chicken ~ globin locus 
(Hebbes 1994). Several other known proteins are found to have histone acetyl 
transferase activity. Most of these proteins are directly involved in the transcription 
activation process, like human TAF250, a basic component of the general 
transcription factor TFIID (Mizzen 1996). CPB/p300 another well studied 
coact iva tor possesses HAT activity and is associated with the hypoacetylated isofonn 
of polymerase II, which suggests that it plays a direct role in the transcription 
initiation process (Ogryzko 1996). In contrast with CBP/p300 another HAT pCAF 
appears to be associated with the hyperaeetylated elongating polymerase II (Cho 
1998), indicating that pCAF is possibly involved in acetylating histones of the 
transcribed template of active genes. More recently it has become clear that histones 
are not the only targets of HATs since other proteins like general transcription 
factors can also be targets of acetylation. CBPlp300 for instance is capable of 
acetylating TFIIE~, TFIIF and pS3 ill vitro (Imhof 1997). Two recent repolis show 
that the activity of the erythroid specific transcription factors GAT A I and EKLF is 
also dependent on acetylation (Boyes 1998, Zhang 1998). 

Histone acetylation is a reversible process and different deacetylases have 
been identified. The best-described deacetylases are yeast Rpd3 and its human 
homologue HDACI. Rpd3 appears to interact with Sin3 and deletions of either 
protein give rise to identical phenotypes, whereas double mutants don't show additive 
effects. Mutant Rpd3 strains show increased acetylation ofH4lysinc residues KS and 
K 12 and are defective in transcriptional repression ill vivo (Kadosh and Stmhl 
1998a). Another study showed that like GCNS the action of Rpd3 is highly localised 
to the promoter area, resulting in deacetylation of only one or two nllcleosomes 
(Kodosh and Struhl 1998b). A second human deacetylase, HDAC2, associates with 
different DNA binding repressors like Mad (Hassig 1997), Ume6 (Kadosh 1997) and 
YYI (Yang 1996). Interestingly a Drosophila homologue of YYI called 
pleiohomeotic shows sequence specific binding to Polyeomb responsive elements 
(Brown 1998). 

Chromatin assembly 
Upon entry of S-phase new nucleosomes have to be assembled on the 

replicating template. This assembly is tightly coupled with the proceeding replication 
fOJ:k that progresses at a speed of -1000 base pairs per second (Lucchini 1995). After 
replication the parental nucleosomes randomly segregate over the parental and the 
newly synthesised strand (Sogo 1986) and open spaces are filled in with new 
1111cleosomes. To date it is not clear how specific acetylation patterns are passed on to 
the replicated chromatin. Nucieosome assembly stalis with binding of the H31H4 
tetramer to the DNA, a process facilitated by chromatin assembly factor I (CAFI), 
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followed by the assembly of the H2A1H2B dimers. Newly synthesised histone H4 is 
preferentially aeetylated at lysine residues K5 aud KI2 in human and Drosophila, 
whereas the H3 acetylation pattern seems to be less conserved. Together with CAFI 
these specifically acetylated H3 and H4 fonn the chromatin assembly complex 
(CAC, Veneault 1996). Shortly after incorporation in chromatin the newly 
synthesised nucleosome can be deaeetylated (Jackson 1976). 

Chromatin remodelling 
Several factors directly involved in the transcription acti vation process, like 

the TATA binding protein (TBP) can not bind DNA if this specific sequence is 
occluded by a nucleosome. Chromatin remodelling complexes have been implicated 
in enhancing the process of activator binding, and repositioning of nuclcosomes and 
l1ucieosomc spacing after chromatin assembly. Both processes appear to be 
dependent on ATP hydrolysis. Several chromatin remodelling complexes (CRC's) 
have been purified recently from different organisms having one or both activities 
and the list is growing rapidly. 

The first CRC identified was the yeast SWIISNF complex, a multi-protein 
complex required for transcription of a specific subset of genes such as HO (Stern 
1984) and SUC (Laurent 1990). The SWIISNF complex contains II proteins (for 
review see Kadonaga 1998) of which ISWI, the Drosophila homologue of the yeast 
SWIISNF subunit SWI2/SNF2, possesses ATP dependent remodelling activity 
(Corona 1999). Interestingly mutations in both the structured domain and N-tenninus 
of histones appear to suppress the phenotype of SWI/SNF mutations, implying that 
the S\VI/SNF complex is involved in overcoming repressive effects of chromatin 
(Recht 1999). SWIISNF facilitates targeting of transcription factors to specific 
promoters and disrupts the local nucleosome structure. RSC was the second 
SWI/SNF like complex isolatcd from yeast (Cairns 1996). This complex is more 
abundant than SWIISNF and seems to act on a broader range of genes. SWIISNF 
related complexes have also been isolated from Drosophila (Varga-Weisz 1997, 
Tsukiyama 1995, Ito 1997) and human cells (Annstrong 1998, Wang W 1996). 
These complexes contain several homologues of proteins identified in the yeast 
SWIISNF complex. One of these complexes, human EKLF coactivator remodelling 
complex 1 (E-RCI), shows nmetional selectivity for the erythroid specific 
transcription factor EKLF (AI111strong 1998). E-RCI and EKLF cooperate in 
initiating a DNase I hypersensitive region, and both E-RCI and EKLF are necessary 
for transcription activation of a ~ globin promoter ilt vi/I'D. Interestingly a mutant 
EKLF protein lacking the trallsactivation domain, required for transcription 
activation, still shows chromatin remodelling activity and DNase I hypersensitive site 
fonnation, indicating that an open chromatin structure can be created prior to the 
loading ofthe basal transcription machinery on the DNA. Although E-RCI seems to 
nmetion specifically in concert with EKLF the complex could also be purified from 
HELA cells, suggesting that EKLF is not the only transcription factor that reemits E
RC I for chromatin remodelling. 

Several CRC's, like NURF, CHRAC and ACF have been isolated from 
Drosophila. All three complexes contain the same ATP dependent chromatin 
remodelling subunit ISWI (Corona 1999). Likc SWI/SNF, nucleosome remodelling 
factor (NURF) mediates binding of transcription factors (Tsukiyama 1995). NURF is 
involved in the binding of GAGA factor to the Drosophila hsp70 promoter. Similar 
to E-RC I a hypersensitive site is formed on a chromatin template in vitro upon 
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addition of GAGA, ATP and NURF. ACF also facilitates binding of activators to 
chromatin packed DNA, and is capable of the assembly of properly spaced 
nuclcosomal alTays (Ito 1997). ACF is a tetrameric complex and co-operates with 
NAP I in chromatin assembly during S phase. In contrast to thc CRC's mcntioned 
before, a third Drosopizila complex CHRAC, is not capable of facilitating activators 
to a promoter (Varga-Weisz 1995, 1997). CHRAC enhances the general accessibility 
of DNA in chromatin, and functions in chromatin assembly. The complex contains 
topoisomerase II, although the role of topoisomerase II in this complex remains 
unclear. 

Chromatin remodelling complexes were generally believed to be devoid of 
histone acetyl transferase activity. However, more recent data show that HDAC's are 
involved in ATP dependent chromatin remodelling, linking both chromatin 
modification activities to one complex (Tong 1998, Xue 1998, and Zhang 1998). 
Two human complexes, NRD and NURD, have been identified yet which are 
eapable of A TP dependent chromatin remodelling as well as histone deacetylation, 
and purification of chromatin remodelling complexes with histone HAT activity 
seems to be only a matter of time. 

DNase I sensitivity 
Areas sUlTounding active genes or areas sUlTounding genes with an active 

history can be distinguished from inactive areas by an increased sensitivity to 
deoxyribonuclease I (DNase I, Weintraub and Groudine 1976, Groudine 1983). 
DNase I nicks DNA without the preference for specific sequences and the ability of 
distinguishing areas with different sensitivities for DNase I provided the first 
molecular tool for studying chromatin stmchlre in vivo. Several other nucleases have 
been used since, like DNase II and MNase, with identical albeit less clear results. 
General DNase I sensitivity of chromosomal regions in the chicken ~ globin locus is 
10 fold higher in blood cells compared to the inactive ovalbumin gene (Wood and 
Felsenfeld 1982). For DNase II and MNase these sensitivities are 6 and 3 fold higher 
for active compared to inactive regions respectively. Although the exact basis of 
increased sensitivity remains unclear today, general sensitivity might be explained by 
the absence of histone HI and increased histone acetylation in these areas (Smith 
1984, Vidali 1978, Hebbes 1994). Specific regions of up to several hundred base 
pairs usually located within general sensitive areas appear to be hypersensitive to 
DNase I digestion (Stalder 1980). These hypersensitive sites conespond with binding 
sites of transcription and transacting factors as well as replication origins and are 
thought to represent nucleosome free areas as a result of local chromatin remodelling 
(Wu 1979, Stalder 1980, Scott and Wigmore 1978, Waldeck 1978). Several of these 
hypersensitive sites were found in the human ~ globin locus, with erythroid specific 
and developmentally stable hypersensitive sites located upstream of the area 
containing the 5 functional genes (Tuan 1985, Grosveld 1987, Forrester 1987). Stage 
specific hypersensitive sites were found in the promoter areas of the different globin 
genes (Stalder 1980, Chal11ay 1984, and FotTester 1986). 

Position effect variegation and heterochroinatinization 
Chromatin can cytologically be separated into euchromatin and 

heterochromatin. :Most active genes reside ill euchromatin that is decondensed in 
interphase and condenses in metaphase whereas heterochromatin contains most 
inactive genes and remains condensed during the cell cycle. In Sachel'omyces 
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cereVlcwe heterochromatin is found in telomeres and the mating type loci (in S. 
pambe also in centromeres), \vhcreas higher eukaryotes have heterochromatic areas 
at different locations on the chromosome. Heterochromatin is generally 
hypoacetylated and comprises high quantities of repetitive sequences. Translocations 
of euchromatin juxtaposed to heterochromatin show a variable spreading of 
heteroeln'omatin into the euchromatic area thereby silencing the adjacent genes. 
Silcncing happens in a stochastic and clonal fashion. Some cells express the gene 
while other do not, with the daughter cell inheriting the expression pattem of the 
mother. This phenomenon called position effect variegation (PEV) was discovcred in 
Drosophila. It was fouud that when thc white gene, necessary for red eye 
pigmentation, was translocated next to heterochromatin this gene was silenced in pat1 
of the cells, resulting in a mosaic coloured eye (Spofford and DeSalle 1991). Studies 
of transgenic mice with the human p globin and CD2 loci show that deletion of 
hyperscnsitive sites in their locus control region (LCR) results in PEV (Milot 1996, 
Festenstein 1996). 

Two non mutually exclusive modcls cxplaining PEV have been postulated. 
The nuclear compartmentalisation model proposes that chromosomal arcas reside in 
specific nuclear territories favouring hetero~ or eu-chromatinizatioll , whereas the 
mass action model explains PEV as a result of different inter and intra cellular 
concentrations of factors involved in heterochromatin and euchromatin formation. 

Evidence for the nuclear compartmentalisation model comes from work in 
Drosopliila, which shows that the relative distance of a rearranged white transgene to 
the juxtaposed heterochromatin detennines the number of expressing cells (Dorer 
1979). Additional data supporting this model is thc trans-inactivation of a wildtype 
brown allclc by a dominant brown allele (bwD) on the other chromosome (Csink 
1996, Demburg 1996). It was found that the bwD allele, located in heterochromatin 
as a consequence of an insc11ion of a block of heterochromatin in the coding 
sequence, pairs with the wildtype brown allele in interphase nuclei. This interaction 
was not found between two wildtype brown alleles. Interestingly the trans
inactivated wildtype brown allele does not show cytological heterochromatinization 
(Bclyacva 1997), suggesting that the wildtype allele is pulled into a transcriptionally 
silent area. 

Most of the data that SUppOltS a mass action model is based on mutations that 
have been found to result in changes in levels of PEV. These modificrs of PEV can 
either suppress PEV (Su[var]s) or enhance PEV (E[var]s). Some of these modificrs 
appear to be the building blocks of heterochromatin, like the Drosophila Su(var)2-
5/HPIand Su(var)3-7 proteins. Other proteins seem to be involved in replication or 
chromatin formation. Trithorax-like proteins like GAGA factor, involved in 
euchromatin fOlTI1ation, have E(var) activity whereas some polycomb group proteins 
have Su(var) activity (Kassis 1998). Mammalian homologues of PcG and trxG 
proteins have been cloned like M33, Bmi I and mbrm, homologues of Drosophila Pc, 
Psc and brahma respectively. Compound transgenics and knockouts of genes coding 
for thcsc proteins with PEV expression lines of the human p globin locus, show that 
E(var) and Su(var) activity found in Drosophila is conserved in mammals (Milot 
submitted). IlllpOltantiy these studies showed that PEV is also modified by the 
transcription factors EKLF and Spi. Many polycomb group proteins do not affect 
levels of PEV when mutated, implying that these proteins havc either specific 
targeting areas, or that only a few proteins involved in Polycomb group protein 
mediated gene repression are directly involved in heterochromatin fonnation. 
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Deletion of hypersensitive sites of the human p globin LCR also revealed 
another type of position effect. Mouse lines were generated showing expression of 
the transgene in all red blood cells, albeit at lower levels. Immunofluorescence ill silll 
hybridisation studies on sorted cells showed that the p globin gene is only transcribed 
in certain phases of the cell cycle resulting in a cell timing effect (CTE, Milot 1996). 

Elements involved in chromatin domain formation 
Several elements with different properties have been implicated in the 

maintenance and alteration of chromatin stmcture. Four different elements will he 
discussed in this paragraph (figure 2). Polycomb and trithorax group proteins bind 
Polycomb and trithorax responsive elements (PRE, TRE) respectively and play an 
important role in the establishment and memory of large distance heterochromatic 
and euchromatic chromatin stmctures. Insulators are elements that have been 
implicated in preventing the spreading of heterochromatin into euchromatic regions. 
Finally locus control regions are dominant tissue specific chromatin opening 
elements with an additional enhancer function that can act over large distances up to 
100 kb away. 

Po/ycomb and trithorax responsive elements 
Polycomb group (PcG) proteins were originally identified as mutations 

resulting in ectopic expression of home otic genes (Struhl 1981). Several members of 
the PeG proteins have been cloned and it appears that PcG proteins not only affect 
homeotic genes but also affect several other genes involved in developmental 
processes. PeG proteins have been implicated in the establishment and memOlY of a 
silent chromatin state (for review see Paro 1995, Pirotta 1998). In contrast to the PcG 
proteins trithorax group (trxG) proteins are involved in the strong expression of 
homeotic genes and can at least in part counteract PcG mediated silencing (Cavalli 
1998). PcG and trxG proteins act via polyeomb responsive elements (PRE) and 
trithorax responsive elements (TRE) of several hundreds of nucleotides in size 
(Simon 1993, Orlando 1998). Recent data using the Drosophila UB-X locus as a 
model system show that Pc and Trx localise on the same elements. Localisation 
appears not to be restricted to PRE's/TRE's but is also found in promoters (Orlando 
1998). No specific consensus sequence has been found but the importance of PRE in 
chromatin memory was clearly shown by a PRE deletion using flp recombinase 
resulting in a loss of maintenance of the chromatin structure (Busturia 1997). 
Immunofluorescence studies showing a staining pattenl of PeG proteins on 
Drosophila salivary gland chromosomes, suggest that PcG protein would bind to 
DNA. However the PcG and trxG proteins found to date do not bind DNA, 
suggesting that additional proteins are involved in DNA binding. Targeting a PcG 
protein with a DNA binding domain is sufficient to recruit PeG complexes to the 
DNA and subsequent silencing. Co-localisation and biochemical studies with two 
different mammalian homologucs of the Drosophila Pc-G gene Enhancer-of-zeste 
[E(z)] suggest that different PcG complexes exist ill vivo (van Lohuizen 1998). 
Sequence analysis of the initially identified Polycomb protein (Pc) revealed a 
conserved chromodomain with unknown function. This chromodomain is also found 
in the modifier of PEV, HI or Suvar 2-5. Mutations in the HI chromodomain result 
in suppression of variegation and show the importance of this domain in 
heterochromatin fOl1nation. Several trxG and PcG members are also modifiers of 
PEV, indicating that these proteins are involved in heterochromatin fOl1natioll. 
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Figul'e 2. Models explaining the mechanisms of different 
elements implicated in chromatin domain 
jormaaOl1. (A) Insulator elements prevent 
enhancer promoter ill/eractiolls when inserted 
in between/he enhancer and the gene. Insulators 
also prevent heterochromatin spreading (curled 
line) illto insulated domains. (8) PRE/TRE 
elements are functiolla! borders of acfil'€ and 
illGclil'e domains. [llteractions between 
upstream regulalm), elemenls and the down
s/ream promoter are not blocked by illle/posed 
PRE's. (C) LCR's (Ire dominant chromatin 
openillg elements that inferae! with downstream 
genes (IS a halo-complex (grey line). Individual 
genes compete for LCR activation 

Intercstingly not all PcG proteins tested were modifiers of PEV suggesting eithcr 
different mechanisms of PcG mediated gene silencing, or different PcG proteins or 
complexcs affecting different loci. 

PcG complexes can affect enhancers and promoters over distances up to 30 
kb, although thc silencing mechanism over these distances is not yet understood. A 
heterochromatin spreading and a looping model have been postulated to explain the 
long distancc silencing capabilities (Pirotta 1998). Chromatin cross-linking 
experiments only reveals PcG proteins in the vicinity of PRE's arguing against a 
spreading model with the PRE as nuclcation site for silencing and suggest a looping 
model with one or multiple PRE's and proto PRE's acting together by looping out 
intcrvening DNA (Orlando and Paro 1993). The looping mechanism could also 
explain the decreasing output of transgenes with increasing copynumber (Fraser 
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1990), since weak PRE's could now act ill cis fOlming a big PRE complex with 
strong suppressive effects. 

Genetic studies of the Drosophila BX-C locus show that polycomb mediated 
silencing affect regulatOlY segments but can not insulate upstream elements from 
activating downstream promoters. The BX-C loclls consists of three genes, 
Ultrabithorax, abdominal-A and Abdominal-B that are differentially expressed in 
different parasegments of the developing fly. Regulation of Abdominal-B expression 
in parasegments 10-14 is mediated by the cis regulatory segments iab5 through iab9, 
with different iab's being active in different parasegmcnts. Two imp0l1ant domain 
boundaries have been described so far, MCP situated between iab4 and iab5 and 
Fab? separating iabG and iab? During early phases of embtyogenesis activity of cis 
regulatory elements is initially set by gap and pair-rule proteins, which are only 
transiently present at this stage of development. The activity state is subscquently 
maintained by PcG and trxG proteins for which binding sites have been found in the 
Fab? and MCP boundary elements (for review see Mihaly 1998). Interestingly 
Abdominal B exprcssion in proximal parasegments is mediated by proximal iab 
regulatOlY segments acting on the distal Abdominal-B gene without interference of 
the silent iab's in-between. This clearly distinguishes PRE elements from insulators 
(figure 2). 

Insulators 
Insulators have been implicated in preventing interactions of regulatOl)' 

elements of different domains ill cis, establishing a functional boundmy between two 
adjacent domains. The best-studied insulators are the Drosophila scs elements 
(Kellum and Schedl 1992), the Drosophila suppressor ofHailY wing (su[HW]) DNA 
binding sites (Geyer 1988) and the chicken p globin hypersensitive site 4 (HS4, 
Chung 1993). Studies with all thrce insulators show that enhancer activity is 
abolished when an insulator is inserted between an enhancer and promoter. No 
enhancer blocking activity is found when the insulator is placed proximal or distal of 
both the enhancer and promoter (Kellum and Schedl 1992). Insetiion of an enhancer 
and promoter between two insulators protects the transgene from neighbouring 
position effects (Kellum and Schedl 1991). Insulators don't possess cnhaneer activity 
and studies with ses elements and binding sites of the su[Hw] do not reveal changes 
in chromatin stmcture leaving the enhancer of an insulated gene accessible for a 
adjacent non insulated promoter (Cai and Levine 1995, Scott and Geyer 1995). This 
in contrast with the chicken p globin HS4 that appears to be the border of DNase I 
sensitivity as well as general histone acetylation (Hebbes 1994). It is however not 
clear if these differences are the consequence of additional features of the chicken 
HS4, when compared to the ses or su[Hw] elements. Two different proteins, BEAF-
32A and SBP (Udvardy 1999), have been identified in binding the scs hypersensitive 
site regions. III situ hybridisation with antibodies against BEAF32A show staining of 
several hundreds of interband regions in Drosophila polythene chromosomes, 
indicating that BEAF32A mediated insulation could be a general mechanism of 
boundary fonnation in Drosophila. 

Different models have been proposed to explain the insulator mechanism 
(Udvardy 1999). In a tracking model transcription factors that track along the DNA 
from an enhancer towards a promoter are blocked by an insulator inserted in 
between. A three dimensional model explains the insulating activity by the formation 
of a specific chromatin loop struchlre resulting in active domains flanked by 
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insulators making spherical interactions between different domains impossible. In the 
transcriptional decoy model insulators compete with the promoter by attracting 
enhancer activity. Rep0l1s using two interlocked plasm ids (catenanes), one of which 
containing a promoter the other an enhancer, clearly shmv enhancer activity on a 
promoter ill trails (Herendeen 1992, Krebs and Dunaway 1998). Enhancer activity 
\vas abrogated by either placing the gene or the enhancer between scs elements 
(Krebs and Dunaway 1998). This observation strongly argues against a tracking 
model with an insulator block ill cis. It is likewise difficult to envisage how 
insulators trap enhancer activity only when placed in between an enhancer and a 
promoter and not upstream of the enhancer, making the domain looping model the 
favoured model for explaining insulator function. 

Locus control regions 
The p globin locus is among the best-studied eukaryotic multi gcne loci. 

Initial transgenic studies with globin genes integrated in the mouse genome made 
clear that these sequences were not sufficient for proper expression of the trans gene. 
The same observation was made in a Dutch thalassemia patient (van der Ploeg 1980), 
showing an absence in globin mRNA despite the presence of intact adult globin 
genes. The patient shmved a deletion extending into the proximal region of the locus, 
resulting in an inactive chromatin configuration of the remaining sequences of the 
mutated locus (Kioussis 1983). Five developmentally stable and erythroid specific 
hypersensitive sites were identified in the region upstream of the area containing the 
five functional genes. Transgenic studies with this region, designated locus control 
region (LCR), linked to a globin gene revealed copy number dependent and position 
independent expression (Grosveld 1987). 

Several other LCR's have been identified since showing correct chromatin 
activation and developmental expression of linked transgene (Lang 1989, Bonifer 
1994). It was found that the different globin genes compete for activation by the LCR 
during development (Choi and Engel 1988, Enver 1990, Hanscombe 1991), and that 
competition is dependent on the relative distance from the LCR and the promoter 
strength of active genes (Dillon 1997). Deletions of individual hypersensitive sites of 
the human p globin LCR do not show a profound effect on individual genes during 
development, but results in a reduction in expression of all different genes dming 
development (Bungel1 1995, Milot 1996, Peterson 1996). These data suggest that the 
different hypersensitive sites act as a halo-complex in order to activate distal genes. 
Interestingly ill situ hybridisation studies on mouse lines with deletions of 
hypersensitive sites of the LCR reveal that the transgene is now susceptible to 
position effect variegation, when integrated into heterochromatic regions of the 
mouse genome (Milot 1996). The same result is found for deletions of hypersensitive 
sites in the LCR of the human CD2 locus (Festenstein 1996). Both loci show PEV 
when integrated in centromeric regions, whereas centromeric integration of either 
locus with a full LCR shows nonnal expression, indicating that LCR's are imp0l1ant 
instruments in overcoming heterochromatinization. LCR's have also been implicated 
in histone acetylation as has been found for the chicken p globin locus. A con'elation 
between general histone acetylation and general DNase I sensitivity was established 
(Hebbes 1994). Two recent publications suggest that general DNase I sensitivity is 
not a direct effect of the LCR acting on chromatin, since a deletion of the human and 
mouse LCR does not result in abrogation of general sensitivity and hypersensitive 
site fonnation in the locus (Reik 1998, Epner 1998). Although the data show that 
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transcription activation requires the LCR, it remains questionable if the LCR is 
required for chromatin activation (Epner 1998). The transgenic mice that have been 
produced with LCR constructs integrated in the mouse genome show that the LCR is 
sufficient to activate the globin locus. There may however be epigenetic information 
andlor DNA sequences left in the areas not deleted by Epner el al. (1998), that were 
sufficient to activate the locus. 
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Chapter 2 

Erythropoiesis and the regulation 
or globin gene expression. 

An introduction 

Parts oJtilis chapter have been published in: Current Opillion ill Hematology 5: 139-
144. 1998. Mechanisms oj developmental regulation in globill loci. P. Fraser, J. 
Gl'ibJ1(lu and T. Trimborn. 
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Erythropoiesis 
Millions of blood cclls are produced evelY minute in order to keep up with the 

needs of the human defence system and oxygen transpOlt through the body. The 
process of self-renewal and differentiation of hematopoietic stem cells (HSC) into 
the different blood lineages is called hematopoiesis. During hematopoiesis, 
differentiating cells lose their proliferating capacity and gain the lineage specific 
attributes. HSC arc pluripotent cells that can give rise to many different cell types of 
the lymphoid, myeloid and elythroid lineages, and different sites of hematopoiesis 
are used during development. In mammals primitive hematopoiesis resides in blood 
islands of the yolk sac and gives rise to nucleated blood cells in the emblYo. In the 
fetus hematopoiesis moves to the fctal liver after which the bone marrow becomes 
the major sitc of hematopoiesis ShOltly beforc bitth and thereafter. 

Human red blood cclls comprise up to 50% of the total blood volume, evelY 
red cell being replaced on average 120 days after entering the circulation, thus 
enonnous amounts of red blood cells havc to be produced every day. The 
differentiation process from hematopoetic stem cell till red blood cell is called 
erythropoiesis. It takes place via a series of intennediate precursor cells, like colony 
and burst forming units (CFV-E and BFV-E), that lose proliferative capacity upon 
differentiation (Figure 1). Ivlcanwhile erythroid specific genes are activated during 
differentiation eventually leading to a mahlrc red cell. Primitive embryonic 
erythropoiesis gives rise to nucleated blood cells whereas definitive fetal and adult 
erythropoiesis result in an enucleated red cell. 

Red cens are specialised in oxygen transpor1 through the body. In mammals 
the vast majority of the soluble protein of a red blood cell comprises the oxygen 

Pluripotent stemcell 

Difierentiation into other bloodcelllineages like: lymphocytes, mast 
cells, monocytes, basophils, mega-karyocytes, platelets, etc. 

». Mature Cell 
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of Ill/man el)'thropoeisis. Red cells arise from pluripotent 
slem cells via intermediate precursor steps and lose their proliferative capacity upon 
d(fferentiatioll. The nl/clear size decreases during differentiation as a consequence 
of increasing chromatin compaction. In the meantime red cel! specific trans-acting 
factors accumulate resulting in an increase of hemoglobin. Primitive elJ1thropoiesis 
gives rise to a nucleated red cell whereas definitive eJJ1lhropoiesis results in an 
enucleated blood cel!. 
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catTier protein hemoglobin. Hemoglobin is a hetero·tetrameric protein that consists 
of two a-like and two P-Iikc globin chains with one heme group attached to each 
individual globin chain. Most mammals havc different a-like and p-Iike globins 
expressed during development in order to get hemoglobin with different affinities for 
oxygcn. The affinity for oxygen early during development is higher than the adult 
hemoglobin, which makes it easier for the embryo to obtain oxygen from the mother. 
Most of the oxygen transport through the body is mediated by hemoglobin although a 
monomeric myoglobin is found in muscles. Sequence comparison of a-like, p-Iike 
and myoglobin suggest that these globins diverged from the same ancestor about 450 
million years ago (Hardison 1996). Oxygen carriers have even been found in several 
plants species that use leghemoglobin to provide oxygen to symbiotic bacteria that 
need oxygen for the reduction of nitrogen (Powell 1988). 

Hemoglobinopathies 
More than 250 million people arc catTiers of hereditary blood disorders 

(hemoglobinopathies). Most of these disorders are the result of mutations or 
deletions of genic or regulatory elements of a-like or p-like globin genes and have 
been very important for our cunent understanding of globin gene regulation. The 
three most common disorders, namely thalassemia, sickle cell anemia and HPFH will 
be discussed below. 

Thalassemias 
Thalassemic patients have a disturbed balance in the alp globin ratio and 

indicate the importance of co-ordinatcd expression of a- and p-like globin. Scvere 
disturbance of this alp globin ratio, as a consequence of reduced expression of a-like 
or P-Iikc globin, leads to microcytic and hypochromatic cells that can give rise to 
anemia. Both a and ~ thalassemias can be distinguished in deletion type and non
deletion type thalasscmia. The deletion type thalasscmia's usually have large 
deletions encompassing genic and/or regulatoty regions whereas the non-deletion 
type thalassemia is the result of base mutations in the promoter area or \vithin the 
gene. The latter giving rise to frameshifts, nonsense mutations, RNA processing 
mutants or a decrease in transcription. Many deletion and non·deletion type ~ 
thalassemia mutations have been described (Collins 1984, Stamatoyanopoulos 1996), 
but only a few of them played a role in the discovery of important regulatOlY areas in 
the globin loci. For example the Dutch deletion type p thalassemic patient played an 
imp0l1ant role in the discovery of thc locus control region. This patient has an intact 
adult p globin promotcr and gene sequenccs but the gene is not transcribed (van der 
Ploeg 1980, Kioussis 1983, Taramelli 1986). Deletions upstream of the P globin gene 
(figure 2), encompassing imp0l1ant regulatory elcments, appeared to be the cause of 
the absence of transcription (Grosveld 1987). Non-deletion type p thalassemias 
marked the imp0l1ance of promoter elements like the p globin CACC box. Mutations 
in this sequence result in a severe down regulation of the p globin gene expression 
(Kulozik 1991), and it was later shown that this CACC box is the binding site for the 
P globin specific transcription factor EKLF. Interestingly thalassemia patients have 
been reported with intact globin loci, possibly having mutations or deletions of genes 
coding for trans-acting factors that affect globin gene expression. A good example is 
a recently described mutation in thc SWIISNF relatcd XH2 gcne, resulting in a 
thalasscmia which strongly suggcsts that this gene dircctly regulates the a globin 
genes (Gibbons 1995). 
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Sickle Cell Anemia 
Sickle cell anemia is caused by a single T ---')A base pair mutation in the coding 

region of the p globin gene resulting in the substitution of a valine for glutamic acid 
of the 6th codon. The resulting HbS is soluble in oxygenated fOlln but fOllns large 
polymers and precipitates upon deoxygenation (for review see Stamatoyanopoulos 
1996). Precipitation can be prevented by relative low levels of wild type adult or fetal 
hemoglobin and is not observed in sickle trait individuals (AS) with only a single 
mutated allele. In most cases, patients with both alleles mutated (SS) have red cells 
with severe mOlphological changes that appear sickle shaped, as a consequence of 
precipitating HbS. Repeated oxy- and deoxy-genation leads to ireversibly sickled 
cells (ISC) which have been considered to be the major pathophysiological cause of 
sickle cell disease. Sickle cell patients have modest to severe anemia and crisis of 
peripheral tissues caused by vessel occlusion of trapped sickled cells. Interestingly 
the frequency of sickle cell anemia (and thalassemia) geographically overlaps the 
incidence of malaria caused by PlaslllodiulII jaicipal'lllll. Sickle trait individuals 
appear to have a selective resistance to malaria compared to BannaI individuals. This 
advantage also explains the high frequency of the sickle allele, despite the mortality 
of SS patients. 

HPFH 
Hereditary persistence of fetal hemoglobin (HPFH) is considered a disorder 

rather than a disease, since the persistence of fetal hemoglobin does not have clinical 
consequences for individuals. However most of the HPFH deletions and mutations 
have been found in combination with sickle cell anemia or p thalassemia. Increased 
fetal hemoglobin (HbF) levels reduces disease severity of paticnts with sickle cell 
anemia by increasing the solubility of HbS. Different point mutations have been 
rep0l1ed in the promoter areas of both the Gy and Ay genes resulting in increased 
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levels of HbF. HbF expression is pancellular and levels vmy between different 
mutations but can be elevated up to 30%. Most of these point mutations disl1lpt 
important sequcnces of the Gy and Ay promoters, like a CCAAT box at -117 bp, a 
GA TA binding site at -175 bp and a C-rich sequence at -202 bp (see figure 4). 
Several deletions giving rise to HPFH have also been reported. These deletions 
usually encompass the adult p globin gene bringing distal hypersensitive sites in 
close proximity to the y genes. Comparison of such deletions with deletions that give 
rise to p thalassemia reveals a very small area between the 'tiP and 8 genes 
(Camaschella 1990, Anagnou 1985, Palen a 1994). The differences in phenotypes 
could be the result of downstream sequences that are brought in, but could also be 
the consequence of different 5' breakpoints. Considering the last possibility the US 
Black 6 thalassemia and HPFH 5 deletions delineate a 700 base pair area that marks 
the minimal difference of the 5' breakpoints between a p thalassemia and HPFH 
phenotype. In the US Black 6 thalassmia this region is stiII present but is absent in 
the HPFH 5 deletion, suggesting that the area is important silencing of the y genes 
(Huisman 1974, Mears 1978, Ottolenghi 1982, Tuan 1983). Howevet·, the Corfu 
deletion that includes this area does not show increased levels of y expression 
(Kulozik 1988), and recent data using transgenic mice with this specific area deleted 
show that the area is important for the activation of the adult p globin gene but is not 
required for silencing of the y genes (Calzolari 1999). These data also suggest that 
the areas that are brought in close proximity to the y genes are responsible for 
elevated levels of HbF. 

Structure of the globin loci 
The human p globin locus spans about 70 kb on chromosome II and 

comprises 5 functional etythroid specific genes 5'-E-Gy_Ay-8-P-3' (reviewed in 
Collins and Weissman 84). The genes are ananged in the order they are expressed 
during development. This typical organisation with carly expressed genes located 5' 
relative to latc expressed genes is found in many organisms that lise hemoglobin as 
oxygen catTier and is probably the result of duplications and divergence of a cOl11mon 
ancestor during evolution (Hardison 1996). The E gene is expressed early during 
development when erythropoiesis is located in the blood islands of the yolk sac 
(figure 3). During erythropoiesis in the fetal liver E expression is silenced with a 
concomitant increase of both y gene products. The second switch from y to 8 and p 
globin expression takes place around birth when the bone marrow becomes the major 
source of elythropoiesis. Five etythroid specific developmentally stable 
hypersensitive sites have been identified upstream of the globin genes (Tuan 1985, 
Grosveld 1987, Forrester 1987), and p thalassemia patients with a deletion 
encompassing these hypersensitive sites but leaving the adult globin gene intact 
indicated the impotiance of this area for proper p globin expression (van del' Ploeg 
1980, Kioussis 1983, TarameIIi 1986). Transgenic studies finally showed that these 
hypersensitive sites, designated the locus control region (LCR), were sufficient to 
drive high level, tissue specific expression of linked transgcnes in a copy number 
dependent and position independent manner (Grosveld 1987). 

An similar organisation has been found for the a globin locus whieh has three 
different functional erythroid specific genes in the order 5'-S-a2-al-3' (reviewed in 
Higgs 1993). The expression of the a genes displays only one switch fi'om S globin, 
which is predominantly expressed in embtyonic blood celis, to a globin that is 
expressed in the embtyonic blood, the fetal liver and the adult bone marrow. An 
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elythroid specific hypersensitive sitc was found 40 kb upstream of the emblyonic I; 
gene. Although this hypersensitive site is essential for a globin expression, as shown 
by knock out studies in cell hybrids, this hypersensitive site does not confer position 
independent and copy number depcndent expression and can therefore not be 
considered an LCR. The differentially expressed a-like and p-like globins result in a 
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wide variety of different hemoglobins, each having specific affinities for oxygen. 
This fine-tuning of the affinity for oxygen during development enables the 
developing embryo to obtain enough oxygen from the mother (figure 3). 

Globin gene structure. 
VCliehrates have relative consenred globin gene structure consisting of three 

eXOIlS and two introns. They valY in size from 750 bp for the human a gene up to 
1600 bp for the human p globin gene. The human p globin gene exon I is 142 bp of 
which, 92 bp is coding sequence and 50 bp 5' un translated region (UTR). The second 
exon is 222 bp in size and exon 3 is 261 bp of which 114 bp coding sequence and a 
147 bp 3'UTR. Differences in gene size between different globin genes are mostly 
the result of varying sizes of the introns. Splicing out of the intron sequences and 
posttranseriptional addition of a 100 to 200 bp poly-A tail results in a Il globin 
messenger RNA of about 700 bp sequence coding for a 17 leD protein. Although 
intron sequences are not required for any coding these sequences play an important 
role in transpOlt of the messenger toward the cytoplasm. III situ hybridization studies 
show that deletion of intron 2 of the human p globin genes results in an accumulation 
of messenger at the site of transcription (Antoniou 1999). Promoter sequences arc, 
like the gene stmcture, very well conserved within the different globin genes (Collins 
and Weissman 1984). The globin promoter contains a TATA box preceded by one or 
two CCAAT boxes, which are found in many eukaryotic promotcrs (figure 4). One 
or two CACC box elements are located upstream of the CCAAT box (Myers 1986). 

The E globin gene promoter has several putative transcription factor binding 
sites for GATAI and Spl proteins. The promoter contains a single CACC, CCAAT 
and TATA box. Studies with transgenic mice show that the E gene requires the LCR 
for activation and is autonomously silenced during development (Shih 1990, Raich 
1990). Silencing is dependent on a proximal silencer clement that contains GATAI 
and YYI binding sites. Interestingly deletion of this silencer element, in the context 
of the whole locus, results in complete absence of epsilon transcription indicating a 
dual role for this element in activation and silencing (Liu 1997). 

The promoters of the two y globin genes have been well characterised due to 
the medical relevance of reactivation of the y genes in adults. Patient data show that a 
slight elevation of fetal hemoglobin reduces disease severity of sickle cell anemia 
and p thalassemia indicating the therapeutic potential of factors that could re
establish y gene expression in the adult. Both y globin promoters have a TATA box, 
two CCAAT boxes and one CACC box (Collins and Weissman 1984). Several 
£1ctors have been found to bind these elements and other transcription binding sites 
ill vitro and ill vivo (figure 4). Transgenic studies have shown that the y genes are 
autonomously silenced during development, even in the presence of the LCR (Dillon 
1991). However, silencing can be abolished by specific mutations that have been 
found in individuals with HPFH (Beny 1992). Several of these mutations have been 
found in the CCAAT box region e.g. the -117 Greek HPFH (Collins 1985) and in an 
GC rich area at -200 bp of the transcription statt site. Another element, called the 
stage selector element, is located 34-53 bp upstream of the transcription start site and 
has been repotted to be involved in the y to Il switching process (SSE, Jane 1992). 
This sequence motif is a binding site for the stage selector protein (SSP) and has 
been implicated in the fetal activation of the y genes. However, recent shldies with 
transgenic mice having a deletion of the SSE reveal only slight differences in y to ~ 
switching timing (Ristaldi in prep.). 
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The p globin promoter contains a TATA box, a CCAAT box and two CCAC 
boxes that are all required for proper exprcssion. Studies on mouse and rabbit p 
globin gene promoters that have a promoter structure similar to the human p gene 
made clear that mutations or deletions in these clements severely lower the level of 
expression (Grosveld 1981,1982, Dierks 1981,1983). Transgenic mice with a p 
globin gene and promoter integrated in the mouse genome shows accurate 
developmental expression of the p globin gene albeit at very low levels (I %, 
Magram 1985, Townes 1985). In later experiments LCR gene constracts were used 
in order to get high levels of expression. Extensive studies with the TATA box 
region, using these type of constracts, showed that TFIID is the only factor binding 
this region ill vivo despite nearby putative binding sites for Spl and GATAI 
(Antoniou 1995). The CCAAT and CCAC boxes are essential for positioning of 
TFIID and both elements are required for a tissue specific high level of expression of 
the p globin gene (Antoniou 1990). Deletion of either the CCAAT or the CCAC 
boxes results in a 7-fold reduction of expression, whereas deletion of all CCAAT and 
CCAC boxes reduces expression 70 fold. 

The significance of the proximal CACC box, located 90 bp upstream of the p 
globin transcription stmt site is most clearly shown by a naturally occurring mutation 
resulting in p thalassemia (Kulozik 1991). A red cell restricted transcription factor 
called erythroid kriippel like factor (EKLF, Miller 1993) specifically binds the 
proximal CCAC box of the p globin promoter ill vitro (Feng 1994) and ill vivo 
(chapter 3). EKLF knock out mice show that this protein is essential for expression 
of the murine and human adult p globin genes (Nuez 1995, Perkins 1995, chapter 3). 
Binding sites for EKLF are also found in HS3 of the murine and human LCR. 
Compound transgenic mice with a mutated EKLF consensus binding site in HS3 and 
concomitant mutations in the EKLF zinc finger that spccifically bind mutated HS3 
show that EKLF has ill vivo opening propCliies on the LCR (Gillemans 1998). A 
recent repmi shows that EKLF co-operates with a chromatin remodelling complex E
RC I to open up reconstituted chromatin ill vitro at thc p globin promoter creating a 
hypersensitive site (Armstrong 1998). 

The organisation of proximal clements of the Ii globin gene is similar to the p 
gene, nevertheless expression of this gene is only 2% compared the p gene. Recent 
reports show that this reduction in expression is the consequence of mutations in the 
CCAA T and CCAC boxes. Replacement of these mutated sequences with sequences 
of the p gene promoter reconstitutes expression levels comparable with the p gene 
expression (Donze 1996, Tang 1997). 

The Locus Control Region 
Initial evidence for the existence of additional elements necessmy for proper 

expression of the p globin genes, besides promoter and gene sequences, came from a 
Dutch fl thalassemia patient who has a 100 kb deletion stmiing 2.5 kb upstream of 
the p gene (van del' Ploeg 1980, Kioussis 1983, Taramelli 1986). DNase I sensitivity 
studies showed that the mutant locus has an inactive chromatin configuration despite 
the presence of an intact p globin gene (Kioussis 1983). It was not clear however 
whether this inactive chromatin configuration was the result of the absence of cis 
regulatory clcments or silencer elements juxtaposed to the p gene. Extensive studies 
with transgenic mice using p globin gene sequences alone indicated that cis 
regulatOlY elements were missing in these constmcts (Magram 1985, Townes 1985, 
Kollias 1986). DNase I sensitivity studies upstream of the e globin gene revealed five 
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erythroid specific developmcntally stable hyperscnsitive sites (Tuan 1985, Grosveld 
1987, Fonester 1987). Transgcnic studies using 20 kb of sequence upstream of the 8 

gene, including all five hypersensitive sites, revealed tissue specific copy number 
dependent levels of expression of a linkcd p gene independent of the position of 
integration (Grosveld 1987). The area was called the locus control region (LCR) and 
many LCR's regulating other loci have been described since. A much smaller 
deletion spanning about 40 kb upstream of HS I was reported in a Hispanic p 
thalassemic patient and provided more important data. Using somatic cell hybrids it 
was shown that like the Dutch thalassemia deletion the mutated locus is in an 
inactive chromatin configuration (Epner 1990). In contrast to the wildtype locus 
which replicates early in S phase in erythroid cells, the mutated locus replicates late 
in S phase. An origin of replication was identified <I kb upstream of the p gene. It is 
still present in the Hispanic (and Dutch) locus suggesting a role for the LCR in 
mediating rcplication timing (Kitsberg 1993, Aladjem 1995). More recent studies 
suggest that the LCR is only indirectly involved in replication timing (Aladjem 
1998). Early replication is probably the consequence of an open chromatin 
configuration which is not necessarily provided by the LCR. The dcletion also 
showed that HSI and another erythroid specific and developmentally stable 
hypersensitive site 3' of the locus (3'HS I) are not sufficient for proper expression of 
the globin genes in vivo. 

A 6.5 kb micro-locus created by fusion of restriction fragments containing the 
core regions of hypersensitive sites 1-4 retains the functional activity of the LCR 
(Talbot 1989). The 200-300 bp core regions, contain several putative binding sites 
for erythroid specific and ubiquitously expressed proteins (figure 4.). All of the 
hypersensitive sites have GATAl, and NFE2 motifs as well as GT rich sequences 
that are putative binding sites for zinc finger proteins like Spl mid EKLF. Most of 
these motifs are occupied by proteins ill vivo in elythroid cells, as determined by 
DNase r footprinting analysis. It is nevertheless unclear if these ill vivo footprints are 
the result of binding of the proteins, that have been identified by ill vitro binding 
assays, for that specific site. Sp 1 motifs for instance have been repOl1ed in several 
hypersensitive sites in the p globin LCR and promoters. However, ill vitro 
differentiated Spl knockout cells still show transcription of embryonic p globin 
genes, suggesting that these Spl motifs are presumably occupied by different 
proteins (Marin 1997). Identical results were obtained with null mutants for both 
NFE2 subunits (Shivdasani 1995, Kotkow 1996), indicating that there is either a lot 
of redundancy or that the ill vivo footprints are the result of mctors that still have to 
be identified. 

HS2 is the only hypersensitive site with enhancer activity in classical 
enhancer studies using transient transfection assays (Tuan 1989). This enhancer 
activity is dependent on NFE2 consensus sites (Ney 1990). In contrast stable 
transfection assays show that all HSI-4 have enhancer activity (Collis 1990). 
Linkage of a single HSI and HS4 to a p globin gene resulted in a 10% expression 
level compared to the micro-locus, whereas expression levels up to 50% were 
obtained for HS2 and HS3. Identical results were reported using transgenic mice 
(Fraser 1990, 1993). All these studies made use of multi copy inserts of rep0!1er 
constructs but subsequent studies with single copy insel1s in transgenic mice showed 
that HS3 is the only hypersensitive site that has chromatin activation properties (Ellis 
1996). HS3 is also the only hypersensitive site giving rise to y and p expression in the 
fetal liver of transgenic mice when HS3 was linked two a yyep cosmid (Fraser 1993). 
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Analysis of transgenic mice with a fbll ~ globin locus with single deletions of 
hypersensitive site core regions showed that this results in a loss of copy number 
dependcnt and position independent expression of the trans gene (Bungert 1995, 
Milot 1996). Loss of position independent expression is caused by a pericentromerie 
integration of the transgene that resuits in two different types of position effects 
(Milot 1996). Some lines have a heterocellular distribution of transgene expression 
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i.e. classical posItIon effect variegation (PEV). Lines with severe PEV have a 
decreased sensitivity to DNase I which is probably the consequence of 
heterochromatinization of the trans gene in part of the cells. Other lines displayed a 
pancellular expression pattel11 caused by a limited time span of expression of the 
transgene during the cell cycle. This new type of position effect was designated 'cell 
timing effect' (CTE), and seems to reflect changing chromatin states during the cell 
cycle (Milot pel's. comm.). Loss of position independent expression upon deletion of 
hypersensitive sites of the LCR has been shown in different reports using transgenes 
of different sizes (Petersen 1996, Bungert 1999). Interestingly replacement of HS4 
for HS3 shows that HS3 can fillly complement HS4, whereas the converse 
replacement ofHS3 for HS4 results in a loss offilllction of the LCR (Bungert 1995). 
All these results make clear that HS 1-4 are all required for proper LCR function 
although some hypersensitive sites can be replaced by others. Non of the different 
hypersensitive sites have developmental or gene restricted specificity indicating that 
the individual hypersensitive sites act in conccli as a holo~cOlnplex in order to 
activate distal genes (Milot 1996). Reik et al. (1998) recently showed that deletion of 
the LCR, in the context of the whole locus results in the complete abrogation of 
transcription but suprisingly shmved that the locus with a deleted LCR remains in an 
active chromatin configuration. The results seem to contradict existing data) since 
loci with a deleted LCR found in the Hispanic and Dutch thalassemia patients are in 
an inactive chromatin configuration. Extensive studies with transgenic mice with 
small deletions ofa single hypersensitive site of the LCR, in several cases leaving the 
regions intact that have been deleted in the Hispanic and Dutch thalassemia patients, 
support that the LCR is absolutely required for initiation of an active chromatin 
configuration. An explanation for this contradiction might be the fact that LCR 
deletion published by Reik et al. (1998) is performed in hybrid cells after transfer of 
human chromosome 11 into a murine etythroid cell line. This raises the question if a 
deletion prior to transfer to a etythroid cell line will give identical results, since 
epigenetic marks could already be established in case of an LCR deletion made in an 
erythroid cell line. The data however clearly shows that the LCR is absolutely 
required for high level transcription of the human globin genes. 

HS5 is not required for proper LCR function but has been implicated to have a 
border or insulator function as has been shown for HS4 of the LCR of the chicken p 
globin locus (Chung 1993). The chicken p globin HS4 which shows similarity to 
human HS5, has insulator activity reported in erythroid cells and is also capable of 
protecting transgenes from PEV when assayed in Drosophila (Chung 1993, Li 1994). 
HS5 was originally described as a non erythroid specific hypersensitive site but later 
studies using transgenic mice made clear that HS5 is elythroid specific (Zafarana 
1995). Transgenic studies show that HS5 can not block an upstream p globin gene 
from being activated by the LCR. Interestingly an additional constnrct using 15 kb of 
sequence upstream of HS5 does retain blocking activity which is absent in the 
subsequent 15 kb. Position effect assays confiml that HS5 is not capable of 
insulating a reporter gene from position effects (Zat:1fana 1995). 

Elements involved in globin regulation 
In addition to the hypersensitive sites in the LCR and promoter sequences 

several other sequences have been implicated in the regulation of p globin gene 
expression. Initial indications for such elements were usually based on erythroid 
specific hypersensitive sites located within these elements, and for most elements 
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enhancer activity was tested in transient or stable transfection assays. Recently most 
of these putative elements have been tested in transgenic mice with deletions made in 
the context of the whole locus. These data provided essential information for the 
understanding of the function of these elements ill vivo. 

The E silencer clement is a 225 bp sequence 177 bp upstream of the E 
transcription stmi site. Initial studies using a transient trans feet ion assay showed that 
this area has silencer capacities (Cao 1989). This was eonfinned in transgenic mice 
and it was shown that deletion of this sequence from a ,ILCRE construct results in E 
expression in definitive elythroid cells (Raich 1992). Contradictionary results were 
obtained when the clement was deleted from yeast al1ificial chromosomes (Y AC) 
containing a copy of the whole human p globin locus (Liu 1997). These mice do not 
express E globin at all and fail to express y globin in the embryonic blood cells, 
showing that the element should be regarded E and y silencer. Expression of y and p 
globin in fetal liver and definitive elythrocytes is nOll11U1. The result might be an 
indication of the involvement of this element in the initiation of an embryonic 
domain containing at least the E and y globin genes. Another explanation could be 
that this element is involved in recruitment or positioning of the LCR and is required 
for the expression of different genes. The deleted sequence contains two inverted 
GATAI motifs as well as a YYI binding site that might mediate E expression. The 
dual rolc of this clement could partially be explained by this YY1 binding site, since 
a recent report shows that YY 1 is a homologue of the Drosophila Polycomb group 
protein (PcG) pleiohomeotic (Brown 1998). Pleiohomeotic anchors PcG protein 
complexes to a PRE and similarly YY 1 mediated silencing might invoke PcG 
proteins as well. It would therefore be interesting to monitor Y)'l expression and 
activity throughout development. Interestingly in Drosophila several PRE's seem to 
overlap with Trithorax responsive elements (TRE) , that are binding sites for 
Trithorax group proteins (Trx, Orlando 1998). Trx proteins contribute to strong 
expression of homeotic genes and a similar mechanism might explain the dual role of 
this E globin silencer/enhancer element. 

Similar results were obtained for a region located 4 kb upstream of the 0 
globin gene. This region of 700 bp in size has been of interest since it marks the 
difference between nahlral deletions giving rise to either a HPFH or a p thalassemia 
phenotype. The difference between the two phenotypes suggests that this region is 
involved in silencing of the y genes, although the Corfu p thalassemia (with a 
deletion of this specific area) does not show elevated levels of yexpression. 
Transgenic mice with this region deleted confirmed the Corfu thalassemia phenotype 
and did not show any effect on the y genes (Calzolari 1999). Like the Corfu 
thalassemia phenotype, the deletion results in an activation fhilure of the adult p gene 
and could, like the E silencer/enhancer, playa role in positioning of the LCR. The 
area could however also be important in opening of a chromatin domain that is 
essential for p globin expression as will be discussed in chapter 6. Unlike previous 
results with globin transgenes that show a clear eOl1'elation between mRNA levels 
and transcription spots obtained with ill situ hybridization (Wijgerde 1995, 1996, 
Milot 1996, Dillon 1997) both lines have decreased mRNA output levels compared 
to in situ hybridization signals. Run on analysis confirmed that the polymerase 
density on the p globin gene is indeed reduced in these lines. 

A long stretch of pyrimidine rich sequences is located a few kb downstream of 
this element (-1 kb upstream of the i5 globin gene). Deletion of this pyrimidine rich 
sequence in transgenic mice fi'om a ,ILCR-Ay-8-P construct results in a delayed 
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switch from y to p globin expression (O'Neill 1999). A complex, restricted to 
definitive hematopoietic cells, was purified that specifically binds this pyr sequence. 
The complex contains mammalian homologues of the yeast SWIISNF subunits 
BAP57, INII, BAF60a and BAF 170 suggesting that this element is involved in 
dismpting chromatin stmcture (Armstrong 1998). 

Both the Ay and the p globin genes have 3' elements that have position and 
orientation independent enhancer propc11ies in transient transfection assays (\Vright 
1984, Chamay 1984, Bodine 1987). The Ay enhancer is located 410 bp downstream 
of the poly adenylation site and contains two elythroid specific hypersensitive sites 
that have putative binding sites for GATAI and different ubiquitous expressed 
proteins. III vitro studies implicated a role for this area in binding the nuclear scaffold 
(Cunningham 1994), although MARISAR activity was not mapped in that area in an 
earlier report (Jannan 1988). Transgenic mice with constructs containing the 
enhancer still show autonomous silencing (Dillon 1991), and a recent publication 
shows that the enhancer is essential for position independent expression 
(Stamatoyannopoulos 1997). Within the context of the whole locus however this 
enhancer is dispensable (Liu 1997). Y AC mutant micc do not show a phenotype 
indicating that there is either enough redundancy in the locus or that the enhancer 
might be unimp0l1ant. In contradiction to the Ayenhancer the 3 'P enhancer is 
essential for fetal and adult expression of the p globin gene when expression is 
assayed in YAC mutant mice. Interestingly deletion of the element (250 bp), located 
600 bp downstream of the p globin gene does not result in an increase but even 
results in a decrease in the level ofy expression in the fetal liver (Liu 1997). 

The murine globin loci 
The mouse p globin locus is located on chromosome 7 and has an 

organisation velY similar to the human p globin locus with 4 functional genes that are 
ananged in the order of their respective developmental expression pattcm (Jahn 
1980, figure 5). The murine counterpart of the human p globin LCR consists of 6 
erythroid specific developmentally stable hypersensitive sites located upstream of 
these genes (Moon 1990, Hug 1992, Jimenez 1992, Bender 1998). Sequence 
comparison and subsequent transient and stable transfection experiments confinued 
that human HS2 and HS3 have true murine homologues. Murine HS2 but not HS3 
has enhancer activity in transient transfection experiments, whereas analogous to 
human HS2 and HS3 both murine hypersensitive sites have enhancer activity in 
stable transfection assays (Moon 1990, Hug 1992). Mice have two emblyonically 
expressed globins, Ey and PHI, that are down regulated when the fetal liver becomes 
the major source of erythropoiesis (Figure 5, Whitelaw 1990). The pmaj and pmin 
globin genes are transcriptionally active in emblyonic blood cells at low levels and 
expression sharply increases in the fetal liver. The majority of adult p globin, about 
80%, is produced by the pmaj gene. Interestingly deletion of the pmaj promoter and 
gene sequences results in a 50% increase in expression of the remaining ~min gene, 
suggesting that the murine p globin genes compete for activation by the LCR similar 
to the human p globin genes as will be discussed below (Skow 983, Curcio 1986, 
chapter 5). The strong homology of the human and murine p globin loci makes the 
murine locus a good model system for testing deletions of individual hypersensitive 
sites in there natural environment. To date all 6 murine hypersensitive sites have 
been deleted individually and tested for globin expression. Deletions of HS I, HS4 
and HS5 result in a 10% decrease of adult p globin expression whereas HS2 and HS3 
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deletions show a 30% reduction in expression of the adult genes. In contrast to the 
deletion of HS2 that does not affect expression of the embryonic genes, deletion of 
HS3 does reduce expression of the embryonic Ey gene by 20% and PH I by 10%. 
Recently a remarkable set of results has been published conceming a deletion 
spanning all hypersensitive sites of the LCR (Epner 1998). Like the deletion of the 
human LCR deletion of the LCR from murine ES cells results in a severe reduction 
of globin gene expression but the locus with the deleted LCR is DNase I sensitive, 
after chromosome transfer into K562 cells. Differentiation of ES cells into 
emblyonic bodies gave similar results and even showed that general DNase I 
sensitivity can be initiated upon in vitro differentiation. The remaining important 
question however is if identical results will be obtained after gelmline transmission 
of the deletion. Epigenetic marks, like polycomb and trithorax like proteins, are 
partially reset during gennline transmission and can even be maintained for several 
germline transmissions (Cavalli 1998). Globin specific epigenetic marks could 
already be present in ES cells before deletion of the LCR. Importantly the results do 
show that the murine LCR is absolutely required for a high level of expression of the 
globin genes. . 

Erythroid lineage-specific transcription factors 
Sequence comparison throughout the p globin locus reveals several globin 

specific highly conserved motifs usually located in promoters and hypersensitive 
sites of the LCR. III vivo footprinting analysis of these sequences showed that several 
of these motifs like GATA, CACC and CCAAT boxes arc occupied by proteins. 
Subsequent band shift assays with these motifs indicated binding activity of different 
factors that have been extensively studied to unravel their individual roles in globin 
gene regulation. In this section I ,vill mainly focus on the most studied erythroid 
specific proteins GATAI, EKLF and NFE2. 

GATAI was the first elythroid specific factor to be identified (Matiin 1989). 
This zinc finger protein recognises the consensus sequence [T/A] GATA [A/GJ that 
is found throughout the p globin locus, in promoter sequences and LCR 
hypersensitive sites, as well as in promoters of other elythroid specific genes. 
GA TAl is a member of the GATA family consisting of five other members of which 
only GATAI and GATA2 are largely erythroid specific. Expression of GATAI is 
not restricted to the elythroid lineage only but is also reported in megakaryocytes, 
eosinophils and mast cells. Initial transient transfection experiments showed that 
GATAI regulates expression of several elythroid specific genes like a and p globin 
(Evans 1988, Wall 1988), EKLF (Crossley 1994) and the GATAI gene self (Tsai 
1991). Gene ablation of GAT A I in mice results in a block in definitive 
elythropoiesis (Pevny 1995), with an atTest of differentiation at the pro-erythroblast 
stage (Simon 1992). GATA2 knock out mice also die from anemia due to a 
decreased amount of hematopoietic precursors, suggesting that GAT A2 acts earlier 
during differentiation (Tsai 1994). GATAI interacts with several proteins like Spl, 
EKLF (Merika and Orkin 1995, Gregory 1996), and YYI and interestingly GATAI 
binding motifs are frequently found in close proximity with lllotifs for one of these 
mentioned proteins. Recently another protein, Friend of GATAI (FOG), has been 
reported to associate with GATAI (Tsang 1997). Like GATAI-I- mice FOG-I- mice 
have severe anemia due to a patiial anest of differentiation at the pro-erythroblast 
stage (Tsang 1998). Interestingly GAT A I activity fluctuates during cell cycle 
progression and activity peaks in early and mid S phase and is low in G 1, latc Sand 
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G2/M phase (Cullen 1997). This change in activity might be regulated by acetylation 
of the protein (Boyes 1998), since acetylation of GATAI coneiates with increased 
DNA binding activity. Recent data even suggest that GATAI mediatcs cell cycle 
progression by regulating cyclin A2 levels (Whyatt submitted). 

Murine Elythroid Kl1lppel-like fhctor (EKLF) was cloned using a subtractive 
hybridization screening of RNA transcripts from erythroid specific MEL cells and a 
myelolllonocytic cell line (Miller 1993). EKLF is an elythroid specific protein 
cxpressed at all developmentally erythropoietic stages and is besides the erythroid 
lineage expressed in mast cells albeit at lower levels. The human homologue of 
EKLF has been characterised and shows extensive sequence similarity and highly 
conserved stl1lctural properties with murine EKLF (Bieker 1996). EKLF contains a 
proline rich transcription activation domain and three Spi like zinc fingers that 
specifically bind the sequence CCACACCCT (Feng 1994), found in the murine and 
human adult p globin promoters and other sites in the locus like HS3 of the LCR. 
Initial evidence for the importance of this sequence for adult p globin expression, 
came from p thalassemia patients having mutations in this specific sequence of the p 
globin promoter (Kulozik 1991). Reporter constnlcts with these mutations were 
unable to be activated by EKLF (Feng 1994). Although EKLF is expressed during 
development in the yolk sac, co~transfection experiments with EKLF and either a y 
or p globin repOlier construct show that EKLF preferentially activates p globin gene 
expression (Donze 1995). This was confirmed by genetic ablation studies ofEKLF in 
mice, using LacZ-neo or neo cassettes (Nuez 1995, Perkins 1995). EKLF-I- mice 
appear n011nal during embryonic development but die at day 12-14, as a consequence 
of severe anemia. Adult murine pmaj and pmin globin expression is severely reduced 
in these mice, whereas the absence of EKLF does not affect a globin and emblyonic 
p globin expression. The results indicate the importance of EKLF in globin gene 
switching and additional data will be presented in chapter 3 conccilling human p 
globin switching in compound transgenic mice having the complete human p globin 
locus crossed into a EKLF+I- or EKLF-I- background. 

Recently it has been shown that EKLF requires a SWIISNF related chromatin 
remodelling complex called, EKLF coactivator remodelling complex I (E-RCI, 
Allllstrong 1998), in order to fonn a DNase I hypersensitive and transcriptionally 
active p globin promoter ill vitro. E-RCI was initially isolated from MEL cells but 
could also be purified from HELA cells. Hypersensitive site formation and 
transcription activation of a p globin gene from a chromatin template is A TP 
dependent and requires both EKLF and E-RCI. Deletion of the transactivation 
domain of EKLF results in abrogation of transcription but hypersensitive site 
formation remains unaffected, showing that hypersensitive site fonnation itself is not 
sufficient for, or a consequence of, transcription of a globin gene. Interestingly 
another recent report shows that EKLF can be phosphOlylated ill vitro by casein 
kinase II (Ouyang 1998). Mutation analysis of the phosphOlylation site results in a 
downregulation of EKLF transactivation ill vivo. Like GATAI, EKLF has been 
found to be acetylated ill vivo (Zhang 1998) and ill vitro. This study indicates that 
this posttranslational modification of EKLF is mediated by CBP and P300. Both 
modifications have been implicated in the downregulation of EKLF during early 
dcvelopmcnt) since EKLF is present in the yolk sac without the presence of a 
hypersensitive site in the adult p globin promoter at that stage. However constmcts 
with the p globin gene placed in close proximity to the LCR or in the position of the 
E globin gene in whole locus constructs express high levels of p globin in embryonic 
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blood (Dillon 1997), suggesting the possibility that EKLF is already active at that 
stage. Additional evidence for embryonic activity of EKLF came from compound 
transgenic mice with constructs consisting ofRS3 or the HS3 core region linked to a 
heterologous promoter that were bred into an EKLF-I- background (Tewari 1998). 
Abrogation of EKLF leads to a severe downregulation of expression of the construct 
in the emblyonic blood and fetal liver and shows that EKLF acts on HS3 and is 
already active in the emblYo. EKLF binds thc HS3 core region as was shown by 
compound transgenic mice with mutations in the EKLF binding site and concomitant 
mutations in the EKLF zinefinger that enables mutant EKLF to bind the mutated 
binding site (Gillemans 1998). Mutated EKLF specifically acts on the mutated EKLF 
l1lotifwhereas mutations in SpI, another candidate for binding this sequence, did not 
result in activation of the downstream ~ promoter. 

NFE2is a leucine zipper protein that specifically binds AP I motifs, [TIC] 
GCTGA [CIG] TCA [TIC], that can be found in all hypersensitive sites of the human 
~ globin LCR and the aMRE. The protein is a heterodimer of an elythroid restricted 
45kD protein p45 and the ubiquitous expressed 18 kD protein p18. The p45 subunit 
is a member of a subfamily ofbZIP proteins like NrfllLCRFI and Nrf2, whereas pl8 
that lacks a transactivation domain, belongs to the Maf family (for revie\v see Baron 
1996). NFE2 motifs found in 1-IS2 of the human p globin LCR have been shown to 
be essential for HS2 function (Ney 1990, Talbot 1990). III vitro studies with 
chromatin templates show that NFE2 is capable of disl1Ipting nucleosomcs and that 
nucleosomal disl1lption by NFE2 is a prerequisite for GA TA I to bind nearby sites 
(Ann strong 1996). NFE2 has also been implicated in LCR mediated long range 
activation of the p globin gene via an interaction of NFE2 and TAFnl30 (Amrolia 
1997). Although NFE2 is required for high levels of p globin expression in MEL 
cclls, p45 and pl8 null mutations in mice do not have a severe effect on p globin 
expression (Shivdasani 1995, Kotkow 1996), suggesting a high level of redundancy 
with other proteins taking over NFE2 function or that the NFE2 motifs could be 
dispensable within the context of the whole locus. There is no indication yet that 
supports redundant activity of different proteins for p45 action since null mutant 
mice for p45 do not show new complexes binding the NFE2 motif in a gel shift assay 
(Shivdasani 1995). Knock out studies with the family members of p45, Nrfl and 
Nrf2 and even compound p45-Nrf2 null mutants do not show severe effects all 
elythropoiesis (Chan 1998, Chan 1996, Martin 1998), although it remains to be seen 
what happens when both p45 and Nrfl genes are knocked out. In contradiction to the 
p45 null mutant p 18 knockout mice still show NFE2 gel shift activity suggesting that 
this protein is substituted by another Mal' family member (Kotkow 1996). 

Globin gene switching in transgenic mice 
Transgenic mice have been impoltant for the understanding of switching of 

the p globin genes dnring development. The first experiments nsing transgenic mice 
were published in the early 80's, with the rabbit and human p globin gene sequences 
among the first to be injected in mouse oocytes (Constantini 1981, Steward 1982). 
These initial experiments made c1ear that germ line transmission of foreign DNA in 
the mouse genome is possible, however globin expression 'vas absent or expression 
was reported in inappropriate tissues (Lacy 1983). Removal of vector sequences 
finally resulted in tissue specific developmentally specific expression of the adult p 
gene (Magram 1985, Townes 1985). Identical results were obtained for the y globin 
genes albeit all authors repOlied velY low levels of expression of the transgene 
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(Chada 1986, Kollias 1986). Studies with the E globin gene did not reveal any E 

expression duriug development (Shih 1990). In subsequent studies LCR or ~ILCR
gene constlllcts were introduced in the mOllse gcnniine. Addition of the LCR results 
in position independent and copy number dependent tissue specific expression of the 
linked gene (Grosveld 1987). Both the E and the y globin genes are autonomously 
regulated during development in micro and filII LCR constmcts (Raich 1990, Shih 
1990, Fraser 1993 and Dillon 1991). The p globin gene however is precociously 
expressed in emblyonic blood and remains expressed at high levels in the fetal liver 
and adult (Enver 1990). The results suggest that the genic sequences and sequences 
nearby genes contain most of the infonnatioll necessary for proper expression during 
development, with stage specific silencing being the important parameter for the 
regulation of individual genes. Attempts to moilitor globin gene switching using 
constructs without the LCR resulted in very low expression levels like transgenic 
mice with single globin sequences (Fraser 1993, Starck 1994), although Starck et al. 
(1994) reported correct developmental switching. The first full locus transgenics 
were constmcted by ligation of two cosmids, together comprising 70 kb of human p 
globin genomic sequence (Strouboulis 1992a, 1992b). These mice display high levels 
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of expression, comparable to expression levels of the murine globin genes, and 
developmental switching, showing that transgenic mice represent a good model 
system for studying switching of the human p globin genes. The E and y globin genes 
are expressed in embryonic blood, both the y and p globin genes in the fetal liver and 
the p globin gene alone is expressed in the adult (figure 5). In contradiction to the 
expression pattern in human, transgenic E globin expression increases during 
development in embryonic blood whereas y expression is already high early in 
embryonic blood and declines during development. Another difference is found in 
the switch from y to p globin expression. In human this switch takes place around 
birth whereas transgenic mice have a relative accelerated switching pattem taking 
place early during erythropoiesis in the fetal liver. Interestingly near accurate 
developmental expression of the fetal y gene is still observed in these mice despite 
the fact that there are no equivalent murine fetal globin genes. Identical results have 
been repOlied for Y AC transgenic mice with 150 kb up to 248 kb of genomic 
sequence (Gaensler 1993, Peterson 1993). Immunofluorescence studies showed that 
single fetal liver cells of transgenic mice stain positive for both y and p globin 
proteins (Fraser 1993). This was confirmed by single cell PCR and indicated that 
during switching different globin genes can be activated within the same cell 
(Fukuwara 1994, 1995). In successive RNA ill situ hybridization studies 
developmental expression of the p globin genes in single copy nrll locus transgenic 
mice (Strouboulis 1992a) was examined using intron specific oligo's (Wijgerde 
1995). This powerful technique allows the detection of actively transcribing or 
recently active genes since the half-life of a p globin primary transcript is shorter 
than 4-5 minutes. Abrogation of transcription using actillomycin-D results in 
complete disappearance of transcription foci in 7 minutes, indicating that 
transcription foci represent genes that were transcribing within the timespan of 7 
minutes (chapter 4). Hybridization of 12.5 day fetal liver cells of mice heterozygous 
for the human p globin locus using y and p globin specific oligo's revealed mostly 
cells with single y or p transcription foci (Wijgerde 1995). A minority of cells had 
foci (15%) with both y and p globin signals on the same allele. Homozygous 12.5 
day fetal liver cells displayed all possible combinations of foci, showing that the 
different loci are not regulated synchronously within a cell. Interestingly detection 
for y and p transcription foci in conjunction with detection for p mRNA in the 
cytoplasm of heterozygous 12.5 day fetal liver cells resulted in a snbset of cells that 
have a p globin cytoplasmic halo with a single y globin transcription spot. It was 
therefore concluded that the switching process is not a progressive switch from 
transcription of y globin genes followed by transcription of the p globin gcne, but 
that it rather is a dynamic process with different globin genes alternatively 
transcribed during development (Wijgerde 1995). 

Competition of the globin genes 
Transgenic mice with constnrcts harbouring a single p globin gene linked to 

the LCR express p globin in the yolk sac (Enver 1990). Addition of a y globin gene 
in between the LCR and the p gene however abolishes this embryonic p globin 
expression (Enver 1990, Hanscombe 1991), restoring corrcct developmental 
expression. Similar results were obtained using the chicken p globin locus as a model 
system (Choi 1988). From these obscrvations and several other studies with different 
LCR gene constmcts it became apparent that the different globin genes compete for 
the LCR. Expression of the different globin genes is dependent on the relative 
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position of the gene to the LCR (Hanscombe 1991). The competition model implies 
that different genes compete for an interaction with the LCR and suggests that genes 
positioned closer to the LCR have a higher change of interacting with the LCR. 
Stage-specific elements detclTIline which genes can be active at a certain stage during 
development. These initial studies described results obtained with multi copy 
transgenics with relatively small consltucts, making it difficult to extract how 
relative positioning of the different genes to the LCR is related to gene expression. In 
successive experiments the importance of gene position in the context of the whole 
locus was examined by placing a marked ~ globin gene at different positions in the 
locus (Dillon 1997). The advantage of this strategy is that the two ~ genes being 
examined have identical promoter strengths. Two different artificial loci were 
generated with the marked ~ globin gene (M~) replacing either the 8 gene or inserted 
5' of the 8 globin gene. Lines with the M~ gene in the 8 position show high levels of 
Mp expression throughout development. In this position the M~ gene is active in the 
emblYo and suppresses the wildlype p gene in adult elythrocytes. Mouse lines with 
the M~ gene in the distal position do not have embryonic M~ expression and M~ 
expression in the adult is 2 times higher than the pariially suppressed wild type ~ 
gene. Thus changcs in the rclative distance to the LCR result in a change in the 
frequency of LCR gene interactions. These results are consistent with earlier reports 
and clearly show that the relative distance to the LCR is a key parameter for globin 
gene expression. Subsequent data conceming the influence of trans-acting factors 
like EKLF on competition will be discussed in chapter 3. 

Chromatin domains and epigenetics 
Evidence is accumulating that suggest that the activation of globin genes and 

switching is controlled through more elaborate means than the availability of 
developmentally specific trans-acting factors and gene competition for the LCR. It 
has long been proposed that the globin locus may be divided into distinct subdomains 
based primarily on the analysis of naturally occurring mutations (Huisman 1974, 
Bemards 1980, Collins and Weisman 1984) and that switching is controlled in pari 
by 'opening and closing' these domains. Expression analysis of somatic cell hybtids 
crcated by fusing y-expressing Illlman fetal erythroid cells with mouse 
erythroleukemia (MEL) cells indicates that the Imman globin locus remembers the ill 
vivo expression pattern (Papayannopoulou 1986). Remaining y globin gene 
expression is maintained through several rounds of replication in the hybrid adult 
MEL cell environment. This observation becomes significant in light of the fact that 
the transfection of naked DNA constl1lcts into MEL cells does not result in 
developmentally regulated expression and fusion of fetal nonelythroid cells with 
MEL cells results in only adult p globin expression. These results have suggested 
that epigenetic modification of the globin locus is acquired during development in 
elythroid cells and is stable through several hybrid cell divisions before eventually 
switching to ~ globin expression after 10 weeks in culture (Papayannopoulou 1986, 
StanwOlih 1995). Another rather surprising set of results may provide ftniher 
evidence for domain organisatiou of the p globin locus. Liu ef al. (1997) analysed 
expression in human p-globin yeast artificial chromosome-containing transgenic 
mice with a small deletion of the E silencer. Contrary to expectations, deletion of the 
E silencer did not result in persistent expression of the E globin gene as has been 
shown in partial LCR constructs, which contained only a single modified E globin 
gene, but instead resulted in failure to activate the £ globin gene. Interestingly 
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expression ofy globin was also severely reduced in embryonic blood but was normal 
in fetal liver cells. Similar results were obtained by Calzolari el al. (1999). Deletion 
of an area that has been implicated in developmental silencing of the y globin genes 
based on patient material, resulted in nonnal silencing of the y globin genes but 
showed an activation failure of the adult p globin gene. These results could be 
interpreted to indicate that these regions are important for activation of overlapping 
developmentally specific domains, which include the " and y globin genes in the 
embryo and the 0 and p globin genes in the fetal liver and adult. Recently data have 
been published concerning the deletion of an LCR in an erythroid background (Reik 
1998) which show that infOlTIlation for the propagation of active chromatin is 
rctained within the locus. The elements mentioned above could playa role in this. 
However, the Dutch and Hispanic thalassemia patient data and data conceming 
transgenic mice with small deletions of single hypersensitive sites in the LCR clearly 
show that thc LCR is absolutely required for the initial activation of the locus. Work 
will be presented in chapter 6 providing further evidence that elements outside the 
LCR are required for the opening of active chromatin domains and are therefore 
important for position independent activity in the context of the fhlliocus. 

Models for globin gene activation 
Three models havc been proposed for the mechanism of LCR activation and 

developmental regulation of the p globin genes (figure 6). They can be described as 
an accessibility model (Martin 1996), a tracking model (Herendeen 1992, Tuan 
1992) and a looping model (Ptashne 1988, Mueller-StOlTIl 1989, Bickel and Pirotta 
1990). All three models accept that the LCR is involved in the initial chromatin 
activation of the locus. 

The accessibility model proposes that the singular role of the LCR is to open 
the chromatin stmcture of the globin domain, which allows stage-specific factors to 
gain access to gene-local regulatOlY elements. The globin genes would then be 
activated in a stochastic manner, switching on and off in response to the changing 
trans-acting factor environment leading to a progressive increase in adult ~ globin 
expression during development. This model explains thc importance of gene order in 
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competition and single-gene activation by proposing that transcriptional interference, 
caused by transcriptional activity of an upstream gene in the locus, could decrease 
the probability of transcription of a downstream gene. However transcriptional 
interference does not explain the result obtained with mouse lines having a second 
marked p globin gene inselied at different positions in the locus (Dillon 1997). 
Transcriptional interference predicts a more severe interference when the marked P 
gene is moved closer to the downstream wildtype p gene, however Dillon et al. 
(1997) showed that moving the marked p gene closer to the wildtype p gene results 
in an increase of expression of the downstream wild type gene. 

The tracking model proposes that the LCR and, in particular, HS2 is an entry 
point for polymerase. Polymerases then track along the DNA in a unidirectional 
manner toward a promoter that is rendered activatable by the trans-acting 
environment (Herendeen 1992, Tuan 1992). This model could account for the 
competitive effect of gene order with respect to the LCR and single-gene 
transcription. However, it cannot adequately explain the observation of altemating 
transcription without fmiher conditions (Wijgerde 1995). Nor can it explain 
differences obtained by varying distances between genes without changing gene 
order (Dillon 1997). 

The looping model proposcs that the LCR fOllns dynamic, direct chromatin 
interactions with gene-local regulatory elements of a single gene via looping to 
initiate transcription. This model accounts for altemating transcription of single 
genes and differenccs in the competitive ability of genes in the locus govemed in part 
by gene order and the changing trans-acting factor environment. The model is 
sUPPOlied by ill situ hybridization data that show alternate transcription of y and p 
globin expression and explains why a gene moved closer toward the LCR has an 
increased competitive advantage over a distal gene. The crucial difference between 
the looping model and both the accessibility and scanning model is that the looping 
model is the only model that allows single gene activation whereas the other models 
allow co-activation of multiple genes ill cis. This question will be addressed in 
chapters 4 and 5. 
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The role of EKLF in human p-globin 
gene competition 
Mark Wijgerde, Joost Gribnau, ToJleiv TrimboIn, Bcatriz Nuez, Sjaak Philipsen, Frank Gros\'cld, 
and Peter Fraser l 

Medical Genetics Cente-r Department of Cell Biology and Genetics, Erasmus Universit}' Rotterdam, 3000 DR, 
Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

We ha\'e investigated the role of erythroid Kruppel.like factor (EKLf) in expression of the human p·globin 
genes in compound EKLF knockout/human p.loeus transgenic mice. EKLF affects only the adult mouse 
Il·globin genes in homozygous knockout miceJ heterozygous mice are unaffected. Here we show that ERLF 
knockout mice express the human t: and y.globin genes normally in embryonic Icd cells. However, fetalli\'cr 
clythropoiesis, which is marked b)' a period of 'Y' and p.gene competition in which the genes are ahernatelr 
transcribed, exhibits an altered ratio of y. to p.gene transcription. EKLF heteroz}'gous fetallh'ers displar a 
decrease in the number of transcriptionall), active p genes with a reciprocal increase in the number of 
transcriptionallr acth'e y genes, p·gene transcription is absent in homoz}'gous knockout fetuses with 
coincident changes in chromatin structure at the p promoter. There is a further increase in the number of 
transcriptionallr active y genes and accompan}'ing y gene pIOmoter chromatin alterations, These results 
indicate that EKLF pial'S a major role in y. and p'gene competition and suggest that ERLF is important in 
stabilizing the interaction between the LOI;us Control Region and the Il·globin gene. In addition, these 
findings provide further evidence that de\'e!opmental modulation of globin gene expression within individnal 
cells is accomplished br altering the frequency and/or duration of transcriptional periods of a gene rather than 
changing the [ate of transcription. 

[Key Words: Erythroid Kruppel-like factorJ locus control region; gene competition; p-globin, transcriptionl 
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The human j3-globin locus contains live functional ery· 
throid-specifie genes arranged in the order of their devel
opmental expression (5'_E~Gy_A.'i---&---p·3') (for review, see 
Collins and Weissman 1984). The sequences required for 
correct developmental globin gene regulation have been 
the target of intensive studies in transgenic mice. Early 
studies in which individual globin genes were intro
duced were hampered by lack of expression or low non
copy number-dependent expression, suggesting that ex
pression was dependent on the position of integration in 
the mouse genome. Although made difficult by these 
pOSition effects the results suggested that the individual 
genes contained information neccessary for proper devcl
opmental regulation. The inclusion in globin gene can· 
struets of the locus control region (LCR), which can· 
sists of 5 DNAse I hypersensitive sites (HS:l-S) located 
upstream of the cluster, permitted reliable position-in
dependent, copy number-dependent expression at levels 
equivalent to the endogenous mouse globin genes {Gros
veld et al. 1987). Subsequent experiments with individ
ual globin genes linked to the full LCR have shown that 
the 0;:' and y-globin genes are regulated autonomously 
(Raich et al. 1990j Dillon and Grosveld 1991). The E gene 
is restricted to embryonic red cells and the 'i gene is 

'O;lIIupondlng author. 

expressed in both embryonic- and fetal-derived red cells 
until it is silenced autonomously around day 16. The 
adult j3 gene, on the other hand, is expressed aberrantly 
at early stages when linked to the LCR and is regulated 
properly only when another gene is placed in cis between 
it and the LCR, suggesting that the j3 gene is regulated 
competitively (Hanseombe et at 1991). Transgene exper
iments in which 'i and j3 gene order with respect to the 
LCR has been varied have demonstrated a developmen
tal expression pattern altering effect (Hanscombe et al. 
1991; Peterson and Stamatoyannopoulos 1993/ Dillon et 
al. 1995j N. Dillon and F. Grosveld, in prep.l. When a 
marked p gene is placed in the 0;: position in the context 
of the full locus it is expressed throughout development 
as expected, but, remarkably, it also completely sup
presses the Ietal and adult expression from the down
stream y and j3 genes in the locus (Dillon et al. 1995/ N. 
Dillon and F. Grosveld, in prep.l. 

These data have led us to propose a model for LCR
driven j3-globin gene expression in which the individual 
HS of the LCR act together (or form a holocomplexl and 
interact directly with an individual globin gene. In this 
model the complete LCR plays a pivotal role in gene 
competition. This is supported by the fact that no indi
vidual HS of the LCR provides full expression to a linked 
globin gene (Fraseret al. 1990, 1993), and that all sites are 
required in the context of the {uIllocus for high-level, 
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position-independent expression (Milot et al. 1996). The 
competitive advantage of an individual gene is achievcd 
thTOugh pTOximity to the LCR and the specific trallS

acting factor environment of a particular developmental 
stage. We pTOpose that these parameters are the basic 
determinants that control the frequency and duration of 
direct LCR/gene interactions, which in tum control 
transcription. We have shown thTOugh in situ primary 
transcript detection that coexpression of multiple genes 
from a single locus im'olves alternate rather than 
cotranscription (Wijgerrle et a1. 1995). These results in
dicate that dynamic LCR-gene interactions are the 
mechanisms of gene competition and coexpression_ ob
viously, an important question is, which proteins medi
ate complex formation and stability! 

Erythroid Kruppel-like factor (EKLF) is a protein with 
three zinc fingers that show homology to members of the 
Kwppel-\jke family of nuclear proteins such as TFIIlA 
and Spl (Miller and Bieker 1993). EKLF is largely rc
stricted to erythroid cells and binds CACC-box se
quences (CCACACCCT) (Donze et al. 1995) frequently 
found in erythroid specific gene promoters and dupli
cated in the adult mousc and human l3-globin gene pro
moters. Naturally occurring single base mutations in the 
l3·globin CACC box result in mild to severe reductions 
in p·globin gene expression in human thalassemic pa· 
tients (Orkin et al. 1982, 1984; Kuloziket al. 1991). Sim· 
ilarly, constructs bearing these base substitutions show 
decreased trans·activation of linked repOrter genes (Feng 
et al. 1994). EKLF null mice express endogenous embry
onic l3-like globins and appear normal dUring embryonic 
development (Nuez et a1. 1995; Perkins et al. 1995). As 
the site of erythropoicsis changes to the fetal liver (day 
Il.5 onward), EKLF- ' - animals fail to express thc 
mouse adult l3·globin genes and die in utcro around day 
IS. EKLF+ ' - mice appear normal in terms of l3·major 
and p·minor gene expression (Nuez et al. 1995, Perkins 
et al. 1995). Because both genes contain CACC boxes in 
their promoters and are dependent on EKLF for expres
sion (Nuez et al. 1995; Perkins et al. 1995), they are not 
informative in studies on gene competition (Shehee et al. 
1993; T. Trimbom and P. Fraser, unpub!.). 

Here we demonstrate the role of EKLF in human 
l3·globin gene switching through analyses of transgenic 
animals homozygous for a single copy of the entire hu
man l3·g10bin locus in an EKLF heterozygous or homozy
gous null background. The results show that the absence 
of EKLF leads to a complete lack of l3'gene expression 
with a concomitant increase in y gene expression in fetal 
liver-derived erythroid cells, whereas a decrease in EKLF 
in heterozygous mice leads to a different ratio of 'Y to 13 
expression during the switching period. These results in
dicate that EKLF plays a major role in 'Y' and l3·gene 
competition and suggest that EKLF is important in the 
LCR/I3-gene interaction. 

Results 

Embryonic erythIOpoiesis 

Transgenic mouse line 72 (Strouboulis ct al. 1992), 
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which carries a single copy of the complete human 
l3·g10bin locus, was crossed with a targetted EKLF mu
tant line (Nuez et al. 1995). OUspring were bred to pro
duce three genotypes for analysis: Hul3+'+/EKLF+1+ 
(line 72 homozygous/EKLF wild type), Hul3 +1 + I 
EKLF+ ' - (line 72 hOlIlOZygous/EKLF heterozygous 
knockout), and Hul3+ I +/EKLF- ' - (line 72 homozy
gous/EKLF homozygous knockout). Phenotypic analysis 
of embryonic stage mice suggests that development pro
ceeds normally as EKLF null mutant embryos are indis· 
tinguishable from heterozygous or wild-type littermates. 
SI nuclease protection analysis of day 10 and 11 blood 
RNA samples showed that human (. and ),·globin 
mRNA expression levels are unchanged in EKLF mutant 
embryos (Fig. lA and fig. 2AJ as compared with the un
affected mouse {t·globin genes (Nuez et al. 1995) Perkins 
et al. 1995). Primary transcript in situ hybridization anal
ysis of day 10 embryonic blood cells showed no differ
ences in the number and distribution of active transcrip
tional fOCi for human (and 'I globin (Wijgerde et al. 1995) 
among the three different genotypes (not shown). These 
results indicate that embryonic expression of the human 
(. and ),·globin genes is not dependent on EKLF. 

Human globin gene expression ill fhe fetal liver 

Around day 11 post conception (p.c.) the fetal liver be
comcs the major site of erythropoiesis. Expression of hu
man ( globin is completely silenced in the fetal liver, 
whereas ),·gene expression persists in competition with 
the 13 gcne (Strouboulis et al. 1992) Wijgerde et al. 1995). 
EKLF+ ' - mice develop normally in contrast to 
EKLF- ' - mice, which appear abnormal in terms of he· 
moglobinization as early as 12.5 days and severely ane
mic by day 14.5 (Nuez et al. 1995; Perkins et al. 1995). In 
contrast, Hul3 +1+ IEKLF- 1 - mice still have hemoglo
binized peripheral blood and a relatively red fetal liver as 
late as 15.5 days (not shown). This result suggests that 
human p-like chains arc heterotetramerizing with 
mouse alpha chains to form hemoglobin in the fctalliver 
cells. 

SI protection assays performed on total fetal liver 
RNA showed dramatic differences in the steady-state 
globin mRNA levels (Figs. IB and 2B). The normal pat
tern of 'Y' and p·gene expression (Strouboulous et al. 
1992) was disrupted in heterozygous EKLF knockout fe· 
tuses. HUman p-gene expression was nearly halved in 
the earl>' fetal liver cells (II-IS days) when compared 
with EKLF wild-type fetuses. The decrease in human 
p·gene expression was accompanied by an increase in 
'I-gene expression over the same period. This decrease in 
human 13 .expression is interesting in light of the fact that 
the endogenous l3'major and l3'minor genes are unaf· 
fected in EKLF heterozygotes (Fig. IB; Nuez et al. 1995; 
Perkins et al. 1995). In Hul3+1+/EKLF- 1 - Ietuses hu
man l3·genc expression is undetectable and ),·gene ex
pression increases by as much as three or fivefold com· 
pared with Hul3 +1+ IEKLF+ ' - and Hul3 + / + IEKLF+ ' + 
fetuses, respectively. The null mutants also showed a 
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figure I. SI nuclease protection assa)'s. Pwbes for human t,"y and 13 globin and mouse n and f3-major globin wcre used as described 
in Materials and Methods. AU mice 3flllyzed were homozygous for a single copy of the entire human f3.globin locus tUne 71, 
Strouboulis ct 31. 1992) in either EKlF+ 1

., EKlF+ 1
-, or EKLF-1

- bJckground as indicated above each lane./A) Total RNA from w
and ll.Jay embryos including yolk sac.IB) Eleven- to 14-day fetal livers and adult peripheral blood RNA. Protected prOducts are 
indicated to the right of each panel. 

dramatic decrease in the level of mouse l3-globin mRNA, 
as expected {Nuez et 31. 1995; Perkins ct ai. 1995). 

There arc two potential explanations for the observed 
increase in '1- and decrease in l3-mRNA expression. It is 
possible that the reduced amount of EKLF in the hetero
zygous knockout animals abates the transcriptional ac
tivity of the 13 genes by reducing polymerase density and, 
therefore, rate of transcription of allp genes. However, 
reduced EKLF levels must also have the opposite effect 
on the transcription rate of individual 'I genes to increase 
expression. EKLF would then be a purported suppressor 
of 'I-gene transcription, or indirectly affect such a gene 
product, which we cannot rule out. However, it is known 
that EKLF is present in embryonic red cells where its 
presence does not silence 'I genes. The other possibility, 
whieh fits with our previous results on gene competi
tion, would suggest that competition from the 'I gene for 
the LCR is more successful in an EKLF+ ' - background 
as a result of decreased competence of the 13 gene. In this 
situation the frequency of LCR-'f gene interactions 
would be increased because of a decrease in the duration 
(stability) or frequency of LCR-f3 gene interactions. This 
would result in a decrease in the absolute number of 
transcriptionally active p genes within the population 
and a reciprocal increase in the number of transcription-

ally active 'I gencs. This is supported by the return to 
near normal levels of human p·globin expression in the 
adult blood of EKLF+ 1 - mice when the 'I genes are si· 
lenced. To differentiate between these two possibilities 
we quantitated the number of transcriptionally active 'f' 
and p·g1obin genes in the fetal liver. 

Primary transcript in situ lJybddization 

The analysis of steady·state mRNA levels for human 'I 
and p globin during fetal liver erythropoiesiS demon· 
strated concomitant increases in 'f·gene expression with 
decreases in p·gene expression, confirming the reciprocal 
relationship in the competition between the genes. Our 
previous results suggested that if a globin gene was tran· 
scriptionally active, it was transcribed at the full rate 
because changes in mRNA levels could be correlated 
with changes in the number of transcriptionally active 
genes !Wijgerde ct al. 1995; Milot ct al. 1996J. Filty per· 
cent expression of a gene at the mRNA level did not 
suggest that each gene was transcribed at half the normal 
rate, but rather that half the genes were transcribed at 
the normal rate IWijgerde et al. 1995; Milot et al. 1996). 
In other words, each gene was transcribed for half the 
time. To further investigate gene competition and 'I-gene 
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Figure 2. Expression pattern of the human globin transgenes in 
EKtf nun background. Expression levels Were quantitated us· 
ing Phosphorlmagcr analysis of 51 protection aSSl}'S in Fl..;. 1, 
and plotted against the developmental age of the animals. fA! 
Rebtive expression le\'Cts of (. and y·globin mRNA ill day 10 
and day II whole embryos in EKlF+", EKLF+ 1-, or EKLF-' 
backgrcund. (BJ Expression of human ~.globin mRNA during 
fetal stages of erythropoiesis and in adult peripheral blood JS a 
ratio of mouse Ct..globin mRNA. (e) Expression of human 
-y·globin mRNA during fetal stages of et)'tlu-opoiesis amI in 
adult peripheral blood as a ratio of mouse Ct.·globin mRNA 

silencing we analyzed transcription of individual 'Y. and 
p·globin genes in single cells using double label primary 
transcript in situ hybridization IWijgerde et al. 1995) in 
12.5·day fetal liver cells IFig. 3A and B). The results show 
that the percentage of transcription foci for the p gene 
decreases from 80% in the wild type to 52% in EKLF' 1-
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and 0% in EKLF- 1
- mice IFig. 4 and Table 11. 'Y·gene 

transcription foci increase from 20% in wild type t048% 
in EKLF· 1- fetuses. Because no human p·globin gene 
foci were observed in the EKLF- 1 - fetuses we also com· 
pared 'Y·gene foci with mouse (:I.·globin gene fod in 13.5· 
dar wild type, EKLF+ 1 -, and EKLF- 1 - fetuses (Table 1 
and Fig. 3C and D). The results show that in EKLF- 1 -

mice only 41 % of the 'f genes in the red cells were tran· 
scriptionally active, suggesting that many 'Y genes al· 
ready may have been irreversibly silenced (Dillon and 
Grosveld 1991, see Discussion). Correlation of the rela· 
tive percent of 'Y and p mRNA in the fetal liver popula· 
tion (SI analysis) and the number of transcriptionally 
active -y and p genes (in situ data) indicates that changes 
in the expression levels of the individual genes are 
wholly accounted for by changes in the number of tran· 
scriptionally active genes (Fig. 4 and Table 11 and not 
attributable to changes in the rate of transcription. These 
results confirm that the level of expression of a globin 
gene is determined by the frequency and duration of its 
transcription and not by changes in the rate of transcrip· 
tion or polymerase density along a single template. 
Hence we conclude a gene is either transcribed fully or is 
silent. 

DNase! hypnsensith'e site analysis 

SI nuclease protection assays combined with primary 
transcript in situ hybridization have revealed that the 

Figure 3, Primary tral1SClipt in situ hybridization. EKlF wild· 
type and kl\o~kout 13.S.day mouse fetaIlivCf cells homozygous 
for the human ~.g!ohin locus were hybddized with gene-spe· 
~ific intron probes for{A,B) human 'f (red) and j3 globin (green) or 
IC,D) mouse 0. globin (green) and human 'f globin (red). A and B 
w~re Cleated with a CCD camerJ. C and D were created with a 
laser scanning I;onfocal microscope. GenotyPes (A) Hu~ +,. 
EKtF+"; IB) Hu~"+ EKLF- 1 - 1 (C[ Hup'" EKLF+ 1 +, (D) 
Hup+l+ EKlF- 1 -. 



Figure 4. COlldation between transcriptional 
activity and Steadr-5tate mRNA levels. Quanti
ties of steadr·state mRNA b or P) at 13.5 days 
postconception from figs. 1 and 2 are represented 
as a percentage of total human RNA b or Ph + 
Pl. The percentages of transcriptionai!r active'! 
and p genes were calculated hom the primary 
transcript in situ data lTable 1; 13.5 days) br di
viding the number of transerlptionai!r active'! or 
P genes by the total number of transcrlptionai!y 
active 'I and p genes 1'1 or jJh + jJ). Loci with 
double signals were equally divided between 'I 
and jJ categories. )pl Primary transcript foci; 1m) 
mRNA le\·ds. Values for EKLF"', EKLF+ 1

-, 

and EKLF- 1 - are shown as indicated 
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decrease in the steady-state level of human jJ-globin 
mRNA is a result of a decrease in the numher of actively 
transcribing 13 genes in the EKLF+ ' - and EKLF- 1

- mice 
resuiting in a concomitant increase in the number of 
transcriptionally active human )I·globin genes. Globin 
gene transcription normally correlates with the presence 
of DNase I hypersensitive sites at the promoter and in 
the LCR {Tuan et al. 1985; Forresteret al. 1987; Grosveld 
et al. 1987). To determine the C£fect of reduced EKLF 
levels on chromatin structure in the human and mouse 
jJ·globin loci, we analyzed DNase I hypersensitivity of 
promoter and LCR HS regions in isolated nuelei from 
wild-type and EKLF- 1

- 13.5·day fetal liver cells. As ex
pected, no difference was seen in the hypersensitivity of 
thc unaffected mouse a-globin gene promoters [Fig. 5). In 
the absence of EKLF most of the globin locus appears 
normal in terms of DNase r hypersensitivity [Table 2); 
howcver, the adult p-globin promoter is resistant to 
DNase I digestion IFig. 5). The mouse p-major globin 
promoter is also resistant to DNase I and the mouse and 
human LCR HS3 appear to be reduced to half of normal 
sensitivity IFig_ 5 and Table 2). HS:l, 2, and 4 showed no 
difference in sensitivity between wild-type and knock
out mice ITable 2). These results suggest that EKLF pri
marily affects chromatin structure at the adult p-globin 
promoter and to a lesser extent HS3 of the LCR in both 

Table 1. Quanlitation of in situ hybridizations 

EKLF +1+ 
EKLF +/
EKLF -/-

13 
37 

100 

7l 
41 
o 

15 
22 
o 

". 
18 
33 
41 

The percentages of loci in 13_5·dar fetal liver cells having single 
gene primary uancript signals lor 'I or jJ, and those having dou
ble signals '1-13 are shown for the thlee genotypes indicated. 
Greater than 170 loci were couTJ(ed fOI each genotype. ,//0. rep
resents the number of transcriptionally acth'e 'I genes as a per
centage of transcriptionally active mouse o.-globin genes. 
Greater than 500 (l·globin loci were counted for each genotype_ 
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figule 5. DNase I hypersensitive site analysis of 13.S-day fetal 
liver (ells. Shown are DNase r hypersensitivity analyses in iso
laled nuclei flOm fetal livers of mke homozygous for the human 
P.-globin locus in EKLF+I+ and EKLF- 1- backgrounds. The 
plObeS used are described in Materials and Methods and the 
sizes of parent and h}'Persensit\·c bands arc indicated. Shown 
from /(Jp to bollom: Human j3.-g!obin promoter {top panel, 
EcoRI digest), human )"-globin promoter lEcoRI digest), human 
LCR HS 3 (HindHl digest), and endogenous mouse cr.-globin plO
mater (bottom panel, Sac! digest)_ Lanes labeled with 0 and E 
indicate samples incubated on ice and 37'C, respectively, with
out DNase I. The trianglcd bar above the lanes indicates increas
ing amounts of DNase I. 
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Table 2. DNasel hypeISensitil'c site analysis per/olmed on 
Hne72 EKLP" and Iine72 EKLF- f

- 13.5.day /elal IiI-a all 
isolated nuclei 

DNase! hypersensitive sites 

EKLF+J+ EKLF 

Human !3 promoter + 
Human 'I promoter + 
Human LCR HSI + + 
Human LCR HS2 + + 
Human LCR HSJ + +/-
Human LCR HS4 + + 
Murine !3maj promoter + 
Murine LCR HS3 + +/-
Murine 0: promoter + + 

For detailed description of the pro<:edure and probes used, see 
Materials and Methods. 

the endogenous mouse and human p·globin loci. Of par· 
ticular interest is the observation that DNase I hyper· 
sensitivity of the human ),·globin gene promoter is in· 
creased in EKLP-I- micc compared with wild·type mice 
as the number of actively transcribed 'I-genes increases 
IPig.5). 

Discussion 

Modulatioll of gene expression 

We have shown that the level of human l3·globin mRNA 
in the EKLP+ ' - and EKLP- I - mice decreases as a direct 
consequence of dcereases in the number of actively tran
scribing Il-globin genes. The results show reciprocal con
cOIllitant increases in human 'I-globin gene expression 
resulting solely from increases in the number of tran· 
scriptionally active human "i-globin genes rather than 
increases in the rate of 'I·gene transcription on individual 
genes. These data indicate that gene transcription is an 
all·or·nothing event and that changes in the level of gene 
expression reflect changes in the amount of time that a 
gene is transcribed rather than changes in the rate of 
transcription of individual genes. These observations 
support OUI previous work, which showed that as devel· 
opment proceeds, modulation of the expression level of 'I 
versus 11 mRNA is determined by the frequency and du
ration of transcription of the individual genes and not by 
changes in the rate of transcription from individual pro
moters {Wijgerde et al. 1995). The genes appeared to be 
either fully transcribed or off. This concept was indepen· 
dently reinforced by data that showed that novel posi· 
tion effects that cause low-level expression in all cells of 
a tissue are the rcsult of decreasing the amount of time 
that a gene is transcriptionally active and not the result 
of modulation of transcription rate or polymerase den· 
Sity on an individual gene (Milot et .11. 1996). 

Other groups have proposed a binary mechanism of 
enhanccr action. Robertson et al. 11995) described the 
silencing of cxpression of a construct containing an 
Escherichia coli lacZ gene under control of the human 
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Q·globin HS·40 element in transgenic mice. It had been 
shown previously that HS·40 could not maintain high
level copy number·dependent expression of the Q·globin 
gene throughout development as expression levels de
clined as development proceeded ISharpe et al. 1992, 
1993). Histochemical staining for l3-gal showed that the 
lower expression levels seen late in development corre
lated with decreasing numbers of lacZ-expressing cells, 
and suggested that a decrease in the rate of transcription 
from individual promoters did not playa role. A report 
by Walters et al. {l996) described silenCing of an HS:2 
Il-gco construct in cell culture after recombinase medi· 
ated removal of HS:2. They found that after culturing 
stably transfected clones for several weeks, greater num
bers of cells, though vaIiable from line to line, had si
lenced the l3·geo gene when compared with the original 
HS:2-containing clone. It was suggested that the level of 
Il-gal expression per cell did not change dramatically in 
those cells that continued to express the Il·geo gene, al
though twofold variation was common. They concluded 
that enhancers act to prevent silencing of genes and have 
little if anything to do with the rate of transcription of a 
gene. In addition, it was concluded that in temlS of tran
scription, a gene was either stably on or off in a particular 
cell, although in neither report was transcription mea
sured nor was the activation/silencing status of a cell 
heritable as in position effect variegation (PEV). Both re
ports show that levels of steady·state mRNA extracted 
from a population of cells do not always reflect changes 
in all of the ceUs. We have observed a similar phenom
enon in cases of genuine rEV in which a stable, clonal 
subpopulation of cells expresses or silences a transgene 
as a resuit of juxtaposition to centromeric heteroehro· 
matin leading to reductions in mRNA levels in a popu
lation of cells (Milot et a!. 1996). However, these types of 
experiments do not allow conclusions to be made about 
modulation of gene expression in individual expressing 
cells. We havc shown that expression levels of individual 
genes are modulated within a single cell by altering the 
periods of active transcription of a gene and not the rate 
of transcription IWijgerde et al. 1995 i Milot et al. 1996, 
this report}. This result on the dynamics of transcription 
is fundamentally different from the work on gene silenc· 
ing mentioned abo\'e. Gene transcription appears to be 
an all·or-nothing event, and modulation of gene expres· 
sion within a single cell is accomplished through alter· 
ing the transcriptional periods. 

Shifting the balance of globilI gene competitioll 

The analyses of human embryonic Il·like globin gene 
expression and transcription in EKLF nuH mice demon
strate that the E+ and ),·gene promoters ale not dependent 
on EKLF. Similar results were obtained when the mouse 
embryonic globin genes were analyzed INuez et a!. 1995} 
Perkins et al. 1995\. HUman globin gene expression in 
the fetal liver of transgenic mice involves a prolonged 
period of gene competition between the '1- and p.globin 
genes from day 11.5 to approximately day 16.5 
{strouboulis et ai. 1992; Pcterson and Stamatoyannopo· 



ulos 1993; Wijgerde et at 1995J. During this period it is 
thought that a gradual change in the transcription factor 
environment of individual cells leads to changes in the 
affinity andlor stability of interactions between the LCR 
and the individual genes, causing a shift in the balance of 
transcription toward the adult J3 gene. We have shown 
previously that expression of multiple globin genes hom 
a single locus involves alternating transcription of indi
vidal genes !Wijgerde et at 1995). We proposed a mech
anism whereby the LCR forms an exclusive scmistablc 
complex with an individual gene to initiate transcription 
but is able to flip-flop between genes. The implication of 
the proposed mechanism is that formation of a stable 
complex between the LCR and a gene allows loading or 
initiation of RNA pol)-merases !and rcinitiation] at a 
fixed rate_ The frequency and stability of the complex 
would therefore determine the level of transcription and 
disruption of the interaction would prevent further load
ing of polymerases_ Support for the idea that the LCR 
acts as a functional unit has come from studies that 
show that aU HS of the LCR are required for position
independent and copy number-dependent expression 
(Milot et a1. 1996). Indeed, deletion of indh'idual HS, 
which one might assume would destabilize the complex, 
leads to novel postion effects in which transgene expres
sion levels were lower as a result of reduced transcrip
tion time !Milot et at 1996). 

Here we show that in EKLF+{- mice thc ratio of '{- to 
J3-gene transcription is shifted toward the '{ gcnes when 
compared with wild-type mice_ This shift in the ratio 
represents an actual increase in the absolute number of 
activei}' transcribed '{ genes and a decrease in the num
ber of transcribed J3 genes_ Therefore the decreased level 
of EKLF in heterozygous knockouts leads to a reduction 
in the amount of time that the LCR spends complexed 
with the p gene. Because the 'Y-gene promoter is not di
rectly affected by EKLF we propose that increased '(-gene 
transcription is the result of increased availabilit), of the 
LCR as a result of reduction in the time it is occupied by 
the p gene. Hence LCR-,{ gene interactions, though un
changed in stability, are able to form more frequently. 

Martin et a1. (1996) have deseribcd a different model of 
globin gene regulation. Thc}' propose that thc LCR acts 
in concert with elemcnts in the locus to initiate and 
maintain an active ehIOmatin structure. No contact or 
interaction is required between the LCR and the genes in 
the locus for transcriptional activation. Instead, individ
ual genes within the locus have differing probabilities of 
transcriptional activation depending on gene-local cis
elements and the developmentally regulated trans-act
ing factors that bind them_ Multiple genes may be tran
scribed simultaneously from the same locus but 5' genes 
may interfere with the transcription of 3' genes by either 
lowering thc probability or decreasing the rate of tran
scription. Silcncing of the more 5' genes during develop
ment allows activation of the downstream genes_ How
ever, the data presented here directly contradicts this 
model as we have shown that decreases in transcription 
of a 3' gene !the J3 gene)lcad to rcciprocal increases in a 
5' gene (the" genes]. These results are exactly what one 

would predict in a case of genuine gene competition, and 
are consistent with the observations that the switch 
from '{ to j3 expression is competitive !Hanscombe et al. 
1991; Peterson and Stamatoyannopoulos 1993; Dillon et 
al. 1995; N. Dillon and F. Grosveld, in prep.} and dy
namic (Wijgerde et al. 1995; this report). 

y-gene Silencing 

In the homozygous knockout animals J3-gene transcrip
tion is not detectable and the percentage of loci activel), 
transcribing the '(-genes increases to 41 % of transcrip
tionally active mouse a-globin loci !Fig. 3 and Table 1)_ 
Of interest is the fact that not all 'Y genes are transcribed 
in the absence of p-gene transcription. It is known that 
,{-gene transcription is silenced autonomously during fe
tal liver dewlopment based on expression analysis of a 
,{-gene linked to the LCR (Dillon and Grosveld 19911-
Our observations would predict that the decreasing level 
of 'Y·gene expression seen in those experiments is the 
result of decreasing numbers of transcriptionally active 
'Y-genes (Le., increasing numbers of silenced loci)_ One 
possible explanation is that in the EKLF -{- mice there 
is a distinct subset of fetal liver cells in which the 
,(-genes are still capable of transcription !Le., not si
lenced). Our results show that the proportion of cells 
with both loci transcribing the 'Y genes increases signif
icantly in the double knockout mice compared with wild 
type and heterozygotes at the expense of cells with only 
one locus active in "'gene transcription. However, even 
in the homozygous knockout the majority of cells that 
are transcribing 'Y have only one acth'e locus_ It is pos
sible that the other locus appears inactive because the 
LCR still spends a significant, though reduced amount of 
time complexed with the p-gene but does not lead to 
productivity. An alternative explanation is that the '{ 
genes on the other locus are reacting independently to 
the same factor environment (as observed previously; 
Wijgerdc et a1. 1995) and have been silenced thereby 
making them unavailable for LCR interaction and tran
scription. Comparison with the results of Dillon et al. 
(1991) in which 'Y silenCing was measured in the absence 
of competition from the p-gene suggests that we may be 
obsen'ing a combination of the possibilities described 
above. 

Chromatin structure 

The results of DNase I hypersensitive site analysis sug
gest that the chromatin strm:turc of the human globin 
LCR remains largely intact in EKLF double knockout 
mice_ HS I, -2, and -4 of the LCR appear unchanged in 
the absence of EKLF. The decrease in sensitivity of the 
promoter of the adult p genes Ihuman and mouse) that is 
coincident with tranSCriptional deficiency is quite se
vere, indicating that EKLF is essential for the proper 
chromatin structure of the promoter_ Hypersensitivity of 
the 'Y-gene promoter increases in the EKLF double 
knockout mice as transcription increases. Our model 
predicts that this increase is ~he result of an increase in 
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the number of y genes interacting with the LCR. It is not 
possible to determine with certainty whether hypersen· 
sitivity is the result of transcription of the gene or inter
action with the LCR, as the two are nonnally linked. If 
the LCR is complexed with the p gene in the homozy
gous knockouts as suggested above, one would then con
clude that hypersensitivity is more closely linked to 
transcription than LCR interaction. EKLF also contrib
utes, to a lesser extent, to the hypersensitivity of HS 3 in 
the mouse and human LCRs, suggesting that it may di
rectly interact with sequences in HS 3. 

Materials and methods 

Transgenic mice 

Transgenic mice containing a single integrated copy of the hu
man ~-globin locus, lckucd to as Line 72 (Strouboulis ct aJ. 
1992), wcre crossed with EKLF knockoll! mice (Nuez et ~J. 1995) 
10 create compound homozygous human p·globin Hup + / + f 
EKLF+ ' - and Bup +/+ fEKLF- f - embryos. Embryos were dis· 
sected out at various time points and genolyped by Southern 
blot and f'hospodmage analysis. 

Puptll<1!ion of RNA and 51 Iluclease protection a55ay 

RNA was eXl/acted from frozen embryos (including yolk SJel, 

fetal livers, and adult blood (animals >8 weeks oldl and ;lna· 
lyzed by SI nuclease protection assays as described previousl}' 
(Fraser et al. 1990). Quantitation of signals was performed using 
a l'hosphorlmager (Molecular Dynamics). SI probes (linden· 
baum and Grosveld 1990; Milot et al. 1996) were end·labeled 
with T4 polynucleotide kinase and equimolar amounts of each 
end·labeled probe were used per reaction. Amounts of RNA 
analyzed per protection assar: dar 10 and II embryos, 61-'g: dar 
II feulli\'ers, 31-'g: day 12 (etallinrs, 21-'g; day IJ, 14, 15, ami 
16 fetallivcrs, I jlg: adult blood, 1 jlg. 

PlimalY IrallSCIipt in situ hybridizalion 

Embryonic blood 11O.5-day) and 12.5· and IJ.5·day fetal livers 
were disrupted in PBS. Cells were spoiled and immobilized onto 
poly·t-Iysine-coated slides and subsequently fixed in 4% form· 
aldehyde, 5% acetic acid in saline for 20 min ;It room temper
ature. Slides were further processed and used for in situ hybrid
ization analysis and antibody detection as described previouslr 
IWiigerde et al. 1995). Probes were labeled with digox}'genin, 
biotin, Of dinitrophenol. Transcription signals were quantitated 
by counting cells (see Table I) using an epifluorescence micro.
scope. 

Isolation of nuclei and DNase I hypersensitive site analysis 

Nuclei were isolated from 13.5-day frozen fetal livers as de· 
scribed by Forrester et a!. (1990). for each genotype )EKLF ./. , 
EKLf- f -)10 liyers were disrupted with 10 strokes of a type B 
pestle. Aliquots IIOQ-j.l.l) were digested with increasing amounts 
of DNase I for 3 min at 37'C. Two aliqoots, one incubated on ice 
and one at 37'C, were devoid of any DNase I and sen'ed as 
controls for the zem time point and endogenous nuc1eases, re
spectively. Reactions were treated with 250 I-'gfml proteinase K 
in 0_3 M NaCI, 0.5% SDS, 5 nm EDTA, and 10 mM Tris at pH 8 
at 55<C for 16 hr, phenoifchlomfonn extracted and ethanol pre· 
cipitated. Pellets were dissolved in 80 1-'1 of distilled water. 
Twenty microliters of DNA was digested with appropriate Ie· 
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strictlon enzrme and analyzed via Southern blot. The following 
restriction enzymes and pr<Jbes were used: "( promoter, EcoRl 
digest, BamHI-EcoRI "'jIVSTI fragment) fI promoter, EcoRl di· 
gest, BamHI-EcoRI PIVSII fragment) human HSI, PstI, S2o-bp 
HincII fragment) human HS2, Pstl, I.S·kb KpnI-Bgl!l; human 
HSJ, HindlH, 1.9·kb HindlII) human HS4, HindIU digest, 600-bp 
BomHl-SacI) p·maj promoter, EcoRI, I·kb EcoRI-Hindlll; 
mouse HSJ, HindlII digest, 1.9·kb HindIII) mouse al and 02, 
Sad digest, 6OQ·bp BamHI-Saci. The relati\"( hypersensitivity 
between knockout and wild·type lines was quantitated via 
Phosphorimage analysis. The ratio of h)J\Crsensitive bands o\Tr 
parental band was plotted and the slopes of the resulting lines 
were compared. 
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Chapter 4. 

Chromatin interaction mechanism of transcriptional 
control in vivo. 

Cribllall, J., de Boer, E., rrimborn, T., lVijgerde, M., Milot, E., Crosveld, F. 
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We ha,'e used a kinetic analysis to distinguish possible 
mechanisms of aclimtion of transcription of the differ
ent gcnes in the human p globin locus, Based on ill 
situ studies at the single-cell lewl we ha,'e prniously 
suggcsted a dynamic mechanism of single genes altern
ately interacting with the locus control region (LeR) 
to actinte transcription, Howe,w, those steady-state 
experiments did not allow a direct measurement of the 
dynamics of the mechanism and the prcsence of loci 
'lith ill Sitfl primary transcript signals from two p-Ilke 
genes ;11 cis has left open the possibility that mulllple 
genes In the locus could initiate transcripUon simul
taneously. Kinetic assays in\'ohing remoyal of a block 
to transcription elongation in conjunction with RNA 
FISH show thai multiple p gene primary transcript 
signals ill cis represent a transition between alternating 
transcriplional periods of single genes, supporting a 
dynamic interaction mechanism. 
Keywords: (.( globiniP globinlIocus control region/single 
gene activation/transcription 

Introduction 
Several models have been proposed for the activation of 
gene transcription after chromatin activation of a locus, 
In one model. the genes would simply be accessible to 
binding of transcription factors and be transcribed in a 
stochastic fashion (Groudine and Weintraub, 1982; Martin 
et of., 1996). In such a model the dimensional aspects of 
the locus would not play an important role. In a second 
model regulatory sequences could be the entry site of 
(part of) the transcriptional machinery which would scan 
the DNA for genes to be transcribed (Herendeen et of" 
1992; Tuan et 01 .• 1992), Such a model is basically linear 
and predicts that the order of the genes relative to the 
regulator is an important parameter. In a third model it has 
been proposed that gene regulatory elements participate in 
direct chromatin intemctions with regulatory elements at a 
large distance as a prerequisite to transcriptional activation 
(Ptashne, 1988; Mucller-Storm et af" 1989; Bickel and 
Pirotta. 1990; Foley and Engel, 1992; Wijgerde et of., 
1995; Dillon et 01., 1997). Such a looping model is thrce 
dimensional and predicts that the relative distance of the 
genes from the regulator is important All these models 

have been put forward to explain the role of the human 
P globin locus control region (LCR) in the developmental 
regulation of transcription of the p gene cluster (Tuan 
et of., 1992; Wijgerde et of., 1995; Martin et of., 1996; 
Dillon et 01., 1997), 

The ~ globin system has long been a prototypic syste'm 
for the study of transcription in vertebrates (reviewed in 
Grosveld et of., 1993). The locus consists of five active 
genes that are activated and silenced at different stages of 
erythroid deyelopment (Figure IA). The expression of all 
of these genes is dependent on the presence of the LCR 
which is located 15 kb upstream of the E gene (Grosveld 
et 01., 1987), The E gene is expressed first in the embryonic 
yolk sac followed by a gradual switch (0 expression of the 
ygenes between weeks 6 and 10 of gestation. Exprcssion of 
the y genes predominates during the fetal liver stage. In 
the later fetal liver and neonatal stages, there is a second 
transition to expression of the ~ gene and the y genes are 
almost completely silenced during adult life. When the 
entire human P locus is incorpomted in transgenic mice 
a similar expression pattern is observed. although the y 
genes are expressed early in the embryo and are switched 
off at day 16 of development in the fetal liver (StroubouJis 
et 01., 1992; Peterson et of., 1993). The analysis of mutated 
loci found in patients and the use of single E, y and p 
genes in transgenic mice have shown that the E and y 
genes are suppressed autonomously through sequences 
directly flanking the genes (Raich et 01., 1990; Dillon and 
Grosveld. 1991), However, the p globin gene when present 
in the whole locus is (at least in large part) silenced during 
early development in a non-autonomous manner. This p 
globin gene suppression can be explained by a scanning 
mechanism because genes closer to the regulatory 
sequences would have a natural advantage over distal 
genes due to proximity, This would also be the case in a 
looping mechanism; proximal genes would have a higher 
frequency of interaction with the regulatory sequences 
and thus have a competitive ad\'antage ovcr distal genes 
(GigJioni et 01., 1984; Enver et of.. 1990; Hanscombe 
et of., 1991; Peterson and Stamatoyannopoulos, 1993; 
Dillon et of., 1997). However, this would not be the case 
in an accessibility model and hence an extra parameter 
was postulated to explain the silencing of the distal p gene 
in early development, namely a process of interference of 
the proximal genes with the distal genes via some topo
logical constraint (Martin et of., 1996). 

Recent analysis of primary transcription in single cells 
(Wijgerde et of., 1995, 1996) and thc results obtained by 
placing a second p globin gene at different positions in 
the locus (Dillon et 0/" 1997) support a dynamic looping 
mechanism with single genes alternately interacting with 
the LCR. However. the presence of a minority of loci 
which display two gene signals ill cis (Wijgerde et 01., 
1995) could be interpreted as evidence in support of 
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and venical arrO'H rep!e,~nl the h}p<'lsenliliw .lite;; of the p globin 
lCR and the« globin mljor regulatory ekment ({L~lREJ. (B) lntronl 
non Siru([ure of a i3-like globin ~e~e "jlh localil..:llion of probe, u5~d 
for in situ h}bridil.lliOnl. (e) [}n:"y of the '( and p primary transcripts 
In situ signals in d.lj' 115 feullh-er cell, treated \\ith 5 Ilglml 
3ctinQffi)"in-D. Th(' p<'f«ntage of remaining inlron 2 signal. are 
~ho\\n a, a function of tim~. (D) As (e) for lh~ mou,e ~ and « gene. 
in day 10.5 embl)·Qok blood ,~Il5. 

the scanning or Ihe accessibility model of transcription 
initiation (Martin et al., 1996). Thus a crucial difference 
between the looping model and the others is single versus 
multiple gene activation at an)' moment in a single locus. 
We have therefore used a novel kinetic analysis utilizing 
inhibition of transcription elongation and release in con
junction with RNA fluorescence ill situ hybridization 
(FISH) to show that multiple j3 gene primary transcript 
signals ill cis represent a transition between alternating 
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transcriptional periods of single genes, rather than the co
initiation of transcription of multiple genes in the locus. 

Results 

The lifetime of primary transcript in situ 
hybridization signals 
A key parameter in a kinetic analysis of the transcription 
process ill vil-o using ill situ hybridization is the lime 
required for a signal to decay below the level of detection. 
To enable the detection of short-lived events we probed 
for the presence of intronic RNA, as these sequences are 
rapidly cleaved from the primary transcript and degraded. 
We used actinomycin·D to measure the detection lifetime 
of the 'Y and j3 primal)' transcript signals at days 11.5 
(Figure Ie) and 12.5 (not shown), and ~ and a primary 
transcript signals at day 10.5 (Figure 10) of development. 
On both day 11.5 and 12.5 the intron signals of the 'Yand 
j3 genes, as well as ~ and a intron signals at day iO.5, 
disappear below detection level 7.5 min after the addition 
of actinomycin-D. Interestingly the intron signals of the 
~ and a genes do not decrea~e immediately when compared 
with the j3-like genes. This could indicate a possible 
difference between the two loci (see below). but could 
also be due to experimental parameters such as a higher 
sensitivity of the a-like probes. Unfortunately, actino
mycin-D inhibition is irreversible and hence cannot be 
used in reactivation experiments. 

We therefore used 5,6-dichloro-I-j3-o-ribofumnosyl
benzimidazole (DRB) to rcvcrsibly inhibit pol-lI transcrip
tional elongation in single-copy human j3 globin tfilnsgenic 
mouse (Strouboulis et al., 1992) fewlliver cells. Previous 
studies have shown that DRB does not effect initiation of 
transcription (Fraser et al., 1978; Marshall and Price, 
1992) but prematurely aborts elongating transcripts -400-
600 bp from the initiation site (Chodosh et til .. 1989; 
Marshall et al., 1996) by inhibiting the activity of the 
P~TEFh kinase which phosphof)'lates the e-temlinal 
domain (eTm of pol II (Marsh:lll t't al .. 1996; Peng et al .. 
1998). The effect of ORB treatment on globin gene 
transcription in mouse el)'throleukemia cells has been 
reported previously tTweeten and Molloy, 1981). TIle 
results demonstrate that ORB causes premature temlin
ation without affecting initiation of transcription. We tested 
this in transgenic mouse fetal liver cells using in sitll 
hybridization with probes that hybridize at different dis
tances relative to the site of initiation of the p globin 
primaf)' transcript (Figures IB and 2). 111 sitll signals with 
probes that hybridize to intron I, located in the first 300 
bases of the j3 globin primaf)' transcript, are still visible 
in 85% of the erythroid cells after 15 min of DRB 
treatment (Figure 2A and C) when compared with the 
untreated control. Probes that hybridize to intron 2, 600-
1200 bases 3' of the initiation site (Figure IB), have 
completely disappeared after 7.5 min of ORB treatment 
(Figure 2B and e). The fact that intron 1 signals are not 
affected by ORB confinns earlier reports which indic:lted 
that the process of transcription initiation is not disturbed 
and only elongation is affected, resulting in short, prema
turely aborted transcripts. Since initiation continues and 
the balance between yand j3 is maintained we conclude 
that whichever mechanism (scanning, accessibility or 
looping) is responsible for the activation of the genes, it 
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fig. 2. The effe-.:I of DRB on tramnipliona] elongation in I'im. 
(A) In jim h)bridiuliQn \lith intron-I-5p".:ific probe; on hom,nygou\ 
Iran,genic d.I)' I L5 fetal ]iHr cells treale.! for 15 min \lith 100)1M 
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~ignall are gre.on (FlrC}. (8) In Jilu h)bridiza[ion lIith intro<l·2. 
sre.:ific probe, on homozygous trarugenic 115 day fetal tiler cells 
treated for 7 min \\jth 100)1.\1 DRB."f glQbin sigilli, are red (Teus 
red). and p globin signals are gtun (mq. (e) De~a)' of y and p 
introfl I and intron 2 in Silll signals p!o!t~d as a function of time aft~r 
the addition of ORB. 

is not disturbed by the addition of ORB. The results also 
show that after inhibition of transcription by ORB the 
time required to decay the existing J3 globin intran 2 
primary transcript signal via splicing, to leyels beyond 
the limit of detection, is in good agreement with the 
actinomydn-D results (Figure IC). The same is found for 
the a-like genes (not shown). 

Kinetic analysis of single and double primary 
transcript signals 
Primary transcript ill Si/II hybridization with gene-specific 
intron probes for human yand J3 globin in transgenic 11.5 
day fetal liver cells containing a single copy of the 
complete human f3 globin locus show single gene transcrip
tion signals in ~85% of the human globin loci (Wijgerde 
et af., 1995). A small percentage of loci (~15%, e.g. 
Figure 3A, bottom right) contain signals for both yand j3 
globin genes ill cis, and it is these signals that make a 
distinction between the different mechanisms difficult. If 
double signals are due to simultaneous initiation of the y 
and J3 genes according to the scanning and (on a random 
basis) accessibility models, then release of the ORB block 
should result in the reappearance of double signals (using 
intron 2 probes) at the same rate as single signals. A lag 

in the reappearance of double signals compared with 
single gene signals would be indicative of alternating 
single gene initiation. This model predicts that double 
signals would result from the overlap between decaying 
primary transcripts (7.5 min, see above) from a recently 
active gene and the nascent transcription of an active gene. 

We treated transgenic 1l.5 day homozygous fetal liver 
cells with ORB for 15 min to block elongation of globin 
primary transcripts (Figure 3). The cells were then released 
from the ORB block by washing with phosphate-buffered 
saline (PBS), and aliquots of cells were fixed onto slides 
at various inten'als and prepared for ill situ hybridization 
as described previously (Wijgerde el a/., 1995). The cells 
were probed with intron 2-specific probes for human y 
(probes detect both Oyand Ay primary transcripts) and P 
globin primary transcripts. No transcription signals are 
visible at the zero time point immediately aner the wash 
(Figure 3B). Five minutes aner washing out the DRB 
(Figure 3C) primary transcript signals are again detectable 
in a high proportion of cells and continue to rise to the 
level observed before addition of DRB and in the non
ORB treated controls. Single (y or p) and double (y and 
J3 ill cis) gene signals were counted and the averaged 
results of four separate experiments from two transgenic 
lines, line 72 and line 2 (Strauboulis et af., 1992), 
are presented in Figure 4. The results show that the 
reappearance of double gene signals significantly lags 
behind the reappearance of single gene signals in the 
population. A lag in the reappearance of double signals 
is also consistently obsen'ed when the two y genes are 
compared with gene-specific probes for 0y and Ay (data 
not shown) and for the genes in the endogenous mouse 
j3.globin locus (T.Trimbom, J.Gribnau, EGrosveld, 
l\I.Wijgerde and P.Frascr, submitted). 

To determine whether there is an intrinsic bias against 
the reappearance of double signals, we counted the 
reappearance of two signals, in trails (i.e. a signal on each 
chromosome) as an internal control. llleir reappearance 
(Figure 4; loci trans) closely approximates to the single 
signal curves. We also calculated a theoretical curve that 
would be expected when the two loci are activated 
independently ill trails (not shown). This curve coincides 
with the cun'e found for the appearance of two signals ill 
trails. We therefore conclude that the two allelic globin 
loci behave independently of each other in temlS of 
transcription (showing a stochastic reappearance of two 
signals without a lag), whereas the genes within a locus 
on one chromosome do not bellave independently (double 
signal reappearance is non-random with a lag). 

Weak competition versus strong competition 
The y genes are being expressed in embI)'onic cells in 
conjunction with e and in the early fetal liver cells in 
competition with p. This provides a unique opportunity 
to investigate the interdependence of genes within a locus 
by examining the effects of weak versus strong gene 
compet{tion during development independent of a ORB 
treatment. The e gene, which is a weak competitor 
(Wijgerde et 01., 1995), increases in expression from 9.5 
to I 1.5 days in the embI)'onic blood and y gene expression 
decreases reciprocally (Strouboulis et al., 1992; Table J). 
The e-globin gene is not expressed in the early fetal liver 
erythroid cells, but y expression is further decreased due 
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}lg. 3. Relersibk inhibition of lIamcription elongation on homol.}'gou> I L5 day irarugenk fetalliHr cells. (A-D) Primary tramcript ill ~t" 
b}bridilation~ using., and p intwn 2 pwl;>e,: y signals are red (Te\a, red) and p ~igmJs Jre green (me). (A) yand p prim:lI}' tr~mcript signJ\;; 
prior to ORB treatm .. nl. (B) '(and J) prim:lI)' iranscript signals after [5 min treatment Ilitb 100 ).I~l ORB. (e) Fhe minoi<s after rdea~e of the 
tran'criptk'nal elonplion block by \\ashing out ORB. Note most (ells sbow single y or J) transcription signal, ill elf. I,hile maoy h~\·e mOre than 
one sign~l in tram. (D) Tllent}' minutes after rek",e from the dongalioo bJod .. the dimibution of Iud baling single '(or p and double signals (·f 

and J) jn el5) aU bad: (() CDntrollele[,. Repre,entati,·e 'ells are ShOl'TI for each tim~ poin!. 

to strong competition from the highly expressed p gene 
(\\~jgerde et al., 1995, 1996). If co-initiation of transcrip
tion occurs one would predict that the percentage of 
,"{-;,.( double signals in the y-expressing cells would 
change very little. In contrast, if alternating transcription 
of the y genes and the other globin genes (£ or p) occurs 
then addition of a third gene into the competition should 
affect the percentage of double y signals due to the 
resulting three-way alternation. When the percentage of 
0y_Aydoubie signals is measured in the y-expressing ceJls 
during development, it changes from 83% at day 9.5 when 
£: expression is low, to 56% at day !l.5 in embryonic 
blood when £ expression is at its ma.ximum (Table I). In 
the fetal liver where the y genes arc expressed with high 
levels of p expression, the percentage of double 0y_Ay 
signals decreases further to 29% (Table I). Thus when y 
gene expression is accompanied by relatively low-level 
expression of the £: gene in embryonic cells or high-level 
expression of the p gene in fetal liver cells, the percentage 
of O.{_A.{ double signals decreases accordingly. This result 
is most easily explained by an altemating single gene 
mechanism and is difficult to explain if one assumes that 
the y genes are co-initiated. 

Transcription initiation of the a-like globin genes 
The ORB analysis above does not exclude the possibility 
that treatment with Ihe drug could somehow artifactually 
cause a delay in the reappearance of double signals ill cis, 
even though this is clearly not the case for the reappearance 
of double signals ill trails (Figure 4). There is indirect 
evidence that the a-globin genes may be regulated differ
ently from the p-like genes (Craddock et al., 1995). Instead 
of the five hypen;ensitive region~ present in the p globin 
LCR, only 1I single hypcr;en,iti\e site ha~ been identified 
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Fig. 4, Kine1ics of reapp.;';tr.lnc", of single \USUS double gen~ ,ignal\. 
PriITllI)' transcript illl;'" signals for '( and Jl (see Figure 3) \Hre 
scor~d afler releale of !he ORB block to irarucriplion elongation in 
IL5 da)' felalliwr , .. lis from lines 72 and 2 (Strouboulis tl <11 .• 1992) 
and plotled wrsus time. Th~ curW5 were norma1iled to their 
m:L\.imum "alue; and the awrage of four ~.\p.;'rimenlS is ~ho\ln. All 
e\p.;'limentl shOll" th~ ~.lII}" rearre.:rrance of single.,or Jl signall and a 
cleJr lag in re;lrre.lr.l!l(e of double ("( and p ;'1 d,j signal5. Cell, in 
"hieh both homologue, di>rlay 'ignals for eilher yor Jl are ploued as 
loci \ran'; shOl\1ng the indeI"""dent reJPp~arance of 1\\0 signal, in the 
same celL 

40 or 26 kb upstream of thc human and mouse a genes, 
respectively (Gourdon et al., 1994, 1995). When this site 
is present as part oftlle human a locus in transgenic mice, 
the expression of the a genes is supp essed as development 
proceeds (Sharpe et at., 1993; Gturdon et al., 1994), 
indicating that additional sequences are required for full 
expression, 

We examined the primary transcription of the mouse 
a-like genes in embryonic red cells in which all three a 
genes are expressed. Primary transcript ill situ analysis 
shows a high percentage of double <;; and « signals ill cis 
(SO!},) versus single <;; or a signals (Figure SA), while the 



lifetime of the signal is similar to that observed for the f3 
signals (Figure 10) in the presence of actinomycin-D as 
well as ORB (data 110t shown). This could mean that the 
genes are co-initiated in many loci or that frequently 

Table t. Developmental npres,ion and transcription of the human y 
gene, 

tJalh~:!.n % 
100 ........ ..! /" R"" 
80 ---60 

40 , , ,r 
20 ---- '-

9.5 10.5 11.5 11.5 12.5 13.5 

% In situ primary y RNA s1gnafs % (olal y RNA 

Gr G~IAr Ay Gy Ay 

day 9.5 blood 5 83 12 39 61 
day 10_5 blood 76 14 31 69 
day 11.5 blood 7 56 37 27 73 
day 11.5 fiver 23 29 48 26 74 

The top plnel ~hows the rela!h-e e'pre"ion of hum,n t. yand fi gene, 
during dewlopment in transgenic mice (Strouboulis tl oL 199-1-). 
Sho"n b<:low are the P'"ITentage; of lo.:i "ith ,ingk Gyor A-( ,ignals 
and doubk a·rAy primar)' tran,cript in 5im signal, durine de,-elopment.lhe bouom right sho", the P'"r<:entage of yand A.( 

mRNA of total r mRNA as determined by primer e,temion (data not 
5ho"u). Note thaI changes in st~ady-Slate RNA k'els (;"cumulated 
mRNAllag b<:hind changes in tnrucription as dete.:ted by prim;Uy 
lr.lJlicript in !fUll h) bridiL1tion. 

allernating initiation takes place. If alternating initiation 
occurs well within the lifetime of the signal, a large 
proportion of double signals ill cis would result. We then 
measured the reappearance of single and double signals 
after the addition and removal of ORB (Figure 5B-D). 
Plotting the reappearance of the signals as a function of 
time (Figure 6) shows that the double signals appear at 
the same rate as the single signals and that there is 110 

measuruble conversion of single signals into double sig
nals. On the basis of these data it is tempting to suggest 
that the o:~Jike genes are co·initiated, but rapidly alternating 
initiation of trunsCriptiOll would give a similar result and 
hence cannot be excluded. Importantly, the result shows 
that the treatment with ORB does not artificially result in 
a lag in the appeurance of double signals in cis. 

~( 
~n 
______ ~ and a cis 
-ll~locltrans 

O~O~2~.5C-5~~7~.5"'I"O~I~2~.5~15~1"7.~5~20· 
lime (mInutes) 

f"lg. 6. Kinetics of reappearance of single Hr,u, doub!e ~ and 0 
primaf)·'ran<eript ,igo~1s. In silu sign;}!;; as ,ho\\n in Figure 5 "ere 
scorn! Jflet rekJse of the tran;cription~1 dongJtion block in 10.5 dJy 
embf)ooic blood cells and normajiled to their ma,imum '-Jfue, for 
single (~or 0) and double {~and (( in df) signals. Cell, in "hich 
both homologue, di,play signals for either ~ or (( are plotted as loci 
trans sho,,-ing the independent reJppearance tof 1"0 ~ignals in the same 
cell. 

Fig. 5. ReHrsibk inhibition of Ir.lllicription elongation cn day 10.5 blood cells. (A-D) Primary lr.lo.>cript in 5iru h)bridiL11ions using mouse ~ and (l 
intron probes; ~ signals are ,hOIHl in red (Ie_\:>.S red) and (l signals in gre.on (me), (A) ~ and a signals prier to DRB tr~atmenl. (8) Fifte.on 
m.inute, after tre.atment "ith 100 ].11\1 ORB. (C) MI·e minute; after rele.ase of the transcriptional elongation blo.:k by washing out ORB. Note thlt 
many loci shnw double ~- and a·globin traIllcription signals in cis. (D) Twenty minutes after releJ,e of elongation blo\:k, the distribution of loci 
having single ~ or a and double signals (~and (l in df) are back to control lewis. R~pre5entati,·e cell. are ,ho"TI for e.ach lime p<linl. 
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Discussion 

The results obtained previously with primary transcript ill 
situ analysis suggested that the human p globin genes are 
regulated via a dynamic process of altemating initiation 
of transcription of the different genes. 111at proposal 
appeared to contradict existing data. It had been known 
for many years that yand p mRNA and proteins are found 
in the same cell during the switchover from y to p, even 
in heterozygoles, and this appeared to be confirmed by 
single-cell PCR data (Furukawa et of., 199~). These data, 
taken together with the primary transcript ill situ results 
which revealed the presence of a minority of loci with 
double primary transcription signals ill cis, were interpreted 
to mean that the y and p globin genes within a single 
locus were or could be co-initiated (Bresnick and 
Feisenfeld, 199~; Furukawa et of., 199~; Martin et 01., 
1996). 

Three models have been proposed to explain transcrip
tional regulation by distant regulatory sequences. The 
accessibility model proposes that after the activation of 
the chromatin, the genes bind transcription factors and are 
activated in a stochastic fashion (Groudine and Weintraub, 
1982; Martin et of., 1996). The scanning model suggests 
that regulatory sequences act as a nucleation site for (part 
01) the transcription machinery. which subsequently scans 
the DNA for transcriptionally competent genes (Herendeen 
et af., 1992; Tuan et of., 1992). Finally the looping model 
postulates that the distant regulatory sequences interact 
directly with the gene to initiate tmnscription (Ptashne. 
1988; Wijgerde et al., 1995 and refcrences therein). 
Both the accessibility and the scanning models allow co
initiation of multiple genes ill cis, whereas the looping 
model predicts initiation of only one gene at a time. It 
is therefore important in understanding the process of 
transcriptional initiation ill I'im involving distant regu
latory sequences to distinguish whether alternating single 
or multiple co-initiation takes place. 

We have shown that in the presence of DRB ill I'im, 
initiation of transcription is unaffected whereas transcrip
tional elongation is reversibly blocked. Inhibition studies 
with both DRB and actinomycin-D show that the globin 
primary transcript signals have a maximum lifetime of 
~7 min, confirming that we are detecting actively tran
scribed genes or genes transcribed within the last 7 min. 
By reversibly inhibiting elongation with DRB for 15 min 
we have aJ!owed intron 2 primary transcript signals to 
decay \'ia splicing and degradation. Removal of the block 
theoretically permits the immediate detection of only 
actively transcribed genes. Obviously, not all loci cross 
the detection threshold simultaneously, introducing a small 
but measurable degree of asynchrony to the experiment, 
and therefore allowing the possibility of the reappearance 
of some double signals in the earliest time point. By 
analyzing large populations of cells at various time points 
after removal of the elongation block we have been able 
(0 demonstrate a clear and consistent difference in the 
amount of time required to detect single versus double 
signals. If we compare the IU2rru, (the time required to re
establish 50% of the maximum number of single or double 
foci) for single (yor p) and double (y and 11) signals. we 
find 4 and 8 min, respectively. This shows that on average 
double signals take twicc as long to rcappear as single 
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signals, indicating that double signals result from sequen
tial periods of initiation of single genes. The fact that the 
same result is obtained for the human p globin locus in 
two different transgenic- lines and that it is essentially the 
same as observed for the endogenous murine p-globin 
locus (T.Trimbom, J.Gribnau, F.Grosvcld, ~1. Wijgerde and 
P.Fraser, submitted) shows that the results are not due to 
a 'transgenesis' artefact. Interestingly. although the human 
p-globin locus in line n is integrated in a euchromatic 
environment, while in line 2 it is integrated in a heterochro
matic environment close to the centromere, this appears 
to make no difference in terms of mechanism. 

In contrast, in the a locus the tll2mn of the single and 
double signals are essentially the same (~3 min) suggesting 
that the a genes are either co-initiated or that they alternate 
at a frequency which is shorter than the time required to 
reach the detection threshold. There is indirect evjdence 
for competition in the mouse a locus which may be 
indicative of an alternating transcriptional mechanism. 
Insertional mutation of the ~ gene with a PGK-Neo 
cassette results in decreased expression of the a genes in 
definitive e!),throid cells when ~ would normally be 
silenced (Leder et of., 1997). Although Ihe ORB results 
alone do not allow us to make firm conclusions regarding 
the mechanism of multiple a gene expression they do 
show a clear difference compared with the yand 11 genes 
and exclude an artificial lag of reappearing double signals 
ill cis as a consequence of the ORB treatment. 

Restriction digestion of sites in the Gyand Ay promoter 
regions in isolated K562 nuclei indicated that both pro
moters were accessible to digestion ill cis in -50']- of the 
loci (Bresnick and Felsenfeld. 199~). Co-accessibility 
of the promoters was inferred to be synonymous with 
simultaneous nuclease hypersensiti\'ity of the two gene 
promoters. Although these links have not been eSlablished 
fornlany, it was suggested that this was an indication of 
co-initiation of transcription of the genes. Our DRB 
results in conjunction wilh the developmental transcription 
analysis indicate that the two y genes are alternately 
transcribed. The high percentage of double Gy-Ay signals 
in comparison with the low percentage of double y-j3 
signals suggests that alternations occur at a higher fre
quency between the IWO y genes than between the y genes 
and the j3 gene. 

Thus the data presented show that the doublc signals 
in the j3 locus are not generated as predicted by a co
initiation mechanism, but represent a transition between 
alternating transcriptional periods of single genes. A 
number of additional ill I'im observations support this 
conclusion. A single regulato!)' region (the LCR) is 
required by all of the genes in the p globin locus for 
activation (reviewed in Fraser et (/1 .• 1998) and the genes 
compete with each other for this function (Giglioni et III., 
1984; Behringer et at., 1990; Enver et of., 1990; 
Hanscombc el of., 1991; Dillon el 01 .• 1997), with LCR 
proximal genes having a competitive advantage over 
distul genes (Hanscombe ct aI., 1991; Peterson and 
Stamatoyannopoulos, 1993; Dillon el of., 1997). During 
the period of swi!ching from y to p expression nearly all 
ci)'1hroid cells have both yand P OlRNA in the c)'topla.~Il1. 
yet Ihe overwhelming majority of loci have only '( or j3 
transcription signals (Wijgerde t't af.. 1995). In addition. 
individual loci within the same cell can respond differently 



to the same fralls-acting factor environment with y tran
scription on one homologue and J3 on the other. The 
balance of expression between the y and J3 genes can be 
tipped in either direction by mutations in the y promoter 
which prevent nomlal y gene silencing or alterations in the 
level of EKLF, which is required for J3 gene transcription 
(Wijgerde ef al., 1996; Tewari ef at.. 1998). In each 
case modulation of the expression of one gene leads to 
reciprocal changes in the expression of the other. A 
dynamic interaction between the LCR and the genes via 
looping explains all of the basic properties. It explains 
competition, because it predicts that the time taken up by 
LCR-driven transcription of one gene takes time away 
from another gene. In this model the competitive advantage 
of a gene is the result of increased frequency of LCR
gene interactions, which are dependent on distance (see 
Dillon et at., 1997). 

Looping and direct contact between regulatory regions 
is therefore the most simple mechanistic explanation 
for the observed results and is supported by previous 
experiments with other systems (Dunaway and Droge, 
1989; Mueller-Stonn ef al., 1989; Bickel and Pirotta, 
1990). It implies that direct chromatin interactions between 
the LCR and a single gene are required for initiation 
of transcription and suggests that continued loading of 
polymerases or re-initiation of that gene would require 
continuous LCR contact (Wijgerde et al., 1995; Milot 
et at .• 1996; Dillon ef at., 1997). In the context of this 
mechanism the data suggest that chromatin ill vil'O is 
highly dynamic or diffusible, allowing the LCR-gene 
complex to change rapidly to bring about co·expression 
of multiple genes. 

Materials and methods 

Reversible Inhlbllfon of tlanscrfptlon elongation with DRB 
HomOlygmls transgenic mic.: containing a single integrated copy of the 
complete human ~ globin locus were brffi to obtain embryos. P.;ripheral 
blOC» and fdalliwrs from the indicated developmental time points were 
dissected out in PBS. Fetal liwls were gently disrupted by re~ated 
pi~lting. Actinomycin·D was u>ed at a final concentration of 5 ).IglmI. 
DRB (Sigma) WM added to cdl suspensions to a final concentration of 
100).lM and inCubated at 37'C for IS min. Five volumes of ice cold 
PBS were added and the eel Is were immediately pdleted by centrifugation 
for 2 min at 1500 r.p.m. in an Ep~ndorf centrifuge. Cells were \\Mhed 
twice more with 1.5 mI ice--cold PBS and resuspended in 250)11 of PBS 
at B'C. AIiquol5 were taten at the designated inteC',als and fiwd onto 
po!Y·l·lysine coated slides (Sigma) for in Iitu h}bridization. 

Probe sequences and in situ hyb,ldizalion ena/yJ/s 
The following pro~s were used for the in 5irU h)'bridization analysis: 

Human ~ intron I pro~s: 

5'·CfGTCJCCACATGCCCAGTITCJATGGTCJCCITAAACCJG· 
TCTIGTAA·3' 

5'·GGGTGGGAAAATAGACCAAAGGCAGAGAGAGTCAGTGCC_ 
TATCAGAAAC·3' 

5'·AGGGCAGTAACGGCAGACJCJCCJCAGGAGTCAGGT·3' 
5'·ATAACAGCATCAGGAGGGACAGATCCCCAAAGGACTCA_3' 

Human ~ intron 2 pro~s: 

5'-TICCACACJGATGCAATCATICGTCGrrTCCCATICfAACT_ 
GTACCCT·3' 

5'·CTGATITGGTCAATATGTGTACACAATIAAAACATIACACJ· 
TIAACCCA-3' 

5'·GGTAGCTGGA1TGTAGCTGCTATAGCAATATGAAACCTCIT_ 
ACATCAGTJ' 

Human '( intronlpro~s: 

5'·AGGCACAGGGTCCrrCCTTCCCTCCCITGTCCTGGTCAC·3' 
5'·TGACAAGAACAGrrTGACAGTCAGAAGGTGCCACAATCCT· 

GAGAAGCGA-3' 
5'·AGGCTIGTGATAGTAGCCTTGTCcrCCTcrGTGAAATGA· 

CCCA·3' 
5'·AGAGCCTACCTICCCAGGGTTICTCCTCCAGCATCTICCA· 

CATI·3' 

HumID y intron 2 probes: 

5'·GCAGTITCITCACTCCCAACCCCAGATCITCAAACAGCTCA· 
CACCCGC·3' 

5' ·CcrrCTGCCTGCATCTITITAACGACCAACITGTCCTGCCT· 
CCAGAAG·3' 

5'·ACAGAGCTGAClTfCAAAATCTACCCAGCCCAAATGTITC· 
AATIGTCC-3' 

!lum3n A.( 3' flanking region probes: 

5'·TCATATAAAAATAAATGAGGAGCATGCACACACCACAAACA· 
CAAACAGGC-3' 

5'·CAOAACfCCCGTGTACAAGTGTCITIACTGCTTITAT·3' 
5'·TICATIAAGAACCATCCITGCTACTAGCTGCAATCAATCCA· 

GCCCCCA·3' 
5'·ATITCACITICITAGGCATCCACAAGGCTGTGAAAAGCTAA· 

GTGCCAT·3· 

Human °r3' flanking region probes: 

5'-AAAAAAGTGTGGAGTGTGCACATGACACAAACACACATAG· 
CCATGTATAA·3' 

5'-TOCAGACGCTCCCATGTATAAGTITCITIATIGCCTAGTICT
TITAITfO·3' 

5'-ACGTAAACAAAAAAGTGTGGAGTGGCACATGACACAAACA· 
CACATAG·3' 

5'-GCAGACGCfCCCATGTATAAGTICITIATIGCCTAGTICITIT
ATIT·3' 

Mouse (l intron probe,: 

5' ·CACAGAAAAGCATAGlTAGAAGCGCCCACfGAGCGAGTGC
CAGGlCC·3' 

5'-AGCCCITCCTAGGGGCCCAG,\TGCCGCCfGCCAGGTCCC·3' 
5'-GCTCCCCTICCTGGGACCACfATGTCCCJGCCITGGGCACG· 

AGGACCC-3' 

Mouse ~ lntron pro~s: 

5'-CcrrCTCAGTGGCITCJCCJCACAACTGCTCITIGTCACITC
TGTCTC-3' 

5'·ATGGAAGACTCTGGTGAGCTcrGGAATGCCAGCCCACCTC· 
CITIAGTA·3' 

5' ·ACAACCCCAAGAGTGATGTIACfATIGCTGTIGCACAAGGG
TCTACA·3' 

5'·AAGGGGATITGATGCCTCCAGCCCCAATGGCACCCATGCCf
GCGCTCG·3' 

The two r gene. are highly homologous in both [nlron and e~on 
sequence mating the use of gene·specific intron probes e'tremely 
difficull Transcriptional termination of r gene tranlcription is knO\\o to 
occur 1-2lb dO\\llstre.am of the polyaden}'lation site (Ashe tI al., 1997). 
We therefore used pro~; (3' flanking region probe,) which h)bridize 
to regions 300---500 bp downltream of the polraden}'lation site, of the 
.( genes 10 detect the G.( and Ay gene primary tr;mICripts separately. 

Cells were fi'ed onto poly·l-!ysine coaled slides in·m formaldehyde! 
5'1 acetic acid for 18 min al room temperature. The cells were 
subo;equently washed three times fOf 5 min [n PBS and store-d in 10'k 
ethanol al -20'C. The slides were pretreated for h)bridiLltion by a 
0.01'1 pepsin digestion (5 min, 37'C) in 0_01 M HCI, followed by a 
short wash in walU and a 5 min ILution in 3.1'k formaldehyde al room 
tem~rature. The slides were washed in PBS, deh}'dra!e-d in 70,90 and 
100% ethanol steps and air dried. The h)bridiLation mL\!ure was applied 
(12 J.l1 per 24 x 24 mm cover:;lipl and incuNte-d at 37'C in a bumidifled 
cham~r for 12 h. The h)bridizatlon mixture contained t nglJ.l1 of each 
oligonudwtide pro~ hapteniud "lth either dlgox)'geoin or biotin side 
chains in the middle and on the 5' and 3' end, of the oligonu,kolide 
(Eurugen!e.:", Belgium) in 15'k formJmide, 2x SSC, 200 J.lglml sllmon 
~p"rm D:-:A, 5X Denh3rdt's. 1 m.\I EDTA and 50 m.\1 sodium phosphate 
pH 1.0. The cowl>lip '"'' remo\'ed by dipping in 2x SSC and the cells 
weu washed thr~ times for 10 min in 2x SSC al 37'C, fol!ol'ed by a 
5 min wash in 0.1 M Tri>. 0.t5 :"1 NaCl. O.OS~ Tween 20 al room 
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t~mp.:ratur .... Antibod)'d<'teCiion of the lab<ls was essentially as described 
by Dirks el al. (1993), Ilith three or four amplification steps. Mounting 
was in DAPUDABCO:\'ectashield (1:1) in gl)'cerol (90'K) and stored at 
4'C in the dan:. Fluorescence was detected by epHluore.lcence micro
scopy and photogr.lph.l re((lnlffi Ilith an CCD c.lIIIera. 

The graphical results represent the a\"erag~ of thre~ separate exp.:ri
menlS. In all cases> 1000 ails were counted p.:r data point using a 
diClaphone to r.xord the results. 
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Mechanisms of developmental control 
of transcription in the murine 
a- and p-globin loci 
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We have characterized mRNA expression and transcription of the mouse a· and p·globin loci during 
development. SI nuclease and primary transcript ill situ hybridization analyses demonstrate that all sc\'en 
murine globin genes I', aI, n2, to}', PHI, pma/, and pmin) are transcribed during primitive erythropoiesis, 
however transcription of the r, tT, and PHI genes is restricted to the primith'c er)'lhroid lineage. 
Transcription of the pmal and pmin genes in primitive cells is ERLF.dependent demonstrating EKLF activit), 
in embryonic red cells. Novel kinetic anal)'ses suggest that multigene expression in the J3 locus occurs via 
altewating single.gene transcription whereas coillitiation cannot be ruled out in the a locus. Transcriptional 
aclh'ation of the individual murine J3 genes in primitive cells correlates inversel)' with their distance from the 
locus control region, in contrast with the human J3 locus in which the adult genes are onl}' activated in 
definitive erythroid cells. The results suggest that the multigene expression mechanism of altetnating 
transcription is evolutionarily conserved between mouse and human J3 globin loci but that the timing of 
activation of the adult genes is altered, indicating important fundamental differences in gLobin gene switching. 

IKey Words: Globin genes; transcription) locus control region) gene competition] mechanism of transcriptional 
control; in vivol 
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The murine a- and II-globin loci are muitigene clusters 
located on chromosomes II and 7, respectively (Fig. I). 
The}, are highly homologous to their human counter
pallS in organizational structure and function and repre· 
sent paradigms for the study of developmental gene regu
lation. The a locus consistS of three genes [(, ai, and (2) 
that are dependent for expression on the major regula· 
tory element [o:MRE} which appears as an erythroid·spe
cific DNase '·hypersensitive site -26·kb upstream of the 
{gene [Gourdon et al. 1995). The murine II locus consists 
of four functional genes liY, IIHl, II·maior [IImai), and 
II-minor f.BminJ] that are controlled by the locus control 
region [LCR), a series of five DNase I-hypersensitive sites 
in erythroid chromatin located 5-25 kb upstream of the 
iY gene (Moon and Ley 1990; Hug et al. 1992,1imenez et 
al. 1992) Piering et a!. 1995). The genes are arranged in 
the order of their developmental expression, as are their 
human homologs. Embryonic }'olk sac-derived erythroid 
cells coexpress high levels of both {- and a·globin mRNA 
(Leder et al. 1992) and primarily £}' and f3H 1 p.like globin 
mRNA with small amounts of IImaj and f3min [Brother
ton et al. 1979/ Chui et al. 1979) Wawrzyniak and Popp 
1987, Whitelaw et al. 1990). At 11.5 days of gestation the 
major site of erythropoiesis in the developing embryo 

'Cone.ponding author. 
E •• liAIL Ira"H"6thl.fgg.eu •. nl) fAX 31·IO·H6·0225. 

switches from the yolk sac to the fetal liver. This switch 
in site is coincident with a change to definitive gene 
expression in both the 0. and J3 clusters leading to pre
dominant expression of the al and 02 genes and the 
IImaj and IImin genes. Although the small amount of 
IImaj and IImin expression in embryonic cells appears to 
be genuine and not c.aused by maternal contamination 
[Wawrzyniak and Popp 1987) it is unclear whether the 
embryonic genes are expessed in early fetal liver cells 
(Wong et al. 1983/ Whitelaw et al. 1990). 

The human globin loci ha\'e been studied more thor
oughly, facilitated by the use of transgenic mice. The f3 
LCR has been shown to be required for the initial acti
vation of the locus and provides erythroid·specific, high. 
level, cop}'-number·dependent, position-independent ex· 
pression to linked genes (Grosveld et al. 1987). Studies 
with the a locus have shown that HS·40 is required for 
expression of the a-like genes (Bernet et al. 1995) but 
transgenic results have suggested that additional se· 
quences are required for developmental position-inde. 
pendent expression /Higgs et al. 1990; Sharpe et al. 1992; 
Gourdon et al. 1994). A detailed model of the mechanism 
of developmental regulation of the II-like genes has been 
proposed based on the observa tions of gene competition 
for LCR function jEnver et a1. 1990; Hanscombe et a1. 
1991) Peterson and Stamatoyannopoulos 1993; Wijgerde 
et al. 1995, 1996; Dillon et al. 1997) and single gene 
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acth'ation by the LCR IWijgerde et al. 1995; Gribnau et 
al. 1998). These data argue strongly in favor of a looping 
model in which the LCR forms direct, mutually exclu
sive chromatin interactions with gene-local regulatory 
elements to activate transcription of a single gene. Mul
tiple genes are coexpressed in cis through alternating 
tmnscriptional periods of single genes (Wijgenle et al. 
1995; Gribnau et al. 1998) suggesting that LCR-gene in
teractions are dynamic but also semistable, persisting on 
the order of se\'eral minutes (WijgerJe et aL 1995; Dillon 
et a1. 1997). 

It has therefore been suggested that two pammetcrs 
determine the transcriptional output and hence expres
sian level of a given gene during de\'clopment. The first 
is the frequency with which the LCR productively con
tacts a particular gene and the second is the stability of 
that interaction_ The frequenq' of LCR-gene cont,lct has 
been proposed to be dependent on distance from the LCR 
(Dillon et aL 1997). The relative distance between two 
competing genes and the LCR has been shown to be im
portant in controlling both the level and timing of ex
pression (Enver et al. 1990/ Hanscombe et al. 1991; Pe
tcrson and Stamatoyannopoulos 1993). Dillon et a1. 
(1997) mcasurcd the effects of distance on the frequency 
of LCR-gcne interactions by comparing genes of equal 
stability at varying positions in the locus in comhination 
with primary transcript in situ hybridization. Insertion 
of a {3gene into more LCR-proximal positions resulted in 
that gene heing transcriptionally activated more often 
and at the expense of the cquivalent downstream gene in 
relation to the difference in distance. 

The stability of the LCR-gene interaction has been 
proposed to be determined b}' the trallScription factor 
environment. Targeted disruption of the erythroid Krup
pel-like factor (EKLF) has shown that it is required for 
transcription of only the adult-type t3·g1obin genes (Nuez 
et al. 1995) Perkins et a1. 1995). EKLF binds selectively 
with high affinity to the CCACCC clement present in 
the promoters of the monse and human adult-type t3.g10-
bin genes (Donze et a1. 1995). Studies with compound 
human globin locus transgenie/EKLF knockout mice 
have shown that reductions in EKLF expression in het
erozygous and homozygous knockout mice lead to de
creased expression of (J-globin and reciprocall}' increased 
expression of y.globin mRNA (Wijgerde et a1. 1996/ Per-
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figute I. Schematic diagram of thc murine 
(I.·globin lind (3·globin loci. Genes He repre· 
sented by solid boxes and vcrticdl lIrrows 
represent DNase I hyprrsensith·e sites of the 
oMRE and (3·globin LCR. 

kins et a1. 1996). We have shown that these changes are 
caused by reductions in the number of transcriptionally 
acth'e f3 genes in the fetalli\'er population with recipro
cally increased numbers of active 'I genes (Wijgerde et al. 
1996). These studies h,lVe been interpreted to suggest 
that rcduced EKLF levels lead to a decrease in the stabil
ity of the LCR-f3 gene complex. Reduction in the 
amount of time that the LCR complexes with the fJ gene 
allows more frequent interaction with they genes. 

Here we present detailed characterization of the devel
opmental expression and transcriptional regulation of 
the murine Ct- and fJ-globill loci at the single-cell le\'ei. 
The results of in situ hybridization and novel kinetic 
analyses suggest that transcriptional regulation of the 
mouse f3 genes is mediated by a similar dynamic chro
matin interaction mechanism as has heen proposed for 
the human fJ locns. However, unlike the human locus 
transcription of the adult (J-like genes occurs in embry
onic cells and hence is only suppressed partially and not 
silenced through competition for the LCR. Similar 
analyses of the o.-globill locus indicate that a coactiva
tional mechauism of multiple genes in cis cannot be 
ruled out. 

Results 

Del'e!opmental expression 

RNA samples were collected from embryonic and fetal 
erythroid tissues at different stages of development and 
suhjected to 51 nuelease protection assay to deternline 
the expression pattern for the murine a- and fJ-globin 
genes (Fig. 2). Previous studies have suggested that small 
amounts of the adult fJ-like globin genes arc expressed in 
embryonic cells lBrotherton et al. 1979; Chui et al. 1979; 
Wawrzyniak and Popp 1987; Whitelaw et al. 1990). 
Quantitative PhosphorIrnager analysis of 51 assays jFig_ 
2A) shows that in lO.S-day embryonic h!ood the level of 
EY is 60% and fJHl 34% of total fJ-like globin lTable I). 
j3maj-t3min (the fJ 51 probe does not distinguish between 
j3maj and t3min) is detected at levels of -6%. Expression 
of the a genes at 10_5 days is comprised of 46% { and 
54% a mRNA jthe a 51 probe does not distinguish be· 
tween 0.1 and ,,2) jFig. 2B; Table I). This is in agreement 
with previously published results (Whitelaw et al. 1990). 
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figure 2. 51 nucieJse protection asSJ)'s. Total RNA from the 
indicated development;!i timepoints [1O.S.day whole embryo 
and 12.5-, 14.5·, 16.s.day fetal liver and adult blood) was sub· 
jected to Sl nucleJse protection assay as de;nibed in Materials 
and Methods with probes of equai spedfic activity. (AJ plocus 
probe;; EY, fHfl, and pm (I3ma; and J3minJ. (B) a locus probes (; 
and a [cd and (>2). The positions of protc<:ted fragments are 
indicated on the left. 

At day 11.5 of gestation the main site of erythropoiesis 
changes from the embryonic yolk sac to the fetal liver, 
which is the site of definitive erythropoiesis. Analysis of 
fetal liver RNA at 12.5 days shows that 91 % of the Jl-like 
mRNA is {3mai-{Jmin, and lOr and {3Hl are still detect
able at 7% and 2%, respectively. The appearance of 
small amounts of {3HI and especiaUy EY mRNA in the 
early fetal liver as late as 14.5 days has been suggested to 
indicate that expression of these genes is not restricted 
to yolk sac-derived cells (Whitelaw et .11. 1990). How
ever, this residual mRNA may also be caused by con
tamination of fetal livers with circulating embryonic 
cells. A definitive conclusion is only possible through 
individual cell analyses with cell-type markers and mor
phological analysis (sec below). The levels of a·globin 
mRNA in 12.5-day letalliver cells also shows a switch 
from roughly equal {and a expression in the embryonic 
cells to 99% a and only 1 % {mRNA. {mRNA is unde· 
teetable by 14.5 days, suggesting but not proving that { 
transcription is restricted to embryonic cells. 

Primary transc[ipt in situ hybridization 

We have shown previously that coexpression of the hu
man -y. and {3-g1obiIl genes in transgenic mouse fetal ery· 
throid cells containing a single, complete human {3-glo· 
bin loclls (5trouboulis et .'II. 1992) is achieved through 
alternating transcriptional periods of individual genes 
{Wijgerde et .11. 1995}. Primary transcript in situ hybrid. 
ization with gene-specific intron probes showed that the 
vast majority of loci (88%) had only single gene signals. 
Approximately 12 % of loci displaycd two gene signals in 
Cis, which we proposed represented a recent switch in 
gene activation. To ensure significance in this type of 
analysis the hybridization efficiency must be extremely 
high to guarantee the detection of ne.Hly all transcrip
tionally active genes. 

We determined the hybridization eflidency of the 

mouse (, a, EY, and {3HI globin intron probes by hybrid
izing them to 1O.5-day primitive erythroid cells (Fig. 
3A,B; and Table 21. The { probes detect primary tran
script signals at 96% of the loci. The CI-globin intron 
probes that recognize the primary transcripts of both 
highly homologous Cl1 and f<2·g1obin genes demonstrate 
detectable signals at 89% of the loci (Table 2). Double
label experiments with both the {+ and CI·globin probes 
shows that a signal (CI, {, or both) is detected at >95% of 
the loci. If all three a-globin genes are constitutively 
transcribed in primitive cells then our hybridization ef
ficiencies arc very high, at least >90%. It is possible that 
some of the genes arc off at certain times; in this case we 
would conclude that our efficiency is even higher. 

We performed similar quantitations for the E}' and fJHI 
globin primary transcript probes {Fig. 4B, Table 2). Ap. 
proximately 91 % of the loci have an £}' signal and 63% 
ha\'e a {3HI signal at 10.5 days. Calculation of the rela· 
tive percent of E}' versus {3HI primary transcript signals 
(59% and 40%, respectively) yields comparable percent
ages to the relative amount of mRNA as determined by 
51 anal)'sis {60% and 34% of total (3-like globin, respec
ti\'elYI Table I). This close correlation between the rela
tive percentages of transcriptionaUy active genes and 
mRNA expression suggests that the number of fully ac
tive genes in the population detemlines the level of 
mRNA expression. This was also found to be the case in 
the human {3 locus in which the results indicated that a 
gene is either fully on or off {Wijgerde et .'II. 1995, 1996; 
Dillon et .'II. 1997}. 

Globin gene transcription in primitive erythroid cells 

Gene competition in the mouse {3.globin locus has been 
suggested by a naturally occurring deletion of the (3maj 
gene and its gene-local regulatory elements jSkow et .'II. 
1983) wruch leads to increased expression of the {3min 
gene in homozygotes {Curcio et al. 1986). In contrast, 
targeted disruption of the /3moj gene via insertion of a 
selectable marker leads to perinatal lethality with no 
increase in {3min expression (Shehee et .'II. 1993;). In the 
a locus, marker gene insertion into the { gene leads to 
reductions in the level of a gene expression in the fetal 
and adult erythroid cells suggesting that the marker gene 
may be competing for activation with the a genes /Leder 
et .'II. 1997). 

To investigate the mechanism of coexpression in the 

Table I. Quantitative S1 nuclease protection analysis 

10.5 12.5 14.5 16.5 
blood fetalliveJ fetal liver fetal liver 

<Y 60 7 <i 0 
OHl " 2 <i 0 
~mal-~lIlin 6 91 99 100 , 46 I 0 0 
nI-02 54 99 100 100 

PhosphorImager quantitJtion of 51 nuc!eJ,c protection assays 
shovm in fig. 2. The numbers represent the percentage of tot.11 
fl.·globin or n·globin mRNA expression for the individulll3 and 
a genes. 
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figure 3. Primary transcript in situ hybridiution on embry_ 
onic <lnd fetal erythroid tissues. Double-label in situ hybridiza
tions were performed with the indicated probe sets on lO.5-day 
blood (A-D) and 13.5·day fetal liver cells IE) as described in 
Material and Methods. Three separate images <lre shown for 
c.lch h)"bridizJtion; (left) red signal; (right) green signal; (middle) 
onriar of red and green. (AJ {in red andn in green. (H( pHI in 
red and ~y ingre<:n. (e( pmal in red and E}' ingTeen. (V) pmin in 
red and W in green. (E) {J/llill ill red and pmai in green. The 
photos are composites of ceD images that represent a single 
focal plane and therdore may not show both loci from an indi
vidual cell in focus. 

mouse a- and f3·g1obin loci and characterize the pattern 
of twnscriptional regulation we performed primary tran
script in situ hybridization, on 9.5-, 10.5-, and ll.S-day 
peripheral blood. Oligonucleotide probes specific for the 
introns of q, f3Hl, f3mal, f3min, (, and a were used in 
double-label experiments. Primary transcript in situ hy
bridization shows that embryonic blood cells from days 
9.5-11.5 transcribe all four f3-like globin genes to varying 
degrees (Fig. 4A-C; Table 2). Each of the loci in a single 
cell Can have a different primary transcript signal or 
combination of signals (Table 2) demonstrating that, like 
the human 13 genes, edch locus responds independently 
to the same trans-acting factor environment. Almost all 
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loci {9I %; Table 2) have signals for the lOy gene, which 
remains fairly constant in embryonic blood cells 
throughout the period irom 9.5 to ll.S days (Fig. 4A). 
The ty genc is closest to the LCR and is the most highly 
expressed globin gene during embryonic erythropoiesis 
(Fig. 2A). The E}' and f3Hl foci appear frequently in cis 
(i.e., double signals on one locus) decreasing from 85% at 
9.5 days to 45% at 11.5 days of gestation (Figs. 3B; 4A) as 
a result of the decrease in f3H 1 gene transcription from 
95% at 9.5 days to 53% at ll.s days. Thus, fewer f3Hl 
genes are being transcribed as development proceeds. 

Adult 13 gene trdnscription is observed in a small per
centage of the f3mai genes in 9.5·day embryonic blood, 
increasing to 25% in II.S·day blood (Figs. 3C) 4B). Three 
percent of the f3min genes had primary transcript signals 
at 10.5 da)'s (Fig. 3D) and increased to -10% in II.S-day 
blood. The /3mui and f3min foci nearly always appear in 
cis with an E}' signal in the early primitive celis, but by 
11.5 days (blood) _20°/" of the 130M; signals arc single 
signals (Fig. 4B). These results of 13 gene trdnscription in 
the mouse globin locus are markedly different from 
those of the human tr.lnsgcne locus. The early transcrip
tion of the adult mouse 13 genes (f3ma; and f3min) is in 
contrast to the human locus in which transcription of 
the adult f3.g1obill gene is not detected in embryonic 
cells but is restricted to fetal·derived erythroid cells. 
These results show that the entire murine f3.g10hin locus 
is aetiY.Hable in embryonic erythroid cells. 

In situ transcription analysis of the, and a genes in 
embryonic cells demonstrates that both genes are tran
scriptionally active as expected but also re\'c.1Is a high 
percentage of double signals in cis starting at 90% in 
9.s.day red cells and decreasing to -70% at l1.5·days 
(Fig. 4C). The percentage of agencs with a signal remains 
fairly constant -90% throughout the embryonic period 
bnt the percentage of, gene signals decreases from 99% 
of all 'genes at 9.5 days to 80% at 11.5 days (blood), 
resulting in fewer double signals and more single Q gene 
signals. As in the 13 locus the pattern of transcriptional 
activit)' of the genes in the a locus docs not remain static 
from 9.5 to 11.5 days. 

(),. I3HI. alld 'gene tmllscTiptioll is restricted 
to primifi\'e erythroid cells 

The same probes were used to analyze gene transcription 
in fetalli\'er erythroid cells at 11.5 and 12.5 days of ges· 
tation {Fig. 4A-C}. Livers were isolated from fetal mice at 
the time points indicated and distrupted gently and pre
pared for in situ hybridization as described in Materials 
and Methods. In situ analySiS of 11.5- and 12.S-day fetal 
liver ceUs shows that the f3maj and f3min genes are now 
the most highly expressed genes, which is in agreement 
with the 51 analysis {Fig. 2A). At 1l.S days there is a 
small percentage of erythroid cells that continue to tran
scribe the q, f3Hl, and {genes in the fetal liver prepara
tions {Fig. 4A-C). It Yalies from one preparation to the 
next {average 15%) but by 12.5 days it is reduced to near 
zero. In situ analysis in 12.S·day peripheral blood in 
which >75% of the celts are nucleated primitive eryth-
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~.:,j e 2. Quantitation of tIanscriptional cell types and percentages of Joci with transcription $ignals for the individual gJobin genes 

Locl with sin,l:ie, double, Loci With slnpc, doublc, 
T,·:,'l,.'lCription.l1 or not detected ~ignals Tr.lnserlptional or not detceted sig:naL~ Tr:ln~eriptional % loci with sin~e,double, 
e:l, typC.~ 

celb 
(%1 cell type~ 

Cells 
(%) cell type~ 

Cells 
or not detected sig:n:lls 

Cq (JH1- I%) ",0 flHl. o/l(JH1 ~ N.D. ., aO (%1 ,. .0 'lex ~ N.D. ol3"'~1 I3 mm-
1%1 (Jmu,o (Jm",· (Jm,,,I(Jmm~ N.D. 

0 0.5 0 0.5 • 0.4 0.2 0 0 0.2 • 0 0.5 0 0.5 
• d 0 I 0 0 • 3 3 0 0 0 • d 0 I 0 0 , .. 4 0 2 2 0 , .. I3 6.5 0 6.5 0 , .. 3 0 1.5 1.5 0 , , 37 0 0 37 0 , , 76 0 0 76 0 , , 69 0 0 69 0 , o· 31 IS.S 0 15.5 0 , o· 4 0 2 2 0 , o· 14 7 0 7 0 
o· 3 1.5 0 1.5 0 o· 2 I I 0 0 • o· d 0.5 0.5 0 0 , 6 0 0 3 3 , 0.45 0 0 0.2 0.2 , 8 0 0 4 4 

0 0 14 14 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 I 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 
0 3 1.5 0 0 1.5 0 0.15 0 0.1 0 0.1 0 2 I 0 0 I 

Toul 315 35 59 5 Toto11 II 4 85 0.5 Totoll 10.5 3 815 55 
toW % r:y sign:ils 31.5 ... o. 59. 0-91 tot:ll % ex sipl."Ils O. 4. 85. 0-89 tot.11 % 13m., si,l:11:1ls 10.5 + o. 81.5 ... 0-92 

tot:ll % i3H1 sign;ll ... o. 3.5 + 59. 0-63 totoll % ~ si,l:11:1ls II. O. 85 ... 0-9(, tot;lI % i3mln signals O. 3. 81.5 ... 0_85 

Double !:tbel in situ· hybridiz:ltions ;IS shown in Fl,l:. 3 were counted and the pereent:t,l:es of the nine different tr:lnscriptional cell types Me shown. 10, _) The different primary 
transcript ~ignals for the individu:ll ~obin ,l:ene:; a.~ indicated at the top of each column. The si,l:naIs present on each of the homolo,l:ous chromosomes :Ire shown. IOverlappin,l: 
0, .:md.}. Loci with two different prim.lry u;lnscripts sign;lIs in ci.~. The pereent:tges of individual loci with :lin,l:le, double or not detect.lble IN.D.) in situ signals contained within 
thesc cells aT<:! shown in the four columns on the r~t. The totolL~ of these columns (sin,l:ic, double, or not detceted) ;Ire shown directly beneath them. The :lppropri:lte values were 
summcd up to ;lrrive;lt the tObl percent of the specific ,\:ene signals (bottom two lines of cach t:tble). Results W<.."l'C taken from JO.5.day embryonic blood cells for ~Y. (JH1. ,. and 
IZ. (J"'~I :lnd ~ml" results Me from 135·d:!.y fetal liver cells. Shown are the pcrcent.1,1:CS of loci with tr;lnscription si,l';flals for the indicated ,l:Cnes. 
'Cells with different transcription signals or combinations of :l4:naIs on each locus. 
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meytes shows that transcription of the globin genes is 
switched off dramatically fnot shown). The oeM com
plete disappearance of E}" (3H 1, and' gene signals in the 
12.S-day fetal liver preparations lFig. 4A--C) suggested 
that those signals in the I LS·day fetal liver preparations 
arose from contaminating embryonic erythrocytes. In 
addition the cells that display foci for the fT, PHI, and, 
genes in the I loS-day fetal liver slides are distinct micro
scopically from the bulk of fetal liver cells as they dis
playa high degree of autofluoresence, a characteristic of 
embryonic cells. 

We confirmed that these cells were indeed embryonic 
and not fetal derived by three separate experiments. Hy
bridization of Il.S-day fetal liver slides with probes for 
W, [, and {3ma; show that a small percent.1ge of autofluo
rescent erythroid cells (-15%) transcribe both the E}' and 
f3Hl gcncs indicating that their expression is restricted 
to a subpopulation of cells in the fetal liver preparations 
(Fig. 5A-C). Transcription signals for mouse' and E}' in 
cells from II.S-day fetal-liver preparations from a homo
zygous transgenic line that contains a single copy of the 
human f3-g1obill locus, were completely separate from 
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figure 4. Quantitation of loci with single or double in situ prj
mary transcript signals during embryonic and fetal development for 
the indicated genes. Doubldabcl in situ hybridizations as shown 
in Fig. 3 welc quantitated and plotted as the percentage of loci with 
single or double signals at the timcpoints indicated. (A) Ey vs. )3Hl . 
(B) fy "5. )3ma;. (e), VS. CI. (D) pma; vs. pmin. The values represent 
the percent of indi\'idualloci with detectable Single 01 double sig
nals and therefore do not indude the small percentage of loci with 
no detectable signals (see Table 2). 

the cells that had transcription signals for the fetal-re
stricted human (3 gene jWijgerde et al. 1995) /not shown). 
Finally, in situ analysis of 11.S-day blood and fetal liver 
cells from an EKLF-f- mouse with E}' and {3maj probes 
showed that the lack of {3ma; transcription because of 
the EKLF knockout (Nuez et al. 1995) Perkins et al. 1995) 

figule 5. Pllmary transcript in situ analysis of 1 LS.dar fetal 
liver preparations_ Cells were hybridized with (A) ,in red and 
(3ma; in green; (B) t)' in green and 13ma; in red; (e) 'in red and 
f}' in green. Note the relatively high autofluorescence in cells 
transcribing wand/or, genes compared to the cells transcrib
ing the 13maj gene. 



did not lead to the appearance of Ej! transcription foci in 
the fetal liver cells. This indicates that the EY gene is 
silenced and not in competition with the pma; gene in 
fetal cells (data not shown). Interestingly, (3maj tran
scription foci were not present in the EKLF-I- embryonic 
blood cells indicating that transcription of the J3maj gene 
is dependent on EKLF activity in primitive cells. We con
clude from these experiments that the cells with mouse 
,and/or E)', and by inference those with (3HI signals, are 
embryonically derived erythroid cells and that transcrip
tion of these genes is restricted to the primitive lineage 
and does not occur in true definitive cells. 

Globin gene llamcription ill defillitive erythIOid cells 

Presumably the mouse " W, and (3HI genes are autono
mously silenced during erythroid development as are the 
human E IRaich et a1. 1990) and, genes jLiebhaber et al. 
1996). Definitive cells derived from the fetal liver ex
press only the cd and u2 genes from the Q locus and the 
(3maj and (3min genes from the (3 locus. As mentioned 
previously the al and u2 genes are highly homologous 
even in their intervening sequences precluding the use of 
gene-specific intron probes to distinguish them. 

The {3Illa; and J3min intron sequences are divergent 
and gene-specific probes were used to detect primary 
transcripts from these genes separately in double-Iabcl in 
situ hybridizations (Fig. 3E). Quantitation of both pmaj 
and pmil1 signals together shows that signals arc de
tected at 95% of the loci in 13.5·day fetal liver indicating 
that the probe efficiency is very high (Table 2). Separate 
quantitation shows that 92% of the pmaj alleles and 
85% of the J3min alleles have primary transcript signals 
(Table 2). Approximately 81 % of the loci have pIlla; and 
pmin signals in cis (double signals), 10% have f3ma; 
alone and 3% have pmin alone (Table 2J. A cclI-by-ccli 
analysis shows that -17% of the cells transcribe a differ
ent combination of genes, whereas the trans-acting fac
tor environment is the same {Table 2; indicated by 'J. 
The resuits from letal liver cells from 12.5-15.5 days 
show that the percentage of pmin transcription foci is 
declining during development (Fig. 40), which fits well 
with the previously reported changes in levels of l3·maj 
and l3-min proteins during letal development {Whitney 
1977; Alter and Goff 1980; Wawrzyniak and Popp 1987}. 

Coactil'ation or alteIIlating single-gene activation 

The relatively high percentage of double signals in the 
mouse Q and f3 loci suggested that the mechanism of 
muitigene expression in these loci may be different from 
that proposed for the human p locus. In the human p 
locus the LCR is thought to flip-flop between genes to 
alternately activate transcription. Primary transcript in 
situ hybridization analysis of 'I and {3 transcription in the 
early letalliver cells showed that 85% of the loci have 
single-gene signals (Wijgerde et al. 1995). The fact that 
nearly all cells had human 'I and f3 mRNA in their cyto· 
plasm indicated that alternation must occur and sug-

gested that the small amount of double signals were 
caused by a recent switch from y to p or vice versa. The 
results from the mouse a and ploci could be interpreted 
to indicate that transcription is coinitiated from mul
tiple globin genes in cis in most celIs. However, there are 
two indications from the data that contest this conclu
sion in the case of the p locus. First, a significant pro
portion of the celIs have loci that are responding differ
ently to the same Irans-acting factor environment {38% 
at 10.5 days and 17% at 13.5 days, Table 2J. Second, there 
is a significant proportion of loci with only single-gene 
signals {35% at 10.5 days and 14% at 13.5 days, Table 2}. 
These results suggest the possibility that the individual 
genes in the mouse J3 locus may be alternating, albeit 
more often than in the human (3 locus (Wijgerde et a1. 
1995). 

We therefore designed an experiment to provide fur· 
ther evidence of coinitiation or alternating transcription 
of multiple genes in the mouse globin loci making use of 
the inhibitor of transcriptional c\ongation DRB j5,6.di. 
chloro-I-P·D·rihofuranosyl.benzimidazole}. Previous stud
ies have shown that DRB does not affect initiation of 
transcription IFraseret al. 1978/ Marshall and Price 1992) 
but prematurely aborts elong.ating transcripts 400-600 
bp from the initiation site (Chodosh et al. 1989/ Marshall 
et al. 1996) by inhibiting the activity of the P·TEFb ki
nase, which phosphorylates the carboxy-terminal do
main {CTD} of Pol II (Marshall et al. 1996). The effect of 
DRB treatment on globin gene transcription in mouse 
erythroleukemia cells has been reported previously 
(Tweeten and Molloy 1981). The results demonstrate 
that DRB causes premature termination without affect
ing initiation of transcription. This was tested in trans
genic mice by briefly exposing fetal liver cells to ORB 
and analyzing initiation lIsing promoter.proximal probes 
and elongation using probes to distal regions of the hu
man '1- and p.globin primary transcripts via in situ hy
bridization (Gribnau et al. 1998). In situ signals with 
probes that hybridize to intIOn I, located in the first 300 
bases of the primary transcript arc still visible after IS 
min of ORB treatment, whereas probes that hybridize to 
intron 2, 600-1200 bases 3' of the initiation site are no 
longer visible after 7 min of DRB treatment. 

What makes ORB inhibition of elongation particularly 
useful is the fact that it is reversible, allowing elongation 
to proceed nonnally after removal of ORB. We tested this 
in day 10.5 embryonic blood cells by first treating cells 
with DRB for 15 min and then measured the reappear
ance of transcription elongation at intervals after wash
ing out the ORB !Fig. 6). As a measure of recovery of the 
cells we recorded the percentage of cells in which both 
homologs had reappearing signals, using probes to intron 
2 of the mou'se tJ' and pH1 primary transcripts. The re
sults show that elongation signals reappear on both ho
mologs in67% of the cells, 2.5 min after washing out the 
DRB (Fig 61/ tIllllS curve). This result illustrates two very 
important points. First, that elongation is restored very 
rapidly after removal of DRB and second, that the vast 
majority of cells that will recover already have elonga
tion signals on both homologs. This shows that the elon-
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figure 6. Kinetic analysis of reappear.mee of primary Iran· 
script signals after ORB inhibition of elongation. Blood cells 
from 1O.5-da)' embryos were pulse neatI'd with ORB as de
scribed in Materials and Methods and hybridized with mOllse EY 
and pHI pdmary tunscrip! probes (A-D), and mouse { and Q 

globin primary transcript probes IE-H). (A,E) Prior to ORB tre.!l· 
men!. (B,Flee!!s (reated with ORB for 15 min. (e,G) 5 min <liter 
w.!.5hing out ORB. (D,H) 20 min after washing out ORB. The 
percent of single and double signals are presented from the in· 
dicAted timcpoints in I (wand pHI) ;lndll{ and aJ. Also shown 
is the percentage of cells with signals on both loci (tWllS curYe; 
1) which is a measure of the recovery of cells after ORB treat
men!. AU values represent the percentages of totallod or cells, 
respecth·el~'. The data represent the results of a single experi· 
ment was repeated four times in the case of /l and three times in 
the case of Il, yielding essentially the same curve shapes. Some 
variability is observed in the position of the curves along the 
x·axis, because of the inherent difficulties in obtaining short 
time points. 

galion signals are not reappearing randomly throughout 
the available loci in the population of cells, but instead 
are contained in a subset of recovering cells in the early 
time points. The late time points show that the percent· 
age of cells with trans elongation signals (signals on both 
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homologs) are equal to untreated control values (82%), 
indicating that the cells are fully recovered and not ad· 
versely affected by the brief dmg treatment. 

We reasoned that if coinitiation in cis was occurring in 
loci that have double signals, then restoration of e1onga. 
tion after DRB treatment should result in the simulta· 
neous reappearance of the same relative percentages of 
single. and double·gene signals. If alternation of tran· 
scription is the cause of the double signals, then single 
signals should reappear lirst and be followed by the reo 
appearance of double signals after a lag that reflects the 
extra time required to produce a second signal in cis. 
Reappearing elongation signals were quantitated for ,. 
and a.globin and €y and fJHI globin genes at the indio 
cated time points. The cells in the untreated panels (Fig. 
6A,E) show the normal distribution of single versus 
double signals for the f:}' and fJHI genes and the {and a 
genes, respectively. After 15 min of ORB treatment no 
primary transcript signals are detectable (Fig. 6B,F). Fig· 
ure 6, C and G, shows an early time point after removal 
of the ORB block (5 min after washl. Note that the rna· 
jorit)' of signals in the case of the f3 genes are single'gene 
signals per locus, whereas for the a genes, most signals 
are double signals. A graphical analysis of the quantita. 
tion of loci with single- or double·gene signals as a per· 
centage of all loci for the fJ and Cl genes are shown in 
Figure 6, I and J, respecth'ei),. In the case of the fJ genes, 
a higher than normal proportion of single signals are pre
sent in the early time points, whereas the double signals 
are underrepresented. As time progresses, the single sig. 
llals are converted to double signals (most apparent from 
the fJHI curve). The results for the Cl genes are strikingly 
different. The double and single signals reappear at ap
proximately the same rate and with the same relative 
proportions as in control cells. The percentage of double 
signals does not significantly change in untreated con· 
trol cells during the time course of the experiment !Fig. 
7AJ. Comparison of the reappearance of double sign.lls 
for the (J and 0: genes by plotting the percentage of double 
Signals/total signals, for ORB· treated cells normalized to 
control values shows that the double fJ signals arc much 
slower to reappear when compared to the double Cl sig· 
nals {Fig. 7Bl. 

The fact that the relative amount of double 0: versns 
single 0: or {signals is the same as in the untreated cells, 
regardless of the number of cells that have recovered, 
suggests that a coinitiation mechanism could explain 
muitigene expression in the mouse 0: locus. Howeyer, a 
transcriptional mechanism that involves very frequent 
alternations (i.e., alternations OCCUrring every minute) 
would give the same result. The results support a mecha· 
nism of alternating transcription in the mouse fJ·globin 
locus that is similar to that proposed for the human 
fJ·globill locus (Wijgerde et al. 1995). 

Discussion 

We have used a combination of 51 nuclease protection 
assays on IOtal RNA and primary transcript in situ hy· 
bridization in erythroid cells to analyze the gene expres-
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figure 7. Percentage of double signals in control cells and re
appearance of double signals in ORB-treated celis. (A) Double 
signals in untreated control (eUs are plotted as a percent of total 
signals for the 0- genes {( and oj and the (J genes (q and flHl'.IBJ 
The reappearance of double signals in the DRB-neated cells are 
plotted as a percent of the control values in A. 

sian and transcription patterns of the murine a and (1 
globin genes. The results show that mRNAs from the 
embryonic EY, {3HI, and {-globin genes alC expressed at 
high levels in primitive erythroid cells and are still de
tectable at low levels in the early fetal liver until 12.5-
14.5 days of gestation. Primary transcript in situ hybrid
ization indicates that the small amount of residual ex
pression of these genes in early fetal liver preparations is 
caused by the presence of a subpopulation of cells that 
transcribe both the Ej! and, genes. These cells display a 
high degree of autofluoresence and do not transcribe the 
fetal·restricted human 13 gene indicating that they are 
circulating embryonic cells and not true definitive cells 
derived from the fetal liver. We conclude from this data 
that transcription of the EY, f3Hl, and ,.globill genes is 
restricted to the primitive erythroid lineage. 

In contrast, the al, 0:2, and to a lesser extent the {3mo; 
and {3mill genes are expressed in the primitive lineage 
and are the only globin genes expressed in definitive 
cells. 0:1 and 02 mRNA makes up ~50% of the embry
onic a globin at 10.5 days, whereas {3Ina; and {3min ex· 
pression is -6%. In the case of the {3locus where all four 
genes are distinguishable, the results show that they are 
transcribed at frequencies that arc inversely proportional 
to their distances from the LCR. These results arc remi
niscent of those of Dillon et al. (1997) in which a marked 

{3 gene was placed at different positions in the human 
globin locus and the effect of distance on transcription of 
the introduced gene and the other globin genes was mea
sured. The results showed that altering the distance of a 
gene from the LCR had an effect on the frequency of 
transcription of that gene. An LCR-proximal gene was 
transcribed more often than a distal gene with reciprocal 
consequences for the remaining downstream genes in 
the locus. Those results suggested that the LCR activates 
gene transcription by fonning direct chromatin interac
tions with gene· local regulatory elements and that the 
frequene}' of contact between two or more competing 
genes and the LCR is controlled in part by differences in 
distance. 

The results highlight an important difference in the 
pattern of developmental regulation between the mouse 
and human {3 loci. In the mouse locus {3ma; and {3min 
gene transcription is activated in the primitive lineage, 
whereas human {3 gene transcription is restricted to de
finitive erythroid cells in transgenics. The human {3 gene 
is thought to be silenced in primitive cells in paft 
through competition for the LCR by the more LCR
proximal E and y genes. A competition mechanism could 
also be operating in the mouse {3-globiIl locus, which is 
suggested by the DRB experiments, and could account 
for the observed inverse correlation between percentage 
of transcriptionally active genes and distance from the 
LCR in primitive cells. One might expect from these 
results that if the human f3 gene in its distal location in 
the locus is activatable in primitive erythroid cells then 
some transcription should be detected in situ. Clearly 
the human {3 gene is activatable in primith'e cells when 
placed next to the LCR (Enver et al. 1990; Hanscombe et 
al. 1991) or in the position of the E' gene (Dillon et al. 
1997) but not in its wild-type location (Wijgerde et al. 
1995) or when placed just 5' of the 0 globin gene (Dillon 
et al. 1997). These results suggest the possibility that the 
distal paft of the human locus that contains the 0 and 13 
genes is not accessible to LCR activation in primitive 
cells. This concept is supported by results from multi
copy transgenic mice that contain head-to-tail tandemly 
integrated copies of a complete 70·kb human globin lo
cus in which the {3 gene is juxtaposed on the3' side by an 
LCR (Milot et al. 1996). These mice do not express {3 
mRNA in the primitive erythroid cells even though the 
13 gene would be closer to the downstream LCR than the 
y genes. It is important to note here that the LCR can 
activate the {3 gene in a 5·kb fragment when it is placed 
5' of HSS (Zafarana et al. 1995) Le., it works in both 
orientations. Taken together with the results presented 
in this paper that indicate that the {3mai and f3miIl genes 
are partially suppressed but not silenced by gene compe
tition in primitive cells, it suggests that the human f1 
gene is silenced in primitive cells through another 
mechanism that may im'olve epigenetic chromatin 
modification (Fig. 8). It has been proposed that the hu
man /3 locus may be divided into distinct chromatin sub
domains (see Collins and Weissman 1984 and references 
therein). This idea gains support [rom experiments with 
somatic cell hybrids between primitive transgenic ery-
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figure 8. Models of developmental s\\itch· 
ing in the mouse and human J3 globin locI. 
Schematic diagrams of the mouse (lelt) and 
hum"n (right) J3 globin loci are shown dur
ing embrJonic (top) and e.uly fetal (bottom) 
erythropoiesis. Vertical arrows denote ON· 
ase I hypersensitive sites of the LCRs. The 
curved arrows signify an interaction be· 
tween the lCR and an individual globin 
gene. The relati\'e thickness, of the arrows 
represents the percent of transcriptionally 

~ active genes in the population of erythroid 
cells. Open boxes represent activatable 

genes. Closed boxes represent genes that are silenced or in an inJccessible chromatin conformation (or both). Gray boxes(ygenes, fetal 
liver) reflect the possibility that the y genes in some eady fetal liver (ells may be silenced (i.e., cells committed to 13 trJnscription; 
Wijgerde et al. 1996). 

tmoid cells and MEL cells that show that y gene expres· 
sion is retained through several hybrid cell divisions be· 
fore eventually switching to (3 expression [Papayan
nopoulou et al. 1986; Stanworth et al. 1995; see also 
Fraser et al. 1998). The above discussion is not intended 
to suggest that competition plays no role in transcrip
tional regulation of the (3-g1obin genes. Competition is 
clearly operating in the human locus when multiple 
genes lor domains) arc activatable, such as in primitive 
cells between" and y and in early definitive cells be
tween y and /3. 

The DRB experiments presented here suggest that al
ternating transcriptional acti\'ation of the mouse {3genes 
is oC(ucring, which may be indicative of gene competi
tion for the LCR. Thus the results presented (an be ex
plained easily by the direct chromatin interaction 
mechanism between the LCR and an individual (3 gene 
that has been proposed for the human /3 locus. Alterna
tive explanations would require the postulation of a 
number of other parameters. We propose a model in 
which the entire mouse /3 locus is accessible to LCR 
activation in primitive cells and that the individual 
genes arc transcribed at frequencies that are inversely 
proportional to their distance from the LCR caused 
largely by gene competition !Fig. 8). In definitive cells 
the o:y and /3H 1 genes are no longer acti\'atable because of 
silencing that may invoh'c chromatin modification al
lowing the adult genes to be transcribed more frequently. 
Thus we propose that switching in the mouse locus in
volves shutting off the embryonic genes. In contrast, the 
switch to definitive erythropoiesis in the human trans
gene /3 locus involves 'opening up' of the adult S-{3 do
main through chromatin modification, making it acces
sible to activation by the LCR in competition with the y 
genes. 

The DRB results with the mouse a locus are more 
difficult to interpret but are clearly different from those 
of the {3 locus. The results of targeted disruption of the ~ 
and al genes by insertion of a PGK-Neo cassette (Leder 
et .11. I997J are strongly indicative of gene competition 
for the aMRE. Insertion into the, gene had a more pro· 
found effect on «1 and 02 gene expression than did in
sertion into the «1 gene, clearly indicating that relatl\'e 
position of the PGK-Neo cassette with respect to the 
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aMRE is important. It has been firmly established that 
insertion of an activatable promoter (or gene) between a 
regulatory element and its normal target promoter leads 
to decreased activation of the downstream gene !Kim et 
.11. 1992; Fiering et a1. 1995; Hug et al. 1996; pham et a1. 
1996; Dillon et al. 19971 indkating that gene order and! 
or relative distance from the regulatory element are key 
pJIameters in determining the competitive ability of a 
gene. We cannot conclude that the mouse a genes arc 
alternately transcribed or coinitiated from our results, 
however the accumulated data suggest that they may be 
alternating frequently in a competitive mechanism for 
interaction with the aMRE. Obviously experiments that 
are able to show a direct interaction between the LCR or 
aMRE and an individual gene will allow firm conclu
sions regarding this type of mechanism. 

Materials and methods 

Pupl1I11fioll 0/ RNA and 5 I nue/ease protection assa}' 

RNA WJS prepJred from 10.5-day embryos, 12.5- and 14.s.d.ay 
fetal liver, and adult blood and subjected to SI nuclease a~say as 
described previollsly (Weaver and Weissman 1979). The EY, 
{3Hl, and adult f3 probes used were those described by Linden· 
baum and Grosvcld (1990). The mouse (l and ~ probes were a 
JOQ·bp BamBI fragment from plasmid CSE 145.t and a 300.bp 
Apl1l-Avali fragment subcloned from cos mid cM.LI (Kielman et 
al. 199.t), respectively. SI nuckase.protected bands were quan
titated with a Phosphmlmager (M.olecular Dynamics). 

PtimOl}, transcript in situ hybridization 

Primary transcript in situ hybridization to detect transcrip· 
tional activity of the mouse p·globin genes in 9.5-, IO.S-, and 
1I.s. blood; and 11.5·, 12.5-, and 13.5·day fetal liver cells was 
performeq as described by Wljgerde et al. (1995). Embryonic 
blood cell! were collected in PBS, fetallh'ec cells were disrupted 
in PBS (by pipetting up and down several times) and spotted on 
poIY-l·lysine coated slides. Slides were placed in [ixati\'e (4% 
formaldehyde, 5% acetic add in saline) for 20 min at room 
temperature then washed three times in PBS at room tempera
ture and stored in 70% ethanol at -20'C. Slides were pretreated 
for hybridization by rinsing in Tris/saline (O.IM Tris at pH 7 and 
0.85% saline) and incubated. in 0.01 % pepsin, and 10 lIL\t Hcl at 



37'C for 5 min. The slides were linsed briefly in H20 and fixed 
again for 5 min in3.7% formaldehyde in PBS at room tempera· 
ture. After a PBS wash slides were deh>'drated in ethanol (70%, 
90%, and 100%, respect[\·dy, 3 min cJ.ch). Slides ..... ere hybrid. 
ized in 25% fonoamide, 2~SSC, 1 m.\1 fDTA, 5x Denhardt's, SO 
m~1 NaH1P04 /NaHP0 4 (pH 7.0) and 200 ng of sheared salmon 
speno DNA using I-S ng/}Ii of the appropriate oligonucleotide 
probes at 37'C o\·emight. Mter hybridization slides were 
washed in PBS for 30 min at 37'C ami rinsed briefly in TST 
(Tris/saline with 0.05% nVEEN 20). The slides were then in· 
cubated in Tris/saline containing 1 % blocking reagent (TSB) 
(Boehringer) for 30 min at room temperatme. The slides were 
incubated subsequently with TSB containing the appropriate 
primary antibody (or Avidin D Texas red for biotinylated oligos) 
for 30 min at room temperature and washed two times for S min 
in TST. The prc\-:lous steps were repeated with fluorescently 
labeled secondary (biotiny!ated goat anti·nidin D for biotinyl. 
ated oligo,) and tertiary antibodies. After the linal washing step 
the slides were dehydrated PO%, 90%, and 100% ethanol), air· 
dried, and mounted witha 1:1 mixture of 1% DARCO, 0.4 ]1.\1 
DAPI (Sigma), 90% glycerol, 0.02% sodium azide, 10 m_~1 Tris 
(pH 8.0) with Veclashleld (Vector labs). 

Quantitation of primary transcript signals was done by count· 
ing at least 400 cells for each timepoint using an epiflourescence 
microscope (Leitz). The figures presented were cre.lted with a 
CCD camer.l IHamamatzu). 

Oligonucleotide plObes 

Antisense oligonucleotide probes that recognize the intronic 
sequences of the respective globin gene primary transcripts 
were labeled with digoxygenin, dinitrophenol, or biotin hJptens 
at both ends and in the middle as indicated. q 1-4 (digoxy. 
genin); CTCAGAATfCITGATITCCCTAGCTCTITGTAC· 
CTAAAAAACAATTCITCAGCCATTCACTGTCACCCTT· 
ACTGGGACCAATTAATTAACTTTGACAGCACTCTCTT· 
CATATTACTCTCCATATAAATCCATGATAAATTTTATC
ACGGTTGTCTTGCAAGACTTTTCITCAACATCAATAA· 
ATAGGACCGCGCAAAA. (3Hl 1-4 Ibiotin): CAAAACCCT· 
ATAGAAACCCTGGAAATTTCTGCCATGCATAAGGATA· 
ATTTTGGACCCATGGACTCTAACATCTGTCAAGGCAT· 
TGCCAATCACAGTCTCAAAATGCTGGGCGCTCACTCA· 
AATCTGCACCCAAATCATfGTTGCCCACAAGCATAGA· 
TGTATTAATTTATAAAAACATACTCCTTTTT~G· 
ATCCA. (3ma; 2-4 (dinitIOphenol): GAACTCITGTCAACAC· 
TCCACACACAGTCATGGAGACTGCTCCCTAGAATATG· 
GGAAGTAAATAACCAGAGCTTAATTAATTTAGTAAAA· 
TGCAACTGGAGACAAATTATTATAAGAATCCTATGTC
AAACAGAATTTATATGTAAAATA. (3rnin 1-4lbiotin); TAT· 
GAAGTAGAGCAACAATACAAGATGCTGAAGGCCGAT
TTCAAATGGAAACTGTGGAAAGGATCAGAGAATCATT· 
TATCTTTTTGTCCTCAGAGTAAGAAAAAAAGAATTA~ 

TCTATGACACACAAAATITAGCCACAAAATATACTCT
GGTAAAATGGCAGCTGGGTTCTACTGGTCAATTTTGA· 
TAAGAATTATICT. ,I-S (biotin): CCITCTCAGTGGCTT
CTCCTCACTAACTGCTCTTTGTCACTTCTGTTCATGG· 
AAGACTCTGGTGAGCTCTGTGAATGCCAGCCCACCTC
CTTTAGTAACAACCCCAAGAGTGATGTTACTATTTGC
TGTTGCACAAGGGTCTACAAAGGGGATTTGATGCCTC· 
CAGCCTCCAATGGCACCCATGCCTGCGCTCG. al-Jldi· 
goxygenin):TCACAGAAAAGCATAGTTAGAAGC'TGCCCAC_ 
TGAGCGAGTGCCAGGTCCAITAGCCCTTCCTAGGGGT· 
CCCAGATGCCGCCTGCCAGGTCCCTGCTCCCCITCCTG
GGACCACTATGTTCCCTGCCTTGGGCACGAGGACCCT. 

Reversible inhibition 01 elongation with DRB 

Blood was collected from 10.5 day embryos in PBS and diluted 
to _106 cells/mt. Half of the cells were tcc.lted with 100 J.L\\ DRB 
(S,6 dichloro-l'I3·D.Iibofuranos~·l.benzimidazole, Sigma) for 15 
min at 3TC, the other half were used as untleated controls. The 
cells were then dilutcd with several volumes of ice·cold PBS, 
spun at 2003, and washed two more times with ice-cold PBS and 
resuspended in PBS at -1O~ cells/ml at 2S<C. Aliquots were 
removed at 0, 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, and 20 min after washing, spotted 
onto poly·l.lysine slides (Sigma) and prepared for in situ h~·brid. 
iution as described. 
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Chapter 6. 

Developmental activation of chromatin domains 
in the human fJ globin locus. 

Parts of tltis chapter will be submitted. 
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Developmental Activation of Chromatin Domains in 
the Human f3 Globin Locus. 

Abstract 
\\'e have investigated intergenic transcription and chromatin structure in the 

human p globin locus during erythroid development in transgenic mice. [/I situ 
hybridization shldies demarcate intergenic regions of the locus which are transctibed 
in a developmentally and cell cycle specific manner. Developmental analysis of 
DNase I general sensitivity across the locus reveals simply defined, differentially 
activated, chromatin subwdomains which precisely correspond to the areas delineated 
by intergenie transcription. The results show that the globin locus is divided into at 
least 3 distinct chromatin subdomains, two of which are differentially opened and 
closed during developmental progression. Deletion of the sequence element that 
segregates the adjacent embryonic and adult domains results in an activation failure 
of the p globin gene (Calzolari 1999). We show that this deletion results in the 
abrogation of intergenie transcription in the adult domain and suggest a link between 
intergenic transcription and maintenance and/or activation of chromatin structural 
domains. 

Introduction 
The human p globin locus control region (LCR) was fimetionally defined by 

its ability to confer tissue specific, high level expression upon linked genes in 
transgenic mice and elythroid cell lines, independent of the position of integration in 
the host genome (Grosveld et aI., 1987). Transgenic mice with human globin gene 
sequences without a linked LCR fail to express these genes. Likewise patients with 
naturally occurring large deletions including the LCR but otherwise nonnal globin 
genes exhibit (Eyi5Pl" thalassemia. The genes in such loci are transcriptionally 
inactive, DNase I insensitive) and late replicating. Deletion of individual 
hypersensitive site regions in the LCR in transgenic mice containing full locus 
constructs leads to loss of position independence (Milot et aI., 1996; Li et aI., 1998). 
In view of these propelties, it was proposed that LCR's were required to open or 
activate the chromatin of the globin locus in red cells. 

Recent results using chromosome transfer and recombinase mediated removal 
of the human LCR (HS:2-HS:5) in an elythroid cell environment indicate that it is 
not required to maintain a DNase I sensitive state (Reik et aI., 1998). Similar 
experiments in which the mouse p globin LCR was deleted after chromosome 
transfer to human K562 erythroleukemia cells showed equivalent DNase I sensitivity 
of the mouse and endogenous human P globin loci (Epner et aI., 1998). Further 
experiments in which the murine LCR was deleted prior to chromosome transfer 
from ES cells into K562 cells showed equivalent sensitivity in the regions of the 
adult human and mouse p globin genes. These results were illte!preted to indicate 
that the LCR is not required for chromatin activation or maintenance of activation 
and that other elements are sufficient for these functions. 

'rVe have previollsly shown that the human and murine LCR's and intergenic 
regions are transcribed in a subset of elythroid cells ill vivo (Ashe et aI., 1997). 
Intergenic transcription in these regions is unidirectional and RNA polymerase II 
specific. Recently, an LTR retrotransposon has been identified about 2 kb upstream 
ofHS:5 of the human LCR (Long et aI., 1998). LCR transcripts initiate in the LTR 
and tenninate in the region of the E gene silencer located approximately 23 kb 
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downstream (Proudfoot personal conun.). Interestingly, the smallest of the LCR 
thalassemia deletions [the Hispanic (cyoP)O thalassemia] removes ~30 kb including 
HS:2-S of the LCR and ~20 kb of upstream sequences including the LTR. This 
region is capable of partial insulation of a globin gene from the LCR in transgenic 
mice (Zafarana et a!., 1995) and represents the only differences in cis elements 
between the deletion used by Reik et a!., (1998) which maintained chromatin 
stmcture in cell lines and that of the thalassemia patients which results in complete 
inactivation. 

Results 
p globin LCR and intergenic transcription during development 

\Ve mapped the extent of intergenic transcription ill situ in transgenic lines 
containing the entire human p globin locus (Strouboulis et a!., 1992). In transgenic 
embryonic red cells the human c and y genes are transcribed, whereas the 0 and p 
genes are transcriptionally silent (Wijgerde et a!., 1995). Intergenic transcripts which 
colocalize with c andlor y gene transcripts arc detectable ill situ at approximately 10-
IS% of globin loci in embryonic red cell nuclei (E 10.S) with probes c, d, and e but 
not with probes f, g and h (Figure I). LCR transcripts are detectable with probes a 
and b in embryonic red cells and red cells from all other developmental stages (this 
paper and Proudfoot pers. comm.). The results presented here suggest that 
transcripts are present throughout the intergenic regions of the c and y genes and 
continucd for at least another 10 kb downstream of the y genes. The fact that they 
are not detectable with probes f, g and h in the region of the 0 and p genes suggests 
that a batTier to, or terminator of intergenic transcription resides in the region 
between probes e and f in embryonic red cells, since probes S' of this region detect 
transcripts but downstream probes do not. 

In early fetal liver derived red cells (E 12.S) the c gene is silenced by a 
proximal upstream silencer element (Raich et a!., 1990), and y gene transcription 
persists in competition with the 0 and p genes (Wijgerde et a!., 1995, 1996). The 
LCR is thought to altemately activate transcription of individual globin genes ill cis 
to bring about expression of both the y and p genes ill single erythroid cells 
(Wijgerde ct a!., 1995; Dillon et a!., 1997; Gribnau et a!., 1998). III situ analysis with 
all probes (a-h; LCR and throughout the locus) in EI2.S red cells detects intergenic 
transcripts colocalizing with 10-IS% of globin loci which arc actively transcribing a 
globin gene, although transcription in the c and y regions are reduced compared to 
embtyonic cells. Impot1antly, intergenic transcription signals are detectable with 
probes flanking the p gene in loci which are not at that moment transcribing the p 
gene (Ashe et a!., 1997; and not shown). Since 9S% of the loci are actively 
transcribing a y or p gene (Wijgerde et a!., 1995) the y gene is being transcribed at 
that moment on those loci. Similarly, intergenic signals detected with probes in the 
op region can be found ill cis with loci transcribing the y genes. Double label 
hybridizations with intergenic probes in the cy and op regions show that transcripts 
for both regions arc detectable ill cis, demonstrating that the entire locus is 
transcribed in individual early fetal red cells. These results show that intergenic 
transcription is not simply a consequence of adjacent genic transcription, but rather 
reflects the potential of the genes in a region to be transcriptionally activated. 

In adult red cells the c and y genes are silenced and the p gene is 
expressed at high levels. Silencing of the y genes is thought to occur via a complex 
mechanism including multiple silencing elements (see below). III situ analysis of 
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Figure 1. Panel A shows a schematic diagram of the localization Dfllle probes that 
have been usedfor thedelection olin/ergel/ie transcripts by in situ hybridi::afiolllfSing 
cells from different developmental stages. intergenic signals lIsing different probes 
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adult anemic spleen red cells reveals that intergenic transcripts are detected at high 
levels (10-25% of loci) only with probes a, b, f, g and h, in the region of the LCR and 
flanking the Ii and P genes. Signals with probes c, d, and e (in the 8-Y region) have 
continued their downward trend and are now barely detectable. If one assumes that 
intcrgenic transcripts are merely the result of fomtitous transcription of open or 
active chromatin domains then the results presented here lead to several important 
conclusions. First of all the globin locus appears to be divided into at least 3 
chromatin domains. The first domain, containing the LCR is in a developmentally 
stable open confonnation in red cells. The Ey domain is open in embryonic and 
early fetal red cells and closes during late fetal and adult development. The liP 
domain is closed during embtyonic erythropoiesis, opens in fetal red cells and stays 
open during adult etythropoiesis. Importantly, in early fetal liver red cells, intergenic 
signals arc detectable in both the 8y and liP domains ill cis indicating that the entire 
locus is open at this stage. This is the period of development when the y and P 
genes compete for LCR activation (Wijgerde et aI., 1995). 
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Chromatin structure 
The data suggest that the region between probes e and f contains a significant 

functional element. It represents the 3' border of intergenic transcription in the 8y 
domain in emblyonic cells and the 5' border of intergenie transcription in the liP 
domain in adult cells. If intergenic transcription indeed delineates areas of active 
chromatin we would expect to see a transition from DNase sensitive to DNase 
insensitive chromatin on either side of this region which should be dependent on the 
developmental stage. We therefore perfonned general DNase sensitivity assays on 
isolated nuclei from EIO.5 blood and adult anemic spleen from two transgenic lines 
containing the entire human P globin locus. Neeessatily we avoided analyzing 
fragments that contain hypersensitive sites, and wherever possible compared 
fragments of equivalent sizes. The relative sensitivity of each fragment was 
detennined by calculating the sensitivity factor (S) according to Wood and 
Felsenfeld, (1982) which conects for size differences. In emblyonic cells, restriction 
fragments in the r:.y domain are equivalent in sensitivity to fragments in the LCR, and 
are 6 fold more sensitive to DNase than the inactive zfp37 gene (Mazarakis et aI., 
1996) as expected. However, fragments in the 8p domain, were 2-3 fold less 
sensitive than the 8Y domain and LCR. The transition from the DNase sensitive 8Y 
domain to the relatively insensitive 8p domain appears to lie in a fairly circumscribed 
region (compare fragments 3'1VP and 5'8 in Fig. 2C). These results parallel the 
intergenic transcription results which showed a 3' limit to intergenic transcription in 
the same region in embryonic cells. 

In adult red cells fragments in the 8p domain are equivalent in sensitivity to 
the LCR and are 2-3 fold more sensitive to fragments in the Ey domain. Here again 
the pivotal region lies between probes e and f (compare fragments 3\VP and 5'8a in 
Fig. 2C) indicating that this region contains a chromatin border. These results show 
a clear-cut conelation between chromatin structure and intergenic transcription, 
indicating that domains of active chromatin are delineated by intergenic 
transcription. Furthermore the results show that the globin locus is not a single open 
chromatin domain in red cells, rather it appears to be a series of at least three 
chromatin domains, two of which are developmentally activated and silenced. 
Perhaps most important is the fact that a region of greater than 30 kb of relatively 
closed chromatin (EY domain) between the LCR and liP domain in adult red cells 
does not affect LCR directed transcription of the P gene. 

Analysis of intergenic transcription in transgenics with deleted 5'8P 
domain border 

Several point mutations and small deletions in the promoter regions of the y 
genes have been identified which cause hereditary persistence of fetal hemoglobin 
(HPFH) which phenotypically manifests as pancellular elevated y gene expression in 
adult red cells. Interestingly HPFH can also be caused by specific large deletions in 
the globin locus which remove the 8 and P genes and several kb of 3' flanking 
sequences, juxtaposing distant enhancer elements with the globin locus. Many other 
very similar large deletions of the 8 and P genes have been described which result in 
liP thalassemia. Whether a deletion leads to HPFH or 8p thalassemia seems to 
depend on the precise location of both the 5' and 3' break points (see discussion). 
The minimal region of difference between the 5' breakpoints of an HPFH deletion 
and a thalassemia deletion is approximately 900 bp, located approximately 2.8 to 3.7 
kb upstream of the Ii gene (Collins and Weissman, 1984). Among the proposals to 
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Figure 2. General DNase I sensitivity analysis during development. (A) Different restriction 
fragments (HindII-AlwNI) were tested for general DNase I sensitivity in 10.5 day embryonic 
blood cells and anemic spleen cells (8). (C) Sensitivity of different fragments (EcoRI-Sphl) 
in the region in front of the p gene. (D) Qualltitation of DNase I digestion levels of fragments 
within the s.y and the Sp domains with increasing DNase I concentration is plotted relative to 
the digestion level of a fragment in the insensitive NF-M and Zfp genes. (E) The relative 
sensitivity of the tested fragments corrected for size according to Wood and Felsenfeld (1982). 
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explain the phenotypic differences caused by the various deletions was the idea that 
the 1 and p genes were located in separate chromosomal domains (Bemards and 
Flavell 1980). The chromatin border that we have identificd appears to be located in 
the 5'8a fragmcnt (Figure 2C) which completely overlaps the minimal region of 
difference. 

Based on the patient data two transgenic lines were created containing a 
human p globin Y AC with a 2.5 kb deletion (62.5 Y AC) which encompasses the 
minimal initiation region (Calzolari et aI., 1999). Embryonic red cells from these 
mice express near nonnal levels of E and y globin mRt'lA. However, expression of 
thc p gene in fetal and adult red cells is variegated with only 20% of thc cells 
expressing the human transgene. In addition it was shown that the levcl of 
transcription per active gene is reduced to approximately 50% of nomlal. These 
results indicate that this region is essential for nomlal activation of the p globin gene 
in the context of the full locus. 

11/ situ analysis of intergenic transcription in embryonic cells from the 62.5 
Y AC line 3 which contains a single copy of the mutated Y AC shows normal Icvels 
of transcripts in the LCR and 01 domains with the exception of the region just 
upstrcam of the deletion (probe e) which is reduced from 15% of loci to 1 %. In 
E14.5 fetal rcd cells intergenic transcription in the oy domain decreases nOlmally 
however we observe a near absence (::;1 %) of intergenic transcription in the 8p 
domain suggesting that thc chromatin is closed. DNase I analysis shows that the 
sensitivity of the 8p domain is reduced to that of the inactive zfp37 gcne (approx. 1.2 
fold). These results show that the deleted region is cssential for initiation of 
intergcnic transcription and chromatin activation of the DB domain. Intergenic 
transcription in the LCR is also reduced but persists, as it does at low levels in both 
the oy and 8p domains. However, these transcripts are present only in a fraction of 
the expressing pool of variegated erythroid cells. This suggests that in the absence of 
an active 8B domain (or p gene) the chromatin of the LCR also closes down, which is 
in agreement with the results of Reitman et al., (1993) which showed that the LCR 
alone is not capable of maintaining an active chromatin structure. 

Intergenic transcription occurs in specific phases of the cell cycle 
We were interested in detemlining why only a subset of globin loci had 

intergenic transcription signals. We noticed that in homozygous transgenic mice, 
greater than 50% of the intergenic signals are in cells which display intergenic 
signals on both loci. Analysis of intergellic transcription in thc endogenous mouse 
globin locus and the endogenous human locus in cord blood BFU-E cultures showed 
similar co-ordination of loci in the same cell (figure I H). These results indicate that 
intergenic transcription is not a random phenomenon and suggested that it occurs in 
response to a specific intercellular environmcnt. 

In order to investigate thc timing of intergenic transcription we perfol1ned ill 
situ hybridization on FAC s0l1ed GI, early S, late Sand G2 cells from E13.5 fetal 
liver. The results demonstrate that in a random population of 100 cells 17% had 
intergenic foci and ''lere in G 1, 2% with foci were in early S, 1 % were in late Sand 
< 1 % were in G2, indicating that the bulk of intergenic transcription occurs in G 1 
cells (figure 3). 

We considered the possibility that the small amollnt of intergenic foci 
detected in Sand G2 phase cells was the consequence of contamination of G 1 phase 
cells. We tested this by marking S phase cells in random populations with BrdU 
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incorporation and immunofluorescent detection combined with ill situ hybridization. 
Approximately 6% of the BrdU labelled S phase cells (2% of total) had intergenic 
signals confinning that a small population of S phase cells has intergenic 
transcription, while the majority occurs in non-S phase cells. 

To fliliher investigate the timing of intergenic transcription within the 
population of S phase cells we combined immunofluorescence detection of 
prolifcrating cell nuciear antigen (peNA) with ill situ hybridization detection of 
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Figure 3. identification of intergenic transcription during the cell 
cycle. Panel A shows detection ofillfergenic transcription foci ill 
green (FITC) using probes b,c,d,ej and g in conjunction with 
detection of the cell cycle marker PCNA (Texas-red) ill 13.5 day 
homozygous fetal liver cells. Panel B sholVs (he detectioll of 
i1lfergenic transcriptionfoei in green using probes b,c,d,ej and gill 
combination with BrdU staining (Texas-red) in 13.5 day 
heterozygous fetal liver cells. Qualltitatioll of the amollnt of 
intergenic foci at different stages during the cell cycle as determined 
by cell sorting (C), BrdU staining (D) and PCNA stciining (E). The 
bar graphs represent the distribution of illfergenic signals over 
subsets ofa random population Of cells. 
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intergenic transcripts. PCNA changes its subcellular localization during the cell 
cycle making it useful for marking cells at specific stages of the cell cycle (Humbert 
et aI., 1992). It is pat1icularly useful in discriminating among early, mid and late S 
phase cells. In early S phase PCNA staining appears as small foci in the interior of 
the nucleus. During S phase progression the number of PCNA foci first increases 
and later decreases. In late S phase the size of the clusters increases and are located 
predominantly in the nuclear periphery. The ill situ hybridization data reveals that 
the intergenic transcription in S phase cells occurs only during early S. No intergenic 
transcription foci were detected in mid or late S phase cells. We conclude that 
intergenic transcription occurs only in early Sand G 1 cells. The small amount of 
cells with intergenic signals in late Sand G2 in the sorted populations is most likely 
the result of contamination. 

Discussion 
We have shown that the human ~ globin locus is actually divided into at least 

three chromatin domains through the analysis of intergenic transcription and general 
DNase I sensitivity. The LCR domain is transcribed in red cells at all developmental 
stages and is constitutively sensitive to DNase I. The rest of the locus is divided into 
two dcvelopmentally specific chromatin domains. In emblyonic red cells the 8y 
domain is transcribed and is 2-3 fold more sensitive to DNase I than the non
transcribed o~ domain. In early fetal red cells 8y domain transcription decreases as 
op domain transcription increases, however transcripts for both domains can be 
found ill cis suggesting that the entire locus is open and active at this stage. During 
adult erythropoiesis transcripts in the 8y domain are severely reduced whereas the o~ 
domain is transcribed at a high level and is 2-3 fold more sensitive to DNase than the 
By domain. The transition or border between DNase I sensitive and insensitive 
domains in both emblyonic and adult cells is located in an area between -2.6 and -4.8 
kb upstream of the I) gene. This area includes the 900 bp region (-2.7 to -3.6) which 
is the minimal difference between a (I)~)O thalassemia deletion and an HPFH 
deletion. This region was originally proposed to be a domain border based on 
analysis of the breakpoints in vatious deletions of the I) and ~ genes and their 
resultant phenotypes. Deletions of the genes and the putative border element 
displayed persistent, pancellular expression of the y genes in adult red cells 
presumably due to juxtaposition of active downstream sequences (Anagnou et aI., 
1995). Deletions with downstream 5' breakpoints, the juxtaposed sequences had no 
effect on y gene expression which were silenced normally. The border region is also 
contained within the 2.5 kb deleted region (-2.4 to -4.9) analysed by Calzolari et aI., 
(1999). which they have shown to be essential for activation of the ~ gene. 

The domain organisation of the globin locus has a number of important 
implications in understanding developmental control of transcription of the ~ genes. 
First, it appears that gene competition for the LCR is not a key factor for the absence 
of ~ gene expression in emblyonic cells. Previously it was thought that compctition 
from the E and y genes, which are closer to the LCR, suppressed p gene transcription 
in cmbryonic cells. Here we show a sharply defined domain of relative closed 
chromatin sUlToundiug the I) and p genes which suggests that the lack of ~ gene 
transcription in emblyonic cells, is controlled by chromatin inaccessibility. Our 
results suggest that only genes in areas of active chromatin can compete for LCR 
activation of transcription. It is known that EKLF, one of the principle factors 
controlling p gene transcription (Nuez et aI., 1995; Perkins et aI., 1995, 1996; 
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Wijgerde et aI., 1996) is readily available (Southwood et aI., 1996) and active in 
cmbryonic cells (Tewari et aI., 1998; Trimbotlt et aI., 1999) however, it is not able to 
affect the human p gene unless it is taken out of the context of its domain (Tewari et 
aI., 1998), 

This is in contrast to the murine homologues of the human J) gene; the mouse 
pmaj and pmin globin genes are expressed in embryonic cells in an EKLF dependent 
manner (Trimbotlt et aI., 1999). All four mouse p globin genes are active in 
cmbryonic cells at levels that are inversely propor1ional to their distance fi'om the 
LCR suggesting that the entire locus is activated and all of the genes are competing 
for the LCR. This also appears to occur in the human locus in early fetal cells when 
both the sy and op domains are activated ill cis. At this stage dynamic, mutually 
exclusive competition between the y and p genes for thc LCR takes place to bring 
about multiple gene expression in single cells. Competition for the LCR also occurs 
in embryonic cells between the sand y genes (Wijgerde et aI., 1995). 

Of interest is the proposal that the LCR can activate the genes in the distal op 
when it is separated by over 30 kb of relatively closed chromatin. This indicates that 
the chromatin border which we have identified between the sy and op domains is not 
an insulator which prevents enhancer-promoter interaction as has been shown for the 
chicken p globin HS:4 and the Drosophila scslscs' and Su(Hw) elements. Instead the 
oJ) chromatin border appears similar in function to the Fab-7 and Mep clements of 
the Drosophila Bithorax complex (BX-C). These elements segregate the chromatin 
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of adjacent regulatOlY elements which control parasegment-specific expression of thc 
Abdolllilla/-B gene (Abd-B) (Mihaly et aI., 1998) but do not block promoter-enhancer 
interactions. 

Role of the LCR 
Numerous transgenic experiments have shown that the LCR provides position 

independent, copy number dependent expression to linked genes. These data 
indicate that the LCR is sufficient to open every domain in which it integrates 
although it does not exclude the possibility that the LCR recmits or co-operates with 
endogenous elements to perfOln1 this function. Consistent activation of a LCR linked 
gene may reflect the fact that the gene now reside,s within the LCR domain. Clearly 
the human P gene is activatable in primitive cells when placed next to the LCR 
(Enver et aI., 1990; Hanscombe et aI., 1991) or in the position of the E gene (Dillon et 
aI., 1997) but not in its wild type location (Wijgerde et aI., 1995) or when placed just 
5' of the Ii globin gene (Dillon et aI., 1997). 

Recent results have shown that the LCR is not required to maintain a nuclease 
sensitive chromatin structure in clythroid cells. This suggests that other elements in 
the locus are sufficient to perfonn this fimction. The fact that the globin locus is not 
a single large chromatin domain but actually consists of 3 domains raises the 
question, what activates and maintains the chromatin of these domains? The 6.2.5 
transgenic results demonstrate that the region which ,ve have shown to contain a 
chromatin border and developmentally specific initiator of domain transcription is 
required to properly activate the chromatin of the liP domain in red cells. The 
transgenic data is supported by a naturally OCCUlTing 7.2 kb deletion (Corfu 
thalassemia) which encompasses the border and initiation region and part of the Ii 
gene and rcsults in inactivation of the intact p gene ill cis (Galanello et aI., 1990; 
Ribeiro et aI., 1993). This shows that in the context of the full locus the LCR is not 
sufficient to activate the chromatin of the distal liP domain. However the sequence 
elements within the 2.5 kb region alone are not enough to open this domain since the 
hispanic LCR deletion results in inactive chromatin throughout the entire locus 
(Forrester et aI., 1990). Obviously the developmentally specific activation fimction 
provided by the 2.5 kb region must cooperate with the region deleted in the hispanic 
thalassemia to activate chromatin in the 8p domain. Once activation takes place local 
elements contained in the 2.5 kb region and within the domain may maintain active 
chromatin in the absence of the LCR. 

Role of intergenic transcription 
There are two possible explanations for the transcription of domains of DNase 

I sensitive chromatin in the human p globin locus ill vivo. The first possibility is that 
it is simply the result of fortuitous transcription of active or accessible chromatin. 
The fact that the transcription is strand specific argues against this possibility. In 
addition we find that the liP domain transcripts initiate from a single initiation site 
which correlates with the sharp transition in chromatin stl1lcture demarcating the 5' 
extent of the liP domain (P. Fraser, unpublished). Though the results are preliminary 
it appears that the entire domain is transcribed from a precise initiation site in the 
border region. The fact that deletion of this initiation region in the "'2.5 transgenics 
results in an absence of 8p domain transcripts and an activation failure of the genes 
in this domain suggests the second possibility, that intergenic transcription plays a 
role in the activation of the genes andlor chromatin. 
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It is becoming incrcasingly clcar from the work done in other systems that 
transcription of non-coding RNA's is an essential component of gene regulation. In 
some cases such as the Xist RNA it is known that the non-coding RNA itself has a 
function. However the Xist locus also has another large non-coding transclipt in the 
antisense direction which colocalizcs on the active X chromosome. In this case and 
others, such as the immunoglobulin, IL4/1L13 and imprinted Igf2 and Igf2r genes it 
is not known whether the transcript or the transcription itself plays a role. It is 
possible that domain transcription in the human globin locus occurs as part of the 
mechanism of heritable marking of active genes or domains. It is known that a 
subset of RNA polymerase II complexes have chromatin remodelling activity and 
contain associated components such as SWIISNF, histone acetyltransferases and 
cyclin dependent kinases (Cho et aI., 1998) which may scrve to modify chromatin in 
transcribed regions. Therefore we suggest that cell cycle dependent domain 
transcription may be a way of targeting entire domains for modification (Hebbes et 
aI., 1994) rather than just gene local elements. This idea would fit in well with the 
observed transcription in early S phase around the time of replication of the globin 
locus, when newly replicated chromatin has to be assembled and modified. 
Altematively, domain transcription may simply alter the topology of chromatin or 
displace inhibitory components such as linker histones resulting in a structure which 
is more accessible to trans factors. This type of activity would be beneficial in S 
phase and in early G 1 phase as active chromosomal regions decondense after exiting 
mitosis. 

Materials and methods 
III situ hybridizatioll analysis 

Emblyonic blood cells, fetal liver cells and anemic splcen cells were isolated 
form two different transgenic lines 15 and 72 (Strouboulis et aI., 1992). Anemic mice 
were generated by 3 consecutive subcutaneous injections at 12 hour intervals of 0.4% 
phenylhydrazine hydrochloride dissolved in PBS (0.16mI120g). Fetal livers and 
anemic spleens were disl1lpted into PBS by repeated pipetting as previously 
described (Wijgerde et aI., 1995). BFU-E colonies were isolated after a 10 day 
culturing period of human cord blood progenitors in methyl cellulose. 

Cells were fixed onto a poly-L-Iysine coated slide (Sigma) in 4% 
f0l1naldehyde/5% acetic acid for 18 min. at room temp. The cells were subsequently 
washed 3 times 5 min in PBS and stored in 70% ethanol at -20°C. Slides were pre
treated for hybridization by a 0.01% pepsin digestion (4 min., 37°C) in O.OIM HCI, 
followed by a short wash in water and 5 min. fixation in 3.7% fOl1naldehyde at 
room temp. The slides were washed in PBS, dehydrated in 70%, 90% and 100% 
ethanol steps and air dried. The hybridization mixture was applied (12 fll per 
24x24mm coverslip) and incubated at 370C in a moisturised chamber for 12hr. 

For the detection of genic transcription the hybridization mixture contained 
Ing/rt! of four oligonucleotides (50nt) of p or y globin intron sequences (Gribnau et 
aI., 1998) containing a biotin side chain in the middle and on the 5' and the 3'end of 
the oligonucleotide (Eurogentec, Belgium). For the detection of intergenic 
transcription the hybridization mixture contained lng/ill of a digoxigenin-dUTP or a 
biotin-dUTP Nick translated probe. The following probe sequences according to the 
GenBank database were used for ill situ hybridization analysis: a, --3439-18683; b, 
3302-5208; c, 22663-25456; d, 30418-32403; e, 48910-50766; f, 52388-54776; g, 
58041-61921. 
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Probes and oligonucleotides were dissolved in SO% fomlamide, 2x SSC, 
salmon spelm DNA (200ng/IlI), Sx Denhardts, ImM EDT A , SOmM sodium 
phosphate pH 7.0 and SOng/ill mouse Cot DNA (Gibco BRL), denatured S minutes at 
80°C, and renatured IS minutes at 37°C. The coverslip was removed by dipping in 
2x SSC and the cells were washed three times in 2x SSC 37°C, followed by a S min 
wash in O.IM Tris, O.ISM NaCI, O.OS% Tween 20. Antibody detection of the labels 
was essentially as described by Dirks et al. (1993), with thrce amplification steps. 
PCNA was detected with an aPCNA antibody (DAKO) and a secondalY antibody 
step with an antibody labeled with Texas-red. Slides were mounted with 
DAPIIDABCO:Vectashield (1:1) in glycerol (90%) and stored at 40 C in the dark. 
Fluorescence was detected by epifluorenscence/CCD. In all cases more than 2S0 
cells were counted per data point. 

BrdU labelling and detection 
Fetal liver cells were isolated from 13.S day transgenic embryos, containing a 

single integrated copy of the complete human P globin locus (Strouboulis et a!., 
1992). Fetal livers were dismpted as described and cells were incubated in SOIlM 
BrdU for IS minutes at 37°C under mild agitation. Cells were washed two times with 
PBS. Fixation, pre-treatment, hybridization and antibody detection were as 
described. After antibody detection of digoxigenin labeled probes cells were fixed 
for I hour in 3.7% parafonnaldehydelPBS. Slides were washed 10 minutes in PBS, 
dehydrated in 70%, 90% and 100% ethanol steps and air dried. DNA was denatured 
2.S minutes at 80°C in SO% fOlmamide 2xSSC and washed 3 times S minutes in ice
cold 2xSSC. BrdU was detected with aBrdU antibodies (DAKO) and a secondary 
antibody layer with an antibody labeled with Texas-red. 

Isolation of Il1Ic!ei and general DNase I sensitivity studies 
Nuclei were isolated from 10.S day blood cells or adult anemic spleen cells as 

described by Forester et al. (1990). Cells were dismpted with 20 strokes of a type B 
pestle. Aliquots (SO ~t1) were digested with increasing amounts of DNase I for 3 
minutes at 37°C. Reactions were treated with 2S0~lg/ml proteinase K in 0.3 M NaCI, 
O.S% SDS, SmM EDT A and 10mM Tris pH 8 at S3°C ovemight, phenollchloroform 
extracted and ethanol precipitated. Pellets were dissolved in SO ~ll H20. For Southem 
blot analysis DNA was digested with the appropriate restriction enzyme and IS-
30~lgr of DNA was loaded per lane. Emblyonic series were digested with 
HindII+AlwNI and blots were hybridized with probes c, detecting a 2.2 kb AlwNI 
fragment; d, detecting a 4.9 kb HindII-AlwNI fragment; e, detecting a I.S kb HindII
AlwNI fragment; f, detecting a 2.6 kb HindII fragment; g, detecting a 1.8 kb HindII 
fragment and PIVSII (62663-63S80) detecting a 2.2 kb HindII-AlwNI fragment. 
Adult series were digested with either HindlI+AlwNI or EcoRI+SphI. Blots with 
EcoRI + Sphl digests were hybridized with probes c, detecting a 4.2 kb EcoRI 
fragment; d, detecting a 7.0 kb EcoRI fragment; e, detecting a S.1 kb Sphl-EcoRI 
fragment; f, detecting a 1.4 kb Sphl-EcoRI, a 1.7 kb EcoRI and a 2.3 kb EcoRI-SphI 
fragmcnt; g, dctecting a 3.S kb EcoRI-Sphl fragment and PIVSII dctecting a 2.0 kb 
Sphl-EcoRI fragment. For relative comparison of the series blots were hybridized 
with a Zfp probe (Mazarakis et a!., 1996) detecting a 3.6 kb HindII-AlwNI fragment 
or a NF-M probe detecting a 3.6 kb HindII-AlwNI or a 1.9 kb EcoRI-SphI fragment. 
Probes wcre competed IS min at 6SoC with lO~lgrlftl sonicated mouse genomic DNA 
in 5xSSC. The general sensitivity was quantitated via Phosphor imager analysis. 
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Transcriptional activation of the fl globin locus 
For the last two decades the human p globin locus has provided a wealth of 

infonnation conceming the regulation of multi-gene loci. The p globin locus consists 
of 5 functional genes, 5'8-Gy_Ay-Ii-P-3', that are developmentally expressed in the 
order of their organisation (Collins and Weissman 1984). Initial studies using 
transgenic mice to test the expression of small constmcts comprising a single globin 
gene indicated that the essential infomlation for high level expression was not 
present in these constructs (Magram 1985, Townes 1985, Kollias 1986, Chada 1986). 
Similar results were reported in a Dutch thalassemia patient, having intact p gene 
sequences without p gene transcription (van der Ploeg 1980). This infomlation let to 
the discovery of a region, located upstream of the area containing the 5 functional 
genes, that is required for position independent and copy number dependent high 
level of globin gene transcription (Grosveld 1987). The region contains 5 erythroid 
specific developmentally stable hypersensitive sites and was designated LCR. 
Transgenic studies using full locus constl1lcts with small deletions of individual 
hypersensitive sites of the LCR showed that proper activation by the LCR requires 
all hypersensitive sites ill cis to overcome position effects (Milot 1996), suggesting 
that the diffcrent hypersensitive sites of the LCR act together as a holo-complex. 

Three different models have been proposed explaining the mechanism of LCR 
activation and developmental regulation of the p globin genes; an accessibility, a 
tracking and a looping model. The accessibility model assumes that the LCR is only 
necessary for the initial activation of chromatin after which trans-acting factors are 
sufficient for proper developmental expression (Mattin 1996). The tracking model 
explains LCR activation by considering the LCR as a nucleation site for the entlY of 
trans-acting factors that track along the DNA in order to activate downstream genes 
(Herendecn 1992, Tuan 1992). In the looping model the LCR activates the locus and 
subsequently f0l111S dynamic, direct chromatin interactions with gene-local 
regulatOlY elements (see Ptashue 1988 and Wijgerde 1995 and refs. therein). 

In the absence of direct visualisation of chromatin dynamics ill vivo it is only 
possible to use indirect measures in order to discriminate between the three models. 
An impOltant parameter in the regulation of the p globin genes is that the different 
globin genes compete for the activation by the LCR. Competition for regulatory 
elements has been reported in many other multi-gene loci, like the Hox clusters (van 
der Hoeven 1996) and the Igf2-HI9 genes (Webber 1998). Initial indications for 
competition in the p globin locus came from experiments using constmcts with y and 
p genes linked in different order to the LCR (Enver 1990, Hanscombe 1991). LCR-P 
constructs arc expressed at all stages during development, however abelTant 
expression of the p gene in emblyonic erythrocytes is ablated through inseltion ofa y 
gene ill cis between the p gene and the LCR. 

More recently it was shown that addition of a marked p gene at different 
positions in the p globin locus results in a competitive advantage of the gene located 
closest to the LCR and that the relative distance between the genes and the LCR 
cOlTelates directly with the expression levels (Dillon 1997). These results contradict a 
transcriptional interference mechanism that has been proposed to explain competition 
in an accessibility model. Transcriptional interference would predict that moving an 
additional p globin gene closer to the wild type gene would result in a decrease in 
expression of the wildtype gene, in hoct the opposite result was observed. The results 
reported by Dillon el al. (1997) are also inconsistent with a tracking model that only 
predicts changes in relative output levels when the linear order of genes is changed. 
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The data arc consistent with a looping model with direct LCR-gene interactions in 
which the frequcncy and duration of intcractions arc the key parameters in 
detennining the final output of the different genes. The frequency of interactions is 
dependent on the relative distance of the LCR to the gene whereas trans-acting 
factors are responsible for the duration of an interaction. 

A pivotal difference between the looping model and both the accessibility and 
tracking models is that the looping model allows only one gene to be transcribed at a 
time whereas the other models propose co-initiation of multiple genes. Initial 
indications for the existence of co-activation came from an expetiment showing that 
two y promoters could be digested ill cis using a restriction enzyme digestion assay in 
isolated nuclei (Bresnick and Felscnfeld 1994). The considerable amount of co
digested y globin promoters were interpreted as being the consequence of 
simultaneous transcription initiation of both genes. However promoter 
hypersensitivity appears to reflect the potential to be activated, since HEL cells have 
hypersensitive 0 and P promoters despite the absence of 0 and P globin transcripts 
(Groudine 1983). Initial ill situ hybridization studies also suggested the possibility of 
co-initiation of multiple genes ill cis, since staining of fetal liver cells with antibodies 
against y and p globin peptides resulted in many cells staining positive for both 
proteins (Fraser 1993). This was confirmed by single cell PCR studies (Furukawa 
1995), and in situ hybridization experiments with intron specific oligo's also 
revealed loci with multiple gene signals ill cis (Wijgerde 1995). The oligo's detect 
primaty transcripts of actively transcribed genes and genes that were active within a 
period of 7 minutes as was determined by using the transcription inhibitor 
actinomycin-D. With these intron specific oligo sets y and p globin primary 
transcripts could be detected ill cis in a small subset of cells and could be an 
indication that both genes are co-initiated. Nevertheless the double signals could also 
bc thc result of a recent switch from y to p globin exprcssion or vice versa. In order 
to discriminate between these two possibilities we perfonned transcription inhibition 
and release studies using an elongation blocking agent ORB (chapter 4). We found a 
significant delay in the recovery of double signals ill cis compared to double signals 
ill trails after release of transcription, indicating that only a single p-like gene is 
activated at a time. Similar results were obtained with mini-yp constructs (Ristaldi in 
prep.) and the murine p globin genes (chapter 5). Interestingly no delay in 
reappearance of donble a and t:; globin signals was observed indicating that 
activation of the murine a genes is either more dynamic or that the different a genes 
are co-initiated ill cis. 

Chromatin domains in the globin locus 
Indications for the presence of different chromosomal domains that could be 

involved in the regulation of the p globin locus were based on patient data (Collins 
and Weissman 1984). It was found that deletions encompassing the 1\ and p globin 
genes resulted in either a HPFH or a (opr thalassemia phenotype and that the 
difference was delineated by a 700 bp region (Calzolari 1999 and refs. therein). A 
deletion of this region in transgenic mice results in an activation failure of the 
downstrcam p globin gene at fetal and adult stages (Calzolari 1999). Another 
deletion encompassing the E silencer-enhancer sho\ved that this region is important 
for E and y exprcssion in the embryo (Liu 1997). Interestingly both regions seem to 
demarcate the borders of domains of active and inactive chromatin. We find that 
active globin genes reside in arcas that are 2-3 fold more sensitive to DNase I 
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compared to regions containing inactive globin genes (chapter 6). DNase studies 
using blood cells of different developmental stages show that the human p globin 
locus is divided in at least three domains, a LCR, a ey and a op domain. The LCR 
domain is in a constitutively open chromatin configuration in erythroid cells. The EY 
domain is open in embryonic red cells and closes during fetal erythropoiesis, whereas 
the op domain is closed in the embryo, opens in the fetal liver and remains open in 
the adult. Similar results have been reported for the murine p globin locus using 
MEL cells. The active pmaj and pmin genes are located in a domain that is 3 fold 
more sensitive to DNase I than a domain that contains the inactive ey and PHI genes 
(Smith 1984). The DNase I sensitive domain is depleted from histone HI and 
differences in DNase I sensitivity are lost after unfolding higher order chromatin 
stmctures under low ionic strength conditions. Interestingly recondensation results in 
a restoration of differential sensitivities indicating that active domains are marked, 
which could be the result of general hyper-acetylation of histones in active domains, 
as has been found in the chicken locus (Hebbes 1994) or specific acetylation of 
cetiain lysine residues. 

The Hispanic thalassemia deletion clearly shows that these 40 kilo bases are 
absolutcly required for chromatin activation of the p globin locus (FotTester 1990). 
Numerous amounts of transgenic studies using LCR constructs comprising at least 
HS I-HS4 show that these hypersensitive sites are sufficient for chromatin activation 
of the p globin locus. Recently data has been published showing that the LCR is not 
required for the maintenance of DNase I sensitivity in the human and the murine P 
globin loci (Reik 1998, Epner 1998). The data indicate that infonnation necessary for 
the maintenance of DNase I sensitivity is apparently retained outside the area defined 
as the LCR. Potential candidate elements involved in maintenance of an active 
chromatin configuration could be the elements like the e silencer:enhancer, the 700 
bp sequence 5' of the 0 gene and several other elements including promoters and a 
LTR located upstream ofHS5. 

How do these local elements propagate DNase I sensitivity? Intriguing is the 
fact that active chromatin domains in the human p globin locus are marked by 
unidirectional domain transcripts (Ashe 1997, chapter 6). Similar results have been 
obtaincd in the heavy and light chain immunoglobulin loci were germ-line 
transcription precedes and is a prerequisite for VDJ recombination (for review see 
Willerford 1996). Gennline transcription has been implicated to conespond with 
active chromatin, although it is not clear if active chromatin is required for proper 
recombination. Interestingly a deletion of a domain border in the p globin locus 
rcsults in the absence of domain transcripts suggesting that these transcripts are 
initiated by elements that function as domain border. Similar start sites have been 
found in the LTR upstream of the LCR (Proudfoot pers. comm.), HS2 (Tuan 1992) 
and the E silencer-enhancer (Allen 1983), and initiation of these transcripts could 
solely be fortuitous because of an active chromatin stlllchire provided by local 
elements. Elements dispersed over the whole globin locus could propagate active and 
inactive chromatin domains by attracting PcG proteins) trxG proteins) chromatin 
rcmodelling complexes and/or histone acctyl transferases. Interestingly it has 
recently been shown that YYI is a homologue of the Drosophila Polycomb group 
protein (Pc G) pleiohomeotic. Several putative YYI binding sites have been reported 
in the globin locus suggesting that PcG proteins and probably trxG proteins playa 
role in the maintenance of globin gene expression. Two other recent rep011s show 
that different chromatin remodelling complexes are involved in globin gene 
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expression (Armstrong 1998, O'Neill 1999). It remains however questionable how 
these clements can efficiently propagate active chromatin domains of more than 10 
kb, since chromatin remodelling complexes in yeast seem to act only on a very 
localized area of a few nucleosomes (Kadosh 1998). Similarly cross-linking 
experiments and fluorescent staining with anti-bodies against PcG and trxG proteins 
suggest that these proteins do not spread but are associated with the immediate 
surroundings of PRE/TRE sequences (Pinotta 1998, Orlando 1998). We found that 
domain transcripts arc only present at celiain stages of the cell cycle. If these 
transcripts would solely be the consequence of an active chromatin configuration 
then this implies that in certain stages in G I and early S phase the chromatin 
structure is more accessible than in mid and late S phases and G2. These results and 
the uni-directionality of intergenic transcription rather suggest that domain 
transcripts or the polymerases that generate these transcripts play an active role in 
chromatin modification after mitosis and DNA replication. It has been shown that 
polymerases, that possibly produce domain transcripts, are associated with histone 
acetyl transferases or chromatin remodelling complexes. Transcription with these 
complexes will result in increased histone acetylation and the loss ofRl, although a 
purely mechanic removal of HI can not be excluded. It has indeed recently been 
shown that different mammalian RNA polymerase II complexes exist. One of these 
complexes contains the histone acctyl transferase protein pCAF associated with the 
elongating isoform of polymerase II (Cho 1998). This would suggest that the 
transcription process plays an active role in maintenance of an open chromatin 
stmcturc. Another possibility is that the resulting Rt'lA transcripts playa role in 
activation of the locus like has been postulated for the Drosophila male X 
chromosome. The male X chromosome is hyper-activated compared to the female X 
chromosomes. This hyper-activation is accompanied with the localization of roxA 
transcripts at the hyper-active X chromosome, and coating of the X chromosome has 
been implicated in the process of dosage compensation (Meller 1997). 

EKLF and competition 
Erythroid Kntppel-like factor plays an essential role in fetal and adult 

erythropoiesis as was shown by the generation of EKLF null mutants. Homozygous 
knock out mice suffer from severe anaemia and die around EI2.5-E14.5 of gestation. 
Although EKLF-I- mice do not express the adult p globin gene it is not clear if the Il 
globin genes are the only targets of EKLF. Recent studies using a ~l-LCR-a
promoter-pmaj construct in order to rescue the fetal and adult p globin expression, 
indicate that more genes are affected by EKLF since no significant difference was 
observed between wildtype and transgenic mice in an EKLF-I- background (Wijgerde 
pel's. comm.). 

We studied the role of EKLF in competition of the Il genes by generating 
compound transgenics with a single copy of the complete human p globin locus in an 
EKLF+I- and EKLF-I- background (chapter 3).We found that levels of EKLF are 
directly related to the ratio of Ply globin expression, indicating that EKLF plays an 
impOliant role in stabilising LCR-P gene interactions. A recent report shows that 
EKLF recmits a chromatin remodelling complex E-RCI in order to fonn a 
hypersensitive site (Allllstrong 1998). Interestingly a hypersensitive site could also 
be fonned without the EKLF trans-activation domain, showing that chromatin 
remodelling and transcription initiation are independent processes that can clearly be 
separated. 
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Although these data suggest that EKLF is mainly required for the activation of 
the Il globin promoter, DNase I sensitivity studies showed that HS3 of the LCR is 
also affected in EKLF-I- mice (chapter 3). EKLF is also a modulator ofPEV, assayed 
in transgenic mice with a deletion of a single hypersensitive site of the LCR (Milot 
submitted). Increased amounts of EKLF reduce PEV of both y and Il globin 
expression whereas decreased amounts severely increase PEV, indicating that EKLF 
plays a much broader role in globin gene regulation than was previously thought. 
The results supp011 a 'mass action' model for the LCR mediated activation of the 
globin locus, in which trans-acting factors have a certain probability of binding a 
target sequence (Grosveld 1999). Increased amounts of target sequences (like the 
several hypersensitive sites in the LCR) or increased levels of trans-acting factors 
result in a higher probability of activation of the locus. 

Rather sllll'rising was the finding that EKLF is already present and active in 
the emblyonic red cells (Tewari 1998, chapter 5). Earlier repOl1s show that a single Il 
globin gene linked to an LCR is already active in the emblYo (Enver 1990) and that 
expression is partially dependent on EKLF (Te\Vari 1998). Based on these results it 
was suggested that the Il globin gene is silenced in the emblYo as a consequence of 
competition from the E and y globin genes. However we do not detect a 
hypersensitive site at the Il globin promoter in the emblYo and find that the p gene is 
located in a domain of closed chromatin, despite the presence of active EKLF 
(chapter 6). Similarly, the relative frequency of LCR-IlM and LCR-Ilwt interactions 
found by Dillon ef al. (1997) in adult red cells, in a transgenic mouse line with the 
IlM gene replacing the E gene, would predict activity of the wildtype Il gene in the 
embryo. Nevel1heless, no activity of the wildtype Il gene could be measured at this 
stage, despite a 50% expression level of the pM gene. This suggests that the Il globin 
gene is inactive in the embryo in its natural environment and does not take patt in the 
competition for the LCR. Intcrestingly the results indicate that EKLF can not bind 
the p globin promoter in inactive chromatin, and suggest that first an active 
chromatin configuration (probably 10 nm fibre) has to be established before EKLF 
can bind it's target sequence. Additional proteins that are not identified yet could be 
involved in the initial chromatin activation. However, one can not exclude the 
possibly that higher levels of active EKLF are sufficient to fonn a hypersensitive 
site. To date transgenic studies are in progress in which EKLF is linked to a mutated 
ligand binding domain of the estrogen receptor. Translocation of EKLF to the 
nucleus can be induced upon addition of a specific estrogen derivative. These mice 
could be used to test if increased levels of EKLF are sufficient to activate the Il gene 
promoter in the emblYo. Compound transgenies will be generated by crossing this 
line with a EKLF-I- line resulting in a EKLF 'knock on' mouse that can be velY 
useful in monitoring the effects of induction of EKLF on chromatin stlllcture and Il 
gene activation. 
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Summary 
All our hereditaty infonnation is stored in DNA. EvelY human cell contains a 

copy of 3 billion base pairs of sequences organized in large units called 
chromosomes. The 23 human chromosome pairs contain about 100,000 genes. These 
genes code for different proteins which fonn the basis of all biological processes in 
our body. Different cell types are induced by activating different combinations of 
genes. One of these cell types is the red cell that originates from a stem cell via a 
differentiation process called elythropoiesis. During elythropoiesis stem cell specific 
genes are down regulated whereas red cell specific genes are activated. The majority 
of the cell mass of the resulting red cell consists of hemoglobin (Hb). Adult 
hemoglobin is a hetero tetrameric protein of two a and two p globin chains. Different 
a-like and p-like globin chains are expressed dming development of the embryo, 
resulting in different hemoglobin tetramers. These different tetramers facilitate the 
oxygen uptake from the mother, since embryonic Hb has a higher affinity for oxygen 
than adult Hb. 

The human p-like globin genes are organized in a locus that resides on 
chromosome II. The locus contains 5 functional genes, 5'-e-Gy_Ay-o-P-3', which are 
organized according to their expression pattem during development. Two switches in 
the expression of the different p-like globin genes occur during development. The 
first switch fi'om e to y globin expression takes place at the 6th week of gestation. 
Around birth y globin expression is replaced by expression of adult 0 and p globin 
genes. Five DNase I hypersensitive sites have been characterised in an area of20 kilo 
bases just upstream of the e globin gene. This locus control region (LCR) plays an 
important role in the regulation of the globin genes and is absolutely required for 
high level expression of the p-like globin genes. None of the hypersensitive sites 
appears to have developmentally specific gene activation capabilities. It has also 
been shown that the globin genes compete for the activation of the LCR, and 
competition is dependent on the relative distance of the gene from the LCR. These 
results suggest that the different hypersensitive sites act in concert, as a holocomplex, 
in order to activate downstream genes. 

Three different models have been proposed to explain the mechanism ofLCR 
mediated activation of the globin genes. The looping model predicts direct 
interactions between the LCR and the genes by looping out intervening DNA. In the 
accessibility model the LCR is only responsible for an open chromatin stmcture after 
which trans-acting factors activate the different globin genes. The tracking model 
explains activation of the globin genes by linear transpOli along the DNA of trans
acting factors initiated at the LCR. An important difference between the models is 
that the looping model allows only one gene to be activated at a time whereas both 
the accessibility and the tracking model allow multiple genes to be co-activated. 

To address this question we applied an ill situ hybridization technique which 
enables the detection of active genes and genes that have been active within a time 
span of 7 minutes before fixation. After ill situ hybridisation these active genes light 
up as fluorescent signals within the cell. Co-detection of active y and p globin genes 
in fetal liver cells of a transgenic mouse with the human p globin locus, results in a 
vast majority of single y or p signals. Only a small number of loci have both y and p 
gene signals. These double signals could be the consequence of a recent switch from 
y to p gene activation or vice versa, but could also be the result of co-activation of 
multiple globin genes. In order to discriminate between these two possibilities we 
perfonned transcription inhibition and release experiments as has been described in 
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chapter 4 and 5. Polymerase II transcription elongation was rcversibly blocked with 
ORB and the re-activation process was subsequently followed at different time points 
after the release of transcription elongation. The results show that single y or p gene 
signals reappear twice as fast as double signals, whereas two signals on two different 
chromosomes reappear as fast as single signals. Similar results were obtained with 
the two human y genes and the murine ey and PHI genes and show that the human 
and murine LCR's can only activate one gene at a given moment. This is in 
agreement with the looping model and suggests that the LCR directly interacts with 
the globin gene promoters in order to activate these genes. The switching process is a 
highly dynamic process with the LCR forming semi stable interactions with a single 
gene promoter thereby switching back and forih between the active globin genes. 
The stability of LCR-promoter interaction and the frequency of these interactions are 
the key parameters that detennine the final output of the different globin genes. 

Erythroid krlippcl like factor (EKLF) plays an impOliant role in the activation 
of the adult p globin genes. Genetic ablation studies of EKLF have shown that this 
results in the absence of adult murine p globin genes. In chapter 3 we show that 
EKLF is also necessary for the expression of the adult human p globin gene and the 
fonnation of an erythroid specific hypersensitive site in theLCR. Reduction in the 
amount of EKLF results in a delayed switch from y to p globin expression in mice 
tmnsgenic for the full human p globin locus. These results suggest that EKLF plays 
an important role in the stabilisation of LCR-P globin promoter interaction. 

Activation of the p globin locus not only accompanies the activation of the 
globin genes itself, but also results in transcription of non-coding arcas located 
outsidc the globin gene sequences. In chapter 6 we studied this intergenie 
transcription and find that the globin locus can be divided in at least three different 
domains. LCR transcripts can be detected throughout development whereas 
transcription in the ey domain is only present in embryonic blood and the early fetal 
liver. Transcription in the op domain is only detected in the fetal liver and in adult 
spleen cells. We find that areas with intergenic transcription have a higher sensitivity 
to DNase I indicating that these regions have an open/active chromatin structure. In 
adult blood cells the LCR is capable of activating the downstream 0 and p genes 
without interference of an area of 30 kilobases of closed/inactive chromatin located 
in between. Since intergenic transcription is mainly unidirectional and is only present 
in G I and eady S phase of the cell cycle we suggest that intergenic transcription 
could playa direct role in the activation of chromatin. 
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Samenvatting 
Al onze erfelijke infonnatie ligt opgeslagen in DNA. DNA is georganiseerd in 

lange strengen van in totaal 3 miljard opeenvolgende base paren. Elke liehaamseel 
bevat een kopie van dit erfelijk materiaa!. Het DNA van een menselijke eel ligt 
verspreid over 23 chromosoomparen en bevat ongeveer 100.000 genen. De eiwitten 
waar deze genen voor coderen varmen de basis van aile biologischc processen in ons 
lichaam. Door verschillende combinaties van genen tc activeren kunnen 
versehillende eeltypen ge'indueeerd worden. Een van die eel typen is de rode 
bloedeel, die onstaat door differentiatie van een stamee!. Dit differentiatie proees 
wordt erythropoiese genoemd en vindt plaats via versehillende tussenliggende 
'precursor' eel stappen. Tijdens elythropoiesc worden stamee1 specifieke genen 
uitgesehakcld terwijl rode bloedeel speeifieke genen, zoals de globine genen, worden 
geaetiveerd. Rode bloedeellen bestaan voor het grootste deel uit hemoglobine (Hb), 
dat verantwoordelijk is vaor het zuurstof transp0l1 in het lichaam. Hemoglobine is 
cen hetero-tetrameer en bestaat uit twee a globine en twee p globine eiwittcn. 
Tijdens de ontwikkeling van een embryo komen versehillende a en p globine 
ciwitten tot expressic, wat resultect1 in vcrschillende Hb tetramcren. Deze 
verschillende tctramcrcn worden aUl1gemaakt zodat het ontwikkelend emblYo 
makkelijker zuurstof kan verkrijgen van de moeder. Embryonaal Hb hceft namelijk 
cell hogere affiniteit voor zuurstof dan volwassen Hb. 

Dc menselijke p globine genen liggen georganiseerd in een locus dat 
gcsitueerd is op chromosoom 11. Het locus bestaat uit 5 functionele genen die 
georganiseerd zijn in de volgordc waal"in ze tot expressie komcn tijdens ontwikkeling 
(5'-8-Gy_Ay-ii-P-3'). Tijdens ontwikkeling vinden twee omsehakelingen in de 
expressie van de p globine genen plaats. De eerste omschakeling van E expressie l1aar 
y expressie vindt plaats rand de Gde \veek van de zwangerschap. Rand de geboorte 
vindt er een tweedc omsehakeling plaats van y expressie naar expressie van het 
volwassen 8 en p globine. In een gebied, ongevccr 20 kilobasen groot, dat gcsitucerd 
is voor het 8 globine gen zijn 5 DNase I hypergevoelige gebieden gekarakteriseerd. 
Elk DNase hypergevoelig gebied kan versehillende eiwitten bind en en gebleken is 
dat deze gebieden een belangrijke rol spelen bij de activatie van de verschillende p 
globine genen. Versehillende experimenten hebben laten zien dat er geen DNase 
hypergevoelige gebieden van deze 'locus control region' (LCR) Zijll die seleetief 66n 
gen activeren of aIleen maar aetief zijn in een bepaalde peri ode tijdens de 
ontwikkeling van het embryo. Ook is aangetoond dat de versehillende aetieve genen 
competeren Vaal' aetivatie door de LCR en dat eompetitie afhankelijk is van de 
relatieve afstand van een gen tot de LCR. Dit suggereeri dat de verschillende DNase 
hypergevoelige gebieden samenwerken, in de vann van een halo-complex, am de 
verschillende globine genen te activeren. 

Er zijn drie versehillende modellen gepostuleerd om de aetivatie van de 
globine genen door de LCR te verklaren. Het 'looping' -model voorspelt een direete 
interaetie tussen de LCR en de versehillende globine genen, door tussenliggend DNA 
uit te 'Ioopen'. In het toegankelijkheids-model is de LCR aileen verantwoordelijk 
va or een open chroma tine shuctuur waama transeriptie-factoren de verschillende 
globine genen kunncn aetiveren. Het 'traeking'-model verklaart activatie van globine 
genen door lincair transport langs het DNA van, in de LCR ge"initieerdc, transcriptie
faetoren. Een belangrijk verschil tussen de drie modellen is dat het 'looping' -model 
sleehts activatic van een gen toestaat op een bepaald moment, terwiji het 
toegankelijkheids- en het 'traeking'-model eo-aetivatie voorspellen van aetieve genen. 
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De door ons toegepaste ill situ hybridisatie techniek maakt detectie mogelijk 
van actieve genen en genen die tot 7 minuten v66r fixatie actief zijn gcwcest. Na ill 
silu hybridisatie lichten deze actieve gencn op als klcine fluorescercnde signal en in 
ccn cel. Co-detectie van actieve y en p globine genen in foetale lever cellen van een 
transgene muis met het humane p globine locus laat voornamelijk loci zien met 
enkele y of p globine signalen. Slechts een klein aantal loci laat zowel y als p 
signalen zien. Deze dubbele signalen zouden cen gevolg kunncn zijn van cen recente 
switch in activatie van y naar ~ globine of andersolll, maar kan ook het gevolg zijn 
van co-activatie van beide genen in het zelfde locus. Om onderscheid te kunnen 
maken tussen deze twee mogelijkheden hebben we de in hoofdstuk 4 en 5 
beschreven transcriptie inhibitie en re-activatie experimenten uitgevoerd. Hiclioe 
werd transcriptie elongatie van polymerase II reversibel geblokkeerd met DRB. Na 
uitwassen van DRB hcbben we het transcriptie re-activatie proccs gevolgd door 
middel van ill situ hybridisatie met cellen ge"isoleerd op verschillende tijdstippen na 
reactivatie. Deze experimenten laten zien dat enkele y of p globine signalen twee 
keer sneller opkomen dan dubbele signalen, terwijl twee signalen op verschillende 
loci in dezelfde cel even snel opkomen als de enkele signalen. Hetzelfde resultaat 
werd gevonden \Vanneel' de twee menselijke y globine genen en de muis Ey en PHI 
genen werden gevolgd na reactivatie. Deze resultaten suggereren dat de LCR slechts 
cen menselijk of muis p globine gen kan activeren op een bepaald moment. Dit is in 
overcenstemming met het 'looping' -model en suggereert dat voor de activatie van de 
globine genen de LCR een directe interactie aangaat met de promoters van deze 
genen. Tijdens het omschakelings-proces gaat de LCR dynamische directe interacties 
aan met de globine promoters en gaat daarbij heen en weer tussen de verschillende 
actieve genen. De stabiliteit en de frequentie van de LCR-promoter interacties zijn 
bepalend voor de mate van produktie van de versehillende globine genen. 

Elythroid Kruppellike factor (EKLF) speelt een belangrijke rol in de activatie 
van de volwassen muizen p globine genen. Af\vezigheid van EKLF resulteelt in de 
afwezigheid van volwassen p globine. In hoofdstuk 3 laten we zien dat EKLF ook 
noodzakelijk is voor expressie van het humane vol wassell P globine gen en de 
vonning van een DNase I hypergevoelig gebied van de LCR. Reductie van de 
hoeveelheid EKLF resulteert in een vertraagde switch van y naar P exprcssie in 
transgene muizen met het humane p globine locus. Deze resultaten sllggereren dat 
EKLF een belangrijkc rol speelt bij de stabilisatie van LCR-P globine promoter 
interacties. 

Activatic van het globine locus gaat niet alleen gepaard met activatie van de 
globine genen maar leidt ook tot transeriptie van niet coderende sequenties buiten de 
globine genen. In hoofdstuk 6 hebben we deze intergene transcriptie bestudecrd en 
vinden dat het menselijke p globine locus kan worden gesplitst in 3 verschillende 
domeinen. Transcriptie in de LCR wordt gedetecteerd op elk moment tijdens de 
ontwikkeling van het embryo, telwijl transcriptie in het "y domein wordt 
gedetecteerd in het emblyonaal bloed en in een vroeg stadium in de foetale lever. 
Transcriptie in het op domein daarentegen is allecn detecteerbaar in de [oetale lever 
en in volwassen bloed cellen. Gcbieden met intergcne transcriptie hebben een hogere 
gevocligheid Vaal' DNase I wat bctekent dat gebieden met intergcne transcriptie cen 
open/actieve chromatine stmctuur bezitten. In volwassen bloedcellcn kan de LCR 
kennelijk de Ii en p globine genen activeren zonder hinder te ondervinden van de 
aanwezigheid van ~30 kilobasen tllssenliggend gesloten/illacticf chromatine. Omdat 
intergene transcriptie uilidirectioncci is en intergene transcriptie aileen wordt 
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waargenomen in Glen vroege S fase van de eel cyclus zou intergene transcriptie cen 
directe rol kunncn spelen bij de activatie van ehromatine. 
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